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Arabic honorific symbols  
used in this book

(-testid) : Subḥānahu wa Ta‘âla — “The Exalted”

(ModelIndex) : Ṣalla-Allâhu ‘Alayhi wa Sallam — “Blessings and peace be upon him”

(ModelIndex) : ‘Alayhis-Salâm — “May peace be upon him”

(ModelIndex) : Raḍia-Allâhu ‘Anhu — “May Allah be pleased with him”

(ModelIndex) : Raḍia-Allâhu ‘Anhâ — “May Allah be pleased with her”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic script</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated as:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ا (a)</td>
<td>short ‘a’, as in <em>cat</em></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي (é)</td>
<td>longer ‘a’, as in <em>cab</em> (not as in <em>cake</em>)</td>
<td>é</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب (b)</td>
<td>/bl/ as in <em>bell</em>, <em>rubber</em> and <em>tab</em></td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت (t)</td>
<td>/tl/ as in <em>tap</em>, <em>mustard</em> and <em>sit</em></td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>takes the sound of the preceding diacritical mark sometimes ending in <em>h</em> (when in pausal form): ah, ih, or ooh; or <em>atu(n)</em>, <em>ati(n)</em> or <em>ata(n)</em> when in uninterrupted speech</td>
<td>h or t (when followed by another Arabic word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث (th)</td>
<td>/th/ as in <em>thing</em>, <em>maths</em> and <em>wealth</em></td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج (j)</td>
<td>/lj/ as in <em>jam</em>, <em>ajar</em> and <em>age</em></td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح (h)</td>
<td>a ‘harsher’ sound than the English initial /hl/, and may occur medially and in word-final position as well</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ (kh)</td>
<td>as in <em>Bach</em> (in German); may occur initially and medially as well</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د (d)</td>
<td>/dl/ as in <em>do</em>, <em>muddy</em> and <em>red</em></td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ (dh)</td>
<td>as in <em>this</em>, <em>father</em>, and <em>with</em></td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر (r)</td>
<td>/lr/ as in <em>raw</em>, <em>art</em> and <em>war</em>; may also be a rolled r, as with Spanish words</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic script</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>Transliterated as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>/z/ as in zoo, easy and gaze</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>/s/ as in so, messy and grass</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>as in ship, ashes and rush</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing /sw/ or /s/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing /d/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>ḍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing /t/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>ṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing ‘the’ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English: a guttural sound in the back of the throat</td>
<td>‘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be closely approximated by pronouncing it like the French /r/ in ‘rouge’</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>/f/ as in fill, effort and muff</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic script</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>Transliterated as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>no close equivalent in English, but may be approximated by pronouncing /k/ farther back in the mouth</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>/k/ as in <em>king, buckle</em> and <em>tack</em></td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>/l/ as in <em>lap, halo</em>; in the word <em>Allah</em>, it becomes velarized as in <em>ball</em></td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>/m/ as in <em>men, simple</em> and <em>ram</em></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>/n/ as in <em>net, ant</em> and <em>can</em></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>هـ</td>
<td>/h/ as in <em>hat</em>; unlike /h/ in English, in Arabic /h/ is pronounced in medial and word-final positions as well</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>as in <em>wet and away</em></td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و (as a vowel)</td>
<td>long u, as in <em>boot and too</em></td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>as in <em>yet and yard</em></td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي (as a vowel)</td>
<td>long e, as in <em>eat, beef</em> and <em>see</em></td>
<td>ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>glottal stop: may be closely approximated by pronouncing it like ‘t’ in the Cockney English pronunciation of <em>butter: bu’er</em>, or the stop sound in <em>uh - oh!</em></td>
<td>' (Omitted in initial position)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Diphthongs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic script</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated as:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أَوْ، و</td>
<td>Long o, as in <em>owe, boat and go</em></td>
<td>au, aw, ow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>يَ، يَ</td>
<td>Long ‘a’, as in <em>able, rain and say</em></td>
<td>ay, ai, ei</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diacritical marks (*tashkeel)*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of mark</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliterated as:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fatḥah</td>
<td>very short ‘a’ or schwa (unstressed vowel)</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kasrah</td>
<td>shorter version of ee or schwa (unstressed vowel)</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dammah</td>
<td>shorter version of oo</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaddah</td>
<td>a doubled consonant is stressed in the word, and the length of the sound is also doubled</td>
<td>Double letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukoon</td>
<td>no vowel sound between consonants or at the end of a word</td>
<td>Absence of vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About the word Lord

The word lord in English has several related meanings. The original meaning is 'master' or 'ruler', and in this sense it is often used to refer to human beings: 'the lord of the mansion' or 'Lord So-and-so' (in the United Kingdom, for example). The word Lord with a capital L is used in the lexicon of Islam to refer to the One and Only God — Allah. In Islam, there is no ambiguity about the meaning of this word. While it is true that one may occasionally use the word lord (whether capitalized or not) to refer to a human being, in Islamic discourse the reference of this term is always clear from the context. Whereas for Christians, Hindus and other polytheists, the word Lord with a capital L may refer to Allah, to Jesus or to some imagined deity, for Muslims, there can be no plurality of meaning. Allah alone is the Lord, and the Lord is Allah — not Jesus, not Rama, not any other being.

The Editor
Publisher's Note

All praise and thanks belong to Allah alone, the One, the Almighty, and All-Merciful. Blessings and peace be upon Prophet Muhammad, the last of His Messengers and Prophets, his family, his Companions and all those who follow in his footsteps until the end of time.

As parents, we often worry about the practical aspects of raising our children: providing them with their basic physical, emotional and cognitive needs. We put much effort into ensuring that they have the best food, healthcare, education, social interactions, recreation, and so forth. We give them love, affection and guidance. We do everything in our power to protect them from harm. In summary, we try to build for them the foundations of a successful future, hoping to reap the fruits of our efforts when they grow up to be well-rounded and well-adjusted adults who are capable of contributing to society and starting a family of their own.

But how much time do we spend worrying about their eternal future: their life in the hereafter? How much effort and planning do we put into this aspect of our children’s lives? Indeed, our top priority as parents should be to nurture and strengthen them spiritually. Our primary goal should be to guide them towards all that pleases Allah and leads to paradise, and to steer them away from all that displeases Him and leads to hellfire.

In her book, Nurturing Eemân in Children, Dr. Aisha Hamdan discusses the importance of building a rock-solid foundation of faith in our children’s hearts and minds, while providing clear guidelines on how to accomplish this.
May Allah guide all of us who have children under our care to raise them in a way that is most pleasing to Him, and in a manner that brings them happiness in this life and the next. May Allah grant us all righteous companions and offspring and join us with them in paradise.

Muhammad ibn 'Abdul Muhsin Al Tuwaijri
Managing Director
International Islamic Publishing House
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
In the name of Allah, Most Compassionate, Most Merciful

All praises are due to Allah; we praise Him; we seek His help; we seek His forgiveness; and we seek His guidance. We seek refuge in Allah from the evil in our souls and the evil of our deeds. For whomever Allah guides, there is none to lead them astray. And for whomever He allows to go astray, there is none to guide them. I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship except Allah, for whom there is no partner. And I bear witness that Muhammad is His servant and Messenger. O believers, have *taqwâ* \(^1\) of Allah according to His right and do not die except as Muslims. O humankind, have *taqwâ* of your Lord, the One who created you from one soul and created from it its mate, and from them spread forth many men and women. And fear Allah from whom you demand your mutual rights and [do not cut] familial ties. Surely, Allah is ever a Watcher over you. O believers, have *taqwâ* of Allah and always speak the truth. He will direct you to do righteous deeds and will forgive you your sins. And whosoever obeys Allah and His Messenger has indeed achieved a great achievement.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) *taqwâ*: fearful awareness of Allah; being mindful of Allah; pious dedication; being careful not to transgress the bounds set by Allah

\(^2\) In this Preface, the author is quoting translated meanings of several well-known verses of the Qur’an, as well as some supplications and phrases from prophetic hadiths. (Editor)
Introduction

An overview of the condition of children and families in the world today leaves one bewildered and saddened. The family structure is falling apart, with divorce, separation, single parenthood, and fatherless homes becoming the norms rather than the exceptions. Technology has resulted in families spending less time together than at any point in history. Children spend more time immersed in television programs and computer games (more than 20 hours per week) than in meaningful conversations with their parents (less than 30 minutes per week). Mothers are entering the workforce in ever-increasing numbers, often leaving their young children in the care of strangers for long periods of time. The list is endless.

The most significant trend in families today is a decline in basic morals and values. Immorality is becoming an acceptable and familiar way of life. Cheating, gambling, consumption of alcohol and drugs, premarital and extramarital relations, and others have become the norm in many countries of the world. In relation to children and families, disobedience, deceit, and disrespect are the three dangerous Ds of this era. Children and teens no longer find it important or necessary to obey and respect their parents. They will disobey or be deceitful in order to please their friends or to gain some worldly pleasure. They do this with little thought or feelings of guilt. This is an insidious and ominous concern that must be taken seriously.

Unfortunately, Muslim families are not immune to these concerns and phenomena. Many Muslims in the West struggle with these issues on a daily basis. And, as globalization sinks its teeth into every bit of area on the earth, Muslims around the world are affected to a greater degree. Although globalization is actually term that is meant to describe economic forces, it is having far-reaching effects on
the social and moral structures of societies. Nations are not only importing goods and services, but they are also bringing in ideals, values, and morals that are often contrary to the traditional beliefs and practices of these societies. The main route of transmission is the media, including television, Internet, and magazines. A child halfway around the world is exposed to the same mind-numbing, valueless, morally corrupt material as a child in America. As children and youth scramble to become ‘Westernized’, members of the older generation struggle to maintain their ethnic, cultural, and religious identities. This leads inevitably to all sorts of intergenerational conflict and, of course, to the three dangerous Ds.

The most significant worry is the impact that these events are having on the Islamic values of families and societies; for it is these values that are suffering the most. The long-term concern is that with each generation, these values will become weaker and weaker. It is not uncommon in Muslim countries, for example, to see teenage boys and girls hanging out together at the mall: the girls without Islamic covering, fully made-up and wearing perfume. Boys and girls communicate together through Internet chat rooms, email, and cell phones. Teenage smoking, drug use, and delinquency are on the rise in many countries. The extent of more clandestine diseases, such as illegitimate relations, is unknown.

The solution

We are all familiar with these images; but the focus of this book is not on the problem, rather on the solution. For the solution to these social ills and troubles is within the hands and hearts of each and every Muslim. It is within reach and can be accomplished with sincere dedication. The answer, of course, is Islam and a return to the virtuous and honourable principles of this way of life. This is, in fact, the only real and viable solution; for it has been ordained by our Lord and our Creator, who knows us better than we know our own selves. Any
other solution that has been attempted has fallen short of its goals.

This is not a new notion or proposal, for people since the beginning of humankind have proposed the same. Prophets, righteous men and women, and scholars throughout history have called people to the true meaning and purpose in life and warned them about the deception that is present within it. This book is intended to repeat the call for a renewal of, and return to, those timeless Islamic values and the eternal Islamic way of life. This is the only genuine medicine for all of the social ills present in the world today; the only resolute protection against Satan. Deviation from Allah’s laws only leads to destruction and disorder, while a restoration of His way of life will bring the harmony and stability that are so needed. The challenge is in persuading everyone to take the medicine, for it requires effort and earnest commitment. Additionally, it is a lifelong process of treatment that does not end until the time of death.

The focus of this book will be on nurturing the next generation and instilling Islamic values and eemân (faith) in them from a very young age. Those who have taken the remedy from the time of birth will find it less difficult or strange to continue it throughout their lifetime. It will naturally flow and progress as the person develops and grows through each phase of life. In actuality, children have within them a very special seed known as the fitrah. The fitrah is the innate, inborn tendency to know Allah, to believe in the oneness of Allah, and to develop eemân. The seeds of eemân are already planted and only need to be nurtured lovingly in order to grow into beautiful, flowering plants. For this reason, the book is entitled Nurturing Eemân in Children.

It is also hoped that over the course of this process, those attempting to administer the remedy will learn and grow in Islam themselves. People generally learn the most by teaching others, and this is one of the most significant outcomes of parenting. When we look at our children and think about what and how we want them to
be, these questions should also arise regarding our own selves. When we see them imitate our behaviour we should ask if this is how we really want our children to behave. Is this the best behaviour for us as adults? What do we truly want for our children and our family in this life and in the hereafter?

This is not simply a book on parenting from an Islamic perspective, for there are many such books already available. It is not a book about how to be a Muslim, for most of us are already familiar with this. We all know how to fast, pray, give zakāt, and so on. Rather, this book is an attempt to educate parents about how to take their children and themselves to the next level. This next level is the level of eemān: of faith, of sincere devotion to Allah, and of fear of Allah. It is an attempt to influence and affect the hearts and souls of each and every Muslim, for strengthening of eemān and the heart is the only protection against the evils of society and the whispering of Satan. This is a call to teach our children how to be genuine believers rather than simply Muslims by name. We must educate them about what it really means to have faith in Allah, to comprehend the meaning of tawḥīd, and to be conscious of Allah in every decision and action. Our dream for them is to be exemplary callers to Islam, sincere seekers of knowledge, fearless soldiers, societal reformers, righteous wives and caring mothers.

It is this sincere faith that will lead the believers to implement Islam completely in life: within themselves, within their families, and within society. This implementation will lead to the restoration of values in society and a return to the authentic peace that Islam represents.

---

3 zakāt: obligatory charity: an ‘alms tax’ on wealth payable by Muslims and to be distributed to other Muslims who qualify as recipients
4 tawḥīd: (belief in) the Oneness of Allah: that He alone deserves to be worshipped and that He has no partners
PART ONE

THE FOUNDATIONS OF NURTURING EEMÂN IN CHILDREN

The foundations of Nurturing Eemân in Children are centred on knowledge of Islamic principles, parenting, human nature, and knowledge itself. This section covers the following: ‘aqeedah, eemân, and ihsân; the responsibility and basics of parenting; knowledge and education in Islam; and fiqra: the innate nature of humans, which is yet uncorrupted in children. With an understanding of these concepts, parents build a solid foundation upon which to nurture and develop their children.
Chapter 1
'Aqeedah, Eemân, and Ihsân

The principles of 'aqeedah (belief) and eemân form the foundation of our religion. They are also significant for the task of parenting. The meaning of these terms and their relation to parenting will be discussed in the following section.

The meaning of 'Aqeedah

'Aqâ'id (plural of 'aqeedah) are those things that people's hearts affirm and believe in; things that people accept as true. It is certain and firm belief, without doubt. 'Aqeedah is knowledge that one believes in the heart. In Islam, this would be matters of knowledge that have been transmitted in authentic reports from Allah and the Messenger (ﷺ) (Salla Allâhu 'Alayhi wa Sallam — Blessings and peace be upon him).1 Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

[Verse: Al-Baqara 285]

The Messenger has believed in what was revealed to him from his Lord, and [so have] the believers. All of them have believed in Allah and His angels and His books and His messengers, [saying], 'We make no distinction between any of His messengers.' And they say, 'We hear, and we obey. [We seek] Your forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the [final] destination.'

(Qur'an 2: 285)

1 Al-Ashqar, Belief in Allah, pp. 29-31
People throughout the world have various belief systems, but the only true ‘aqeeqah is found in the religion of Islam, since this is the complete, perfect and protected religion. Allah (ﷻ) says,

\[ \text{...} \text{...} \\ \text{...} \text{...} \]

[al-Ma‘āidah: 3]

(... This day I have perfected for you your religion and completed My favour upon you and have approved for you Islam as your religion...

(Qur’an 5: 3)

And:

\[ \text{...} \text{...} \]

[al-Hijr: 89]

(... And We have sent down to you the Book as clarification for all things...

(Qur’an 16: 89)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «I have not left anything that Allah has commanded of you except that I have ordered you to do it. And I have not left anything which He has prohibited for you except that I have prohibited it for you.»

Allah has guaranteed to protect the Qur’an and Islam until the end of time. Allah (ﷻ) affirms,

\[ \text{...} \text{...} \]

[mū‘jam]: 9

(Indeed, it is We who sent down the message [the Qur’an], and indeed, We will be its guardian.

(Qur’an 15: 9)

This ‘aqeeqah, as found in the Qur’an and the Hadith,\(^3\) convinces the mind with evidence and fills the heart with eemân, certainty, and light. Other religions are either based on falsehood or

---

2 Al-Bayhaqi, At-Ṭabarāni; a sound, authentic hadith

3 Hadith (hadeeth): the collected sayings and actions of Prophet Muhammad (bpuh) that with the Qur’an form the basis of Islamic law
have become distorted, although they may contain some grains of truth here and there.  

**The importance of Islamic ‘aqeedah**

True Islamic ‘aqeedah is as essential for humans as water and air. Without it, humans are lost and confused. It is the only ‘aqeedah that can answer questions that have preoccupied the minds of the human race for centuries: Where did I come from? Where did the universe come from? Who is the Creator? Why did He create us and the universe? What is our role in this universe? What is our relationship to the Creator? Are there other, invisible worlds beyond the world that we can see? Is there another life after this life? These unrelenting questions have existed since the beginning of time and can only be answered by Islam.

**The relationship between ‘aqeedah and eemân**

‘Aqeedah (belief) forms the foundation and basis of eemân (faith or firm belief). Eemân is based upon ‘aqeedah that is firmly established in the heart. Eemân is verbally declared and is confirmed by actions conforming to the dictates of ‘aqeedah. Correct ‘aqeedah is important so that one’s eemân will be acceptable and strong. The more knowledge of ‘aqeedah that a person possesses, the more his or her eemân will increase and grow.

**The meaning of eemân and Mu’min**

Eemân, then, is sincere faith that develops from an individual’s belief system. This faith impacts the person’s thoughts, feelings,

---

4 Al-Ashqar, *Belief in Allah*, p. 34
5 Al-Ashqar, *Belief in Allah*, p. 35
6 Al-Ashqar, *Belief in Allah*, pp. 39-40
speech, and actions. The Islamic belief system is comprehensive, but is built upon six basic pillars: belief in Allah, the angels, the prophets, the books, the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter, and divine decree. To understand the true meanings of eemân and mu’min (believer), it is prudent to turn to a well-known hadith\textsuperscript{7} on this topic. In the hadith, Angel Gabriel\textsuperscript{8} asks Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) to explain the meanings of Islam, eemân, and iḥsân. The Prophet (ﷺ) replied wisely.

On the authority of ‘Umar (ﷺ) — (May Allah be pleased with him) who said: «One day, while we were sitting with the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ), there came before us a man with extremely white clothing and extremely black hair. There were no signs of travel on him and none of us knew him. He [came and] sat next to the Prophet (ﷺ). He supported his knees up against the knees of the Prophet (ﷺ) and put his hands on (the Prophet’s) thighs. He said: O Muhammad, tell me about Islam. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) answered: Islam is to testify that there is none worthy of worship except Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, to establish the prayers, to pay zakât, to fast [the month of] Ramadan, and to make the pilgrimage to the House if you have the means to do so. He said: You have spoken truthfully. We were amazed that he asks the question and then he says that he (Allah’s Messenger) had spoken truthfully. He said: Tell me about eemân (faith). He [the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ)] responded: It is to believe in Allah, His angels, His books, His messengers, and the Last Day, and to believe in the divine decree, the good and the evil thereof. He said: You have spoken truthfully. He said: Tell me about iḥsân (goodness). He [the Prophet] answered: It is that you worship

\textsuperscript{7} hadith (ḥadeeth): a saying or action of Prophet Muhammad (bpuh) that was remembered and recorded by his Companions and followers

\textsuperscript{8} Angel Gabriel or Jibreen in Arabic: the archangel who transmitted the verses of the Qur’an and other communication from Allah to Prophet Muhammad (bpuh) (Editor)
Allah as if you see Him. And even though you do not see Him, [you know] He sees you."⁹

The title *Nurturing Eemân in Children* has been chosen for a particular purpose. As specified in this hadith, there is a distinction between Islam and eemân, and between Muslim and *mu'min*. In general, a Muslim is a person who declares that s/he believes in the message of Islam [s/he believes that there is none worthy of worship other than Allah and that Muhammad (ﷺ) is the Messenger of Allah]. A *mu'min*, or a believer, on the other hand, is someone who truly and firmly believes in Islam and tries to implement it in his or her life. It can also be said that a *Muslim* is one who declares that s/he submits himself or herself to Allah, while a believer is one who fulfills the requirements of such submission in word and deed. A believer is one whose faith is complete and unwavering; one who entertains no doubts and is ready to strive hard, sacrificing his or her wealth and his or her life for Allah’s cause.

A person may claim to be Muslim and practice the pillars of Islam, but have very little or no eemân in his or her heart. S/he may, in fact, be a hypocrite who is pretending to be a Muslim. In this day and age, there are over one billion people who claim to be Muslims. How many of us are really true Muslims who submit to Allah and implement the basic pillars? How many of us are *mu’mineen*: true believers in the religion whose sincerity and pure intention for the sake of Allah are reflected in all our behaviours? Unfortunately, the answer is probably, "very few". For this reason, it is imperative to teach parents what eemân means and how to nurture it in them and in their children.

Eemân is a more comprehensive term than Islam, and in fact, the pillars of Islam are considered parts of eemân. The nucleus of eemân is the heart, for this is the centre of faith. Eemân also includes

⁹ Bukhari and Muslim
sayings of the tongue and actions of the body and has many parts. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Eemân has more than seventy parts; the highest is the confession that there is none worthy of worship other than Allah, and the lowest is removing a harmful object from the road.»

10 Ṣalât (prayers), zakât, fasting, and hajj are all components of eemân, as are virtues such as modesty, honesty, and sincerity.

Islam (submission), then, is only one part of eemân. Ibn al-Qayyim wrote that eemân is composed of the following components:

1. having the knowledge of what the Prophet (ﷺ) taught,
2. having complete and firm belief in what the Prophet (ﷺ) brought,
3. verbally professing one’s belief in what he brought,
4. submitting to what he brought out of love and humility, and
5. acting in accord with what the Prophet (ﷺ) brought, both inwardly and outwardly, implementing it and calling others to its path.

The three essential components of eemân, as stated by many scholars, are:
1. belief in the heart,
2. profession by the tongue (one’s statements), and
3. performance of deeds by the body (one’s actions).

Belief in the heart

The heart is the core and foundation of eemân. The heart must be sound and correct for all else to be the same. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Indeed, in the body is a piece [of flesh], such that if it is good, all the rest of the body will be good, whereas if it be corrupted, all the rest of the body will be corrupted. Indeed, [that piece] is the heart.»

10 Bukhari and Muslim
11 Ibn al-Qayyim, al-Fawâ'id, p. 107 (translation as quoted in Zarabozo, He Came to Teach You Your Religion, p. 86)
12 Zarabozo, He Came to Teach You Your Religion, p. 86
13 Bukhari, Muslim, and Aḥmad
the aspects of this is what scholars call a ‘statement of the heart’. This includes recognition, knowledge, and affirmation. The second facet is what is termed ‘actions of the heart’. These include commitment, voluntary submission, and acceptance. Other important elements include love of Allah, awe of Allah, fear of Allah, trust in Allah, and hope in Allah. Without these necessary conditions of faith, a person cannot honestly claim to be a mu’min. Stating the profession of faith and belief in Allah and the Messenger (ﷺ), are not sufficient for complete faith.\(^{14}\)

Belief in the heart is the most essential component of eemân, since it is the influential foundation for the other elements. To develop true eemân and to protect it, these components must be given their necessary attention. A true mu’min must recognize, desire, and love the truth and have hate for falsehood and disbelief. S/he must love Allah and put his or her trust, hope, and fear in Him alone.\(^{15}\)

**Profession by the tongue**

The second component of eemân is profession of faith ‘by the tongue’, a statement testifying to the truthfulness of his or her belief. This is the testimony “I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship except Allah and that Muhammad is the messenger of Allah,” which a person proclaims to become a Muslim and which is repeated each day in the five daily prayers. This statement is not only words, but a commitment to the religion of Islam with the intention of following its requirements and obligations.

If a person believes in his or her heart but does not state this belief verbally (although s/he has the ability to do so), then s/he may not be considered to be a believer. S/he would not be treated as such in this life or in the hereafter. The verbal profession of faith is an

\(^{14}\) Zarabozo, *He Came to Teach You Your Religion*, p. 87

\(^{15}\) Zarabozo, *He Came to Teach You Your Religion*, p. 89
essential aspect for this reason. A person who has the ability to make this statement but does not do so is considered a disbeliever.\textsuperscript{16} Those who fear for their lives or are forced to keep silent would not fall into this category.

For the statement to be sound, it must be accompanied by sincerity, correct belief in Allah, abandonment of any form of associating partners with Allah and implementation of the laws of Islam. In essence, belief in the heart must be present for the profession of faith to be complete and honest. The hypocrites are those who make the profession and pretend to be Muslim but the ‘actions of the heart’ are not present.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Performance of deeds}

As a natural extension, the level of eemân in the heart will be reflected in the behaviour of an individual. A heart filled with eemân (trust, hope and fear in Allah) will lead the body to perform acts of obedience and to avoid forbidden or even doubtful actions. It is inconceivable that there would be strong eemân in the heart that is not demonstrated in outward deeds. Therefore, deeds are another fundamental component of eemân. There is also a reciprocal relationship, wherein acts of obedience to Allah will increase the inner faith of a person, whereas acts of disobedience will decrease faith.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{The meaning of iḥsân}

In the hadith regarding Islam, eemân, and iḥsân, Angel Gabriel asked the Prophet (ﷺ): «Tell me about iḥsân (goodness, perfection, and excellence). He [the Prophet (ﷺ)] answered: It is that you

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{16} Zarabozo, \textit{He Came to Teach You Your Religion}, pp. 90-91
\textsuperscript{17} Zarabozo, \textit{He Came to Teach You Your Religion}, p. 91
\textsuperscript{18} Zarabozo, \textit{He Came to Teach You Your Religion}, pp. 94-95}
worship Allah as if you see Him. And even though you do not see Him, (you know) He sees you.»

Iḥsān is the highest level that a human being can achieve. It means to do something in the best way and to attain perfection and excellence in something. In the context of Islamic law, this entails performing acts of worship well and in the manner enjoined by Allah. The ultimate goal of iḥsān is to fulfil one’s obligations to Allah and to do so in the best manner possible. The essence of iḥsān is love of Allah, which motivates the human to try to attain Allah’s pleasure.

In a general sense, iḥsān also means to deal with others in a good manner and to perform acts of goodness and kindness. In the context of the religion of Islam, iḥsān encompasses all acts of goodness toward others. A person with iḥsān tries to give benefit rather than harm to others. His or her wealth, position, knowledge and physical abilities are used to assist and benefit other humans.\(^{19}\)

According to the famous hadith, the motivating factor behind iḥsān is the fact that the person is aware that Allah is watching all of his or her actions. A person who is constantly aware of this fact will attempt to please Allah and avoid displeasing Him. This leads one to love Allah and to venerate and honour Him. For all actions, the intention will be directed for the sake of Allah, which leads to purity and sincerity of the heart. Since the intention will be solely for Allah’s sake, the person will also attempt to do everything in the most excellent manner. The result will be that the person excels in his or her submission and obedience to Allah as well in his or her relationships with other human beings.\(^{20}\)

\(^{19}\) Zarabozo, *He Came to Teach You Your Religion*, p. 198

\(^{20}\) Zarabozo, *He Came to Teach You Your Religion*, pp. 198-199
Relation to parenting

What all of this means for the purpose of our endeavour is that the goal of parents should not only be to develop their children as Muslims, but also to foster firm ‘aqeedah and eemân in the heart. If a family spends a great deal of time teaching their children the practical aspects of the religion rather than focusing on ‘aqeedah, it is likely that the behaviour will not be enduring. It would be similar to building a house with a very weak foundation; the house is likely to collapse. Children may know how to pray and fast and so on, but it may not be in their hearts to do so. They may complete these acts to please their family or to show off to Muslim friends, but it will not be lasting. What is needed is an understanding of the true meaning of being a Muslim, of being a mu’min, and even of attaining the level of ihsân.

Parents must cultivate this eemân in the hearts of their children, beginning from birth. They must teach their children to sincerely submit to Allah with their hearts, with their tongues, and with their deeds. Children must learn to have fear of Allah, love of Allah, and trust in Allah. Their love of Allah should surpass love of any other person or thing in this world. Allah (SWT) says,

\[
\text{[al-Baqara: 165 \text{ and } Surah Al-Tauhaf]}
\]

(... But those who believe are stronger in love for Allah...)

(Qur'an 2: 165)

«A man asked the Prophet (ﷺ) about the Hour (that is, the Day of Judgment) saying: When will the Hour be? The Prophet asked: What have you prepared for it? The man replied: Nothing, except that I love Allah and His Messenger. The Prophet said: You will be with those who you love.»

Children should love the truth of Islam and hate disbelief and hypocrisy. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Whoever possesses the following three qualities will taste the sweetness of

\[21\] Bukhari
eemân: One to whom Allah and His Messenger become dearer than anything else, whoever loves his brother (or sister) solely for Allah’s sake, and whoever hates to revert to disbelief just as he would hate to be thrown into the fire.»

They must have hope in Allah’s help and rewards and fear of His anger and punishment. When parents have completed this task, they will have nurtured true believers and carriers of the message of the Prophets (peace be upon them all). Imagine a world with one billion believers (mu’mineen).

It should be obvious that the most essential building block in this formula is the belief system — the foundation of faith. Eemân is built upon knowledge of Allah and His Oneness, of His Names and attributes, of His majesty and power, of His mercy and forgiveness, of His will and decree, of His prophets and messengers, and so on. From an Islamic perspective, the importance of correct and resolute ‘aqeedah cannot be overemphasized, for beliefs direct practices. The Prophet (ﷺ) taught his companions ‘aqeedah for thirteen years before introducing the practical aspects of Islam. This approach was followed to ensure firm eemân and commitment to the religion of Allah. If parents were to teach their children only correct ‘aqeedah and nothing of practice, they would have a far greater chance of entering paradise than those who pray and fast and give poor-due, but who also worship graves, for example. This is due to the realization that accurate belief in Allah and His religion is necessary for developing a relationship with Him and for cultivating within us the ability to distinguish right from wrong (conscience). This relationship and ability to discern will then lead us to choose the lawful in each and every circumstance. This choice will be made regardless of the pressure to act otherwise.

It is for this reason that a child who has developed eemân and piety will make the job of parenting an easier one. The choices that a child makes will come from within, with love and fear of Allah, rather
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than having to be imposed externally. Modern psychological principles focus on the application of consequences for behaviour: rewards for positive behaviour and punishment for negative behaviour. While these techniques may be useful at times, they should not be the foundation of parenting. If parents assist their children in developing internal strength, these techniques will rarely be needed, if at all. The focus for a child with eemân will be to seek the pleasure and rewards from Allah with the profound realization that these are greater than any material or social reward that can be gained in this life.

In the end, parents nurture eemân in their children so that they will be successful, not only in this life, but in the hereafter. This should be the central goal for their children. For success in Islam is not measured by wealth or position, it is measured by sincere obedience to Allah and the attainment of paradise in the next life. Allah (ﷻ) says,

لا كنِّ أَذِينَ آتِقُوا رَبَّنَا حَمِيمَ لِّلْقَلْبِ فِيهَا نَعَلَىٰ مَنْ
قَدْ جَمَّعَتْ تَجَرَى مِنْ تَحْيَاهَا الْأَنْهَارُ خَالِدِينَ
[ال عمران: 198]

(But those who feared their Lord will have gardens beneath which rivers flow, abiding eternally therein, as accommodation from Allah. And that which is with Allah is best for the righteous.) (Qur'an 3: 198)

Allah (ﷻ) also indicates,

فَأَقَالَ رَبِّنَا هَلْ يَمْنَعُ الْأَصْدَقَانِ يَدْفَعُهُمُ اللَّهُ مِنْ تَحْيَاهَا الْأَنْهَارُ خَالِدِينَ فِيهَا
[المائدة: 119]

(Allah will say: This is the Day when the truthful will benefit from their truthfulness. For them are gardens [in Paradise] beneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever, Allah being pleased with them, and they with Him. That is the great attainment.) (Qur'an 5: 119)

Truly that is the great attainment.
Chapter 2
The Responsibility of Parenting

As Muslims, it is important to understand the significance and responsibility of the parenting role, the importance of preparing children for the hereafter, and the obligation of protecting them from the hellfire. Allah (ﷻ) says,

"You who believe, protect yourselves and your families from a Fire whose fuel is people and stones, over which are appointed angels, harsh and severe..."  
(Al-Baqara 2:6)

What are the meanings and implications of this verse? It is generally a clear reminder for believers to protect themselves, their children, and their families from hellfire; the fire which is already burning and whose fuel is people and stones. This is a dire warning and one that should be taken very seriously. This should be a main focus in parenting from an Islamic perspective.

Allah (ﷻ) continues in the next verses,

"O you who have disbelieved, make no excuses that Day. You will only be recompensed for what you used to do. O you who have..."  
(Al-Baqara 2:8-7)
believed, repent to Allah with sincere repentance. Perhaps your Lord will remove from you your misdeeds and admit you into gardens beneath which rivers flow [on] the Day when Allah will not disgrace the Prophet and those who believed with him...\( \text{Qur'an 66: 7-8} \)

The disbelievers will have no excuse on that day for their disbelief. The believers are asked to repent to Allah with sincerity so that they may be admitted into the gardens that He has also prepared. A person’s eternal abode will be determined by his or her beliefs and actions in this life. The perpetual outcome of parents and that of their children is dependent upon these factors. Which outcome is preferable, and which one is being prepared for?

**Responsibility and accountability**

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Each of you is a guardian and is responsible for his ward. The ruler is a guardian and the man is a guardian of the members of his household; and the woman is a guardian and is responsible for her husband’s house and his offspring; and so each of you is a guardian and is responsible for his ward.»\(^1\)

This hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ) emphasizes the fact that parenting is a crucial responsibility that must be approached earnestly and sincerely. Parents nurture, rear, and protect their children in this life, and focus on preparing them for the life to come. Responsibility entails accountability, as elaborated in the Qur’anic verse above. Allah will hold each and every parent accountable for how they carried out this responsibility and this will be present on their balance of deeds in the hereafter. For this reason, parenting could be a person’s door to paradise or it could be his or her gate to the hellfire.

Parenting is not only a responsibility, but it is probably the most critical duty in the world. Parents are raising the next generation that

\(^1\) Bukhari and Muslim
will either succeed or fail in re-establishing Islam on this earth. The task has tremendous bearing on the future of the Muslim nation, and its outcome will depend upon the ability of parents to succeed. Parents have the capability to influence a child more than any other person. This influence, in turn, affects the community in which they live. Families are the building blocks of society, and the society is only as strong as its foundation. For these reasons, it is imperative that parents appreciate the significance of this role and accept the responsibility that comes with it.

**Children as a test from Allah**

One of the most fundamental concepts for a parent to understand is that children are a test and that through this test they will be held accountable on the Day of Judgment. Once this is realized, there should be a profound change in how they relate to and deal with their children. Allah (الله) says,

\[
\text{(And know that your properties and your children are but a trial and that Allah has with Him a great reward.)} \quad \text{(Qur'an 8: 28)}
\]

He also indicates,

\[
\text{(Your wealth and your children are but a trial, and Allah has with Him a great reward.)} \quad \text{(Qur'an 64: 15)}
\]

The Arabic word that is used in these verses is *fitnah*, which is translated as ‘trial’ or ‘test’. The world is full of trials since part of

---

2 *Fitnah* also has other meanings that are more negative such as persecution, *shirk* (associating partners with Allah) and disbelief, falling into sin, confusing truth=
Allah’s plan is to test His slaves with various tribulations and blessings. Children and families are part of this test. Allah does this so that the believer will be distinguished from the disbeliever and the truthful and sincere from the liars and hypocrites.

Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

أَحْبَبْنَا الْإِلَّهَ أَن يُبْكَوْا أَن يَقْطَعُوا إِامَنًا وَهُمْ لَا يُعْفَضُونَ
[العنكبوت 2:105]

(Do the people think that they will be left to say: We believe, and they will not be tried? But We have certainly tried those before them, and Allah will surely make evident those who are truthful, and He will surely make evident the liars.)(Qu’ran 29:2-3)

Allah tests humans with both calamities and blessings to determine who will be patient and thankful and who will be impatient and ungrateful. He also wants to determine who will be His obedient servants and who will be disobedient and defiant. He will then reward or punish accordingly on the Day of Judgment.

The calamities with which Allah tests His slaves are many. He tests them with fear, hunger, and loss of wealth, lives and homes. He tests them with the inability to have children, among other things. Allah (ﷻ) declares,

ولاً نُتَبْنِئُكُم بِثَنٍّ من الْجَوْفِ وَالْجُوعِ وَنَقْصٍ مِّن الأَمْوَالِ وَالأَنْفُسِ وَالْمَرْبُوضَ وَسَيْرَ الصَّبِيبِ (الذين إذا أُصْبِحُوا مُصِيبَةً قالوا إِنَّا لَلَهِ وَإِنَّا إِلَيْهِ رَجُعُونَ (155)
[البقرة: 155-157]

(And We will surely test you with something of fear and hunger and a loss of wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the

=with falsehood, and so on. For our purposes, we will only be using it in the sense of ‘trial’ or ‘test’.}
patient, who, when disaster strikes them, say: Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will return. Those are the ones upon whom are blessings from their Lord and mercy. And it is those who are [rightly] guided.\(\textcolor{red}{(Qur'an\ 2:155-157)}\)

Out of Allah's mercy to His servants, He sends tribulations and tests so that they may return and repent to Him, giving up that which Allah has forbidden, and so that Allah might forgive them. It is part of Allah's mercy that tests occur in this life so that our souls might be purified and come back to Allah before we die. Allah (الله) says,

\(\textcolor{red}{(*)\text{سَوْفُ يَجِدُونَ النَّارَ يُعْدَّلُونَ وَيُلْدِينُهُمْ مِنْ قَبْلِهِمْ أَشْدَادَةً دُونَ عَذَابٍ أَكْبَرَ لَعَلَّهُمْ يَسْتَغْفِرُونَ}}\)

\(\textcolor{red}{[21:}\text{السَّجِدَة]}\)

\(\textcolor{red}{(*)}\text{And we will surely let them taste the nearer punishment short of the greater punishment, that perhaps they will return [repent].}}\)

\(\textcolor{red}{(Qur'an\ 32:21)}\)

Allah may also test His slaves in order to raise them in status and to allow them to expiate for their sins, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «No misfortune or disease befalls a Muslim, no worry or grief or harm or distress — not even a thorn that pricks him — but Allah will wipe out some of his sins because of that.»\(^{3}\) The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «A Muslim male or female is tried in person and children and property until he or she faces Allah (on the Day of Judgment) in such a state that all of his or her sins have been forgiven.»\(^{4}\)

What most people often forget is that blessings may also be a test or tribulation from Allah. Wealth and children, for example, are a trial and a trust by which Allah tests His servants to know who will give thanks for them and who will be distracted from Allah by them. The ease with which people become absorbed in their wealth, possessions and children demonstrates the nature of this test. These

\(^{3}\text{Bukhari}

\(^{4}\text{A reliable hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi}
are facets of life that may distract people from the worship and remembrance of Allah.

The test is not only to show who will be grateful and who will be ungrateful, but also to determine how parents will raise their children. Will they treat them with kindness, love and respect? Will they raise them in Islam with all of the knowledge and blessings that it contains? Will they prepare them for the hereafter and for paradise? Or will they raise them with another system of beliefs and practices (such as other religions or secularism) that are contrary to Islam? Will they send them to the hellfire, along with themselves? This is the true nature of the test, as it is with all tests that Allah gives to us.

Unfortunately, in this day and age, too many people fail in this test that Allah has given them, or they attempt to avoid the test as much as possible. They may put their children in day-care for 40 or more hours a week or hire a live-in maid to take care of the physical and emotional needs of their children. Other aspects may be given precedence over the children, such as career, money, hobbies, or friendships. They may spend time and effort on other projects, but the children are often not given their due consideration. In today’s world, many children have not received the time and attention that is due to them from their parents and society suffers as a result of this.

What parents fail to realize is that by neglecting their children and failing in this test from Allah, they may have missed a golden opportunity for eternal and spiritual rewards. The opportunity is right before their eyes, but they simply fail to take advantage of it. The job does require a lot of effort and hard work, but it is also one of the most rewarding tests that Allah could give His servants. Parenting is, above all else, a test of patience, selflessness, and sacrifice. Allah (س) says,

آذَ أَحِبَّتُمُّ أَنْ تَدْخَلُوا الْجَنَّةَ وَلَمَا يُعِلِّمُ اللهُ اللَّدِينَ جَهَنَّمَ مِنْكُمْ وَيَعْلَمُ [ال عمران: 142]
(Or do you think that you will enter Paradise while Allah has not yet made evident those of you who fight in His cause and made evident those who are steadfast?)

(Qur'an 3: 142)

As a person excels in the test, these qualities become solidified and engrained. These are the qualities of eemân that parents strive to nurture not only in their children, but also in themselves. It is amazing that in the process of nurturing believing children, parents also ‘nurture’ themselves. The increase in eemân that is experienced through parenting will bring one closer to Allah and closer to an understanding of His infinite wisdom and mercy. What better opportunity to experience a taste of paradise in this life?

**Rewards and joys of parenting**

As with any responsibility, there are rewards and joys in being a parent. These rewards far outweigh the challenges, responsibilities, and efforts of parenting. In fact, parenting holds some of Allah’s greatest rewards on this earth: unconditional love, bonding and human closeness, shared moments, a smiling face with loving eyes, and hugs full of love and care. Look into the eyes of your child, feel his or her skin, and listen to his or her voice, and you will understand the true beauty of this gift. It is as if Allah is giving us a little sample of heaven right here in this earthly life.

Above all, a devout parent will experience the gratification of watching his or her child grow into an obedient servant of Allah; a believer who will love and obey Allah and contribute to the society around him or her. This servant of Allah may also provide enduring good deeds to a parent’s record through supplication. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «When a person dies, no good deeds will be added on his record except for three: continuous charity, beneficial knowledge, and a pious child who supplicates for him.»⁵ A pious child who
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supplicates is one of only three ways through which a person may acquire continuing good deeds for presentation on the Day of Judgment. All of the effort definitely pays off in the end.

Goals of parenting

How do parents save themselves and their children from the hellfire? How do they fulfil their responsibility before Allah? How do they achieve the bliss and happiness guaranteed for the obedient servants of Allah? What are the goals that they should have for their children? These points will be elaborated throughout this book. It necessarily begins by setting goals for ourselves and our children.

The story of Luqmân

In Soorat Luqmân (Chapter 31 of the Qur’an), we find the wisdom that Prophet Luqmân (ﷺ) provided to his son:

[Qur’an: 31:12-13]
(And We had certainly given Luqmn wisdom [and said:] Be grateful to Allah. And whoever is grateful is grateful for [the benefit of] himself. And whoever denies [His favour] — then indeed, Allah is Free of need and Praiseworthy. And [mention, O Muhammad], when Luqmn said to his son while he was instructing him: O my son, do not associate [anything] with Allah. Indeed, association [with Him] is great injustice. And We have enjoined upon the human being [care] for his parents. His mother carried him, [increasing her] in weakness upon weakness, and his weaning is in two years. Be grateful to Me and to your parents; to Me is the [final] destination. But if they endeavour to make you associate with Me that of which you have no knowledge, do not obey them but accompany them in [this] world with appropriate kindness and follow the way of those who turn back to Me [in repentance]. Then to Me will be your return, and I will inform you about what you used to do. [And Luqmn said]: O my son, indeed if it [a wrong] should be the weight of a mustard seed and should be within a rock or [anywhere] in the heavens or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Indeed, Allah is Subtle and Acquainted. O my son, establish prayer, enjoin what is right, forbid what is wrong, and be patient over what befalls you. Indeed, [all] that is of the matters [requiring] determination. And do not turn your cheek [in contempt] toward people and do not walk through the earth exultantly. Indeed, Allah does not like everyone self-deluded and boastful. And be moderate in your pace and lower your voice; indeed, the most disagreeable of sounds is the braying of donkeys.) (Qur'an 31: 12-19)

Luqmn was a wise man whose insight was bestowed upon him by Allah. He taught this wisdom to his son for his benefit in this world and the world to come. Understandably, priority was given to teaching tawheed and warning against polytheism, since this is the foundation of the Islamic creed. Following one's duty to Allah, he enjoined kindness and obedience to parents. This ingredient is critical in terms of parenting, for it eases the task when children assimilate this principle into their personalities.
After informing him of the rights due to Allah and parents through the expression of gratefulness, Luqmân reminds his son of the awareness of Allah (God) in all matters, public and private:

أَلْوَارْ يَبَّأَتْ بِهَا اللَّهُ إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَطِيفٌ حَيِّرٌ

[Qur'an 31: 16]

O my son, indeed if it [a wrong] should be the weight of a mustard seed and should be within a rock or [anywhere] in the heavens or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Indeed, Allah is Subtle and Acquainted.

Allah is aware of all that we do and for this reason we should have fear of Allah. We should also be cautious about taking sins lightly. The obligation of performing prayer and observing it perfectly is then mentioned. He encouraged his son to enjoin right conduct and forbid wrongdoing, to be patient over what comes to pass, and to avoid arrogance and boasting.

These few verses contain an abundance of wisdom for parents. From this, parents can delineate the important goals for their children:

- Belief (eemân) in Allah with pure tawheed and avoidance of associating partners with Allah
- Kindness, respect and obedience toward parents
- Fear of Allah and awareness of His all-encompassing presence
- Establishment of prayer, on time and in the correct manner
- Enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong
- Bearing life with patience
- Humility and meekness
- Moderation and avoidance of extremes

In addition to these, the following may be added:

- Strength in belief and faith
Attachment to the Qur'an and authentic hadiths

Love of and sincerity to Allah, His Messenger, and His Book

Adherence to the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ)

Understanding of all things from the perspective of Islam

Islamic personality, values, and identity

Equity and justice in dealing with others

Kindness, mercy and good character towards all people

Concern for the affairs of all Muslims (aid them, fulfil their rights)

Inviting others to Allah and Islam

Pride in being Muslim

Associated personality characteristics that would be desirable include the following:

Self-confident and with positive self-esteem

Motivated

Responsible

Persistent, hard-working

Capable and skilful

Content and satisfied

Honest and trustworthy

Courageous

Leader

The foundation of these goals is the development of 'aqeedah, eemân and fear of Allah. In essence, the individual develops an Islamic personality and an Islamic identity. This becomes the centre of the heart and soul. All effort will be put forward to live a life of Islam, eemân, and iḥsân. True success will then be achieved in this life and the hereafter. In the end, the supreme goal for both parents and children is paradise.
Before addressing the core elements of nurturing eemân in children, it will be valuable to discuss some of the basics of parenting to lay the foundation. The following section will cover the importance of the marital relationship and its relation to parenting, gender roles, and the role of motherhood and fatherhood. It also discusses the need for parents to nurture their own eemân, and to be aware of the basic rights of the child (duties of parents), the basic rights of parents (duties of the child), and the importance of breastfeeding, bonding, and early attachment. It concludes with precious advice on praying for a righteous child.

The importance of the marital relationship

(And of His signs is that He created from yourselves mates for you, that you may find tranquillity in them; and He placed affection and mercy between you. Indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought.)

(Qur'an 30: 21)

The family is probably the most important institution within society as it is the building block of the overall structure. For this reason, many rules are present in Islamic law to guarantee preservation of this essential unit. Within the family, the marital relationship is the centre around which all other elements revolve. If this centre is operating smoothly and harmoniously, then it is likely that the rest of the system will also be in balance. When there is
disruption or discord, the whole system will malfunction. A strong marriage leads to a properly functioning family and, in turn, a solid foundation for society.

Marriage is so important in Islam that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «O young people! Whoever among you is able to marry, should marry...»¹ He also said: «Whoever marries has completed half of his faith. So let him have fear of Allah in the remaining half.»² Marriage is thus a form of worship and an opportunity to enhance one's subservience to Allah. Within this life, Allah has created men and women from a single soul and sanctified the bond of marriage so that they may live together to achieve the tranquillity of their hearts, support each other, and help each other in their worship of Allah. When we submit to Allah in and through our marriage, we will find the tranquillity and peace that is mentioned in the above verse.

As an act of worship, both husband and wife should make the intention to please Allah during this process and act in accordance with His laws. The couple should focus on growing together in obedience and love of Allah, and should seek Islamic knowledge for the goal of developing eemân and fear of Allah in their hearts. Their lives and life decisions should be based upon the teachings of the Noble Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ), and their children should be nurtured in such a rich environment.

Considerations in marriage

Prior to marriage, one must carefully select a mate, giving priority to the eemân or faith of the person and not his or her social status, wealth, nationality, beauty, and so on. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «A woman is married for four things: her wealth, her family status, her beauty and her religion. So you should marry the one who is

¹ Bukhari
² A reliable hadith narrated by At-Tabarâni
superior in religion, otherwise you will be a loser.»³ None of these other elements will be useful in building a strong Islamic family, but knowledge and faith will be invaluable. One should also enter the marriage with a commitment to the relationship and to following the guidance of Allah in all matters and decisions.

Throughout the marriage, kind and considerate treatment of the other spouse and fulfilment of duties are the minimum requirements.

«... وَعَاشُوهُنَّ يَالْمَعْرُوفَ فَإِنَّ كُرْهُمْ وَحَتَّى أَنْ تَكُرُّهُمَا سَيْبَأٌ وَيَجْعَلُ اللَّهُ فِيهِ هَٰذَا حَسْبَيْنِأٌ »
[النساء: 19]
«... And live with them in kindness. For if you dislike them — perhaps you dislike a thing and Allah makes therein much good.»
(Qur’an 4: 19)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The most perfect Muslim in the matter of faith is one who has excellent behaviour; and the best among you are those who behave best towards their wives.»⁴ Marriage is a relationship in which there should be mutual love, affection and compassion between the spouses, and in which the husband is protective, caring and generous toward his wife, and the wife is obedient and respectful toward her husband.

The relationship should be one of mutuality, interdependence, cooperation and compromise for the sake of Allah, while celebrating the differences that Allah has created. In essence, both halves of the pair need to be focused on caring for and meeting the needs of his or her partner. The happiness of the other partner should always be placed above one’s own will or desires. Through these efforts, the couple will find repose and harmony in each other’s company.

³ Bukhari and Muslim
⁴ A reliable hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi
Marriage is a blessing, but it can also be a test from Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty. Marriage requires empathy, commitment, understanding, forgiveness, and humility. At times, there will need to be sacrifices made and a degree of flexibility and compromise. Spouses should be patient with each other and accept one another’s faults and weaknesses. If one spouse does something contrary to Islam, it is the duty of the other to provide sound advice and guide him or her back to the truth. When problems arise, the couple should discuss possible solutions in an appropriate manner. Each must place his or her trust in Allah, seek to achieve the best in His way, and rely upon Allah’s guidance and judgment in all affairs.

Marriage and parenting

In relation to parenting, the couple must work on strengthening their marriage for sake of their children. If marriage is the centre of the family, it only makes sense that effort is exerted to fortify and enrich this relationship. The couple should understand their marital responsibilities and rights from an Islamic perspective and seek to fulfil these to the best of their ability. They should acquire knowledge of parenting from an Islamic perspective as well as information related to practical matters (for example, discipline, development, and health). It would be particularly advisable to have discussions related to various discipline techniques and agreement on procedures that will be implemented. This will result in more effective, predictable and conflict-free parenting.

It is important to understand that the husband and wife present models of married life to their children, as well as models of parenting. This modelling has a major influence upon the beliefs, attitudes, and behaviours of a developing child. Children, in fact, learn more by observing others than by what they are told. For this reason, parents should be particularly careful about how they interact when in the presence of their children. Research shows, for example,
that conflict between husband and wife has many negative effects upon children. Marital conflict should be avoided in front of the children, and models should instead be provided of dialogue, compromise, and patience. Consultation, fairness, reasonableness, and equanimity are essential ingredients for a harmonious family unit.

**Gender roles**

From an Islamic perspective, men and women have the same spiritual nature and are both given the responsibility as trustees of Islam on earth. As such, they have the same religious duties and responsibilities. They will both be held accountable on the Day of Judgment for their beliefs and actions in this world. There is no superiority of one gender over the other. Superiority as a construct is actually measured in terms of righteousness and piety. Allah (ע$	ext{ל}$עי) says in the Qur'an,

> אִ֫כְּרֻ֔כָּךְּ עַנְדَ اللָּוֶהָ אָתָּאֵנְהָ אֶ֫ניָאֵנְהָ עֵלֶ֫פֶנְהָ אִ֫נְכֶּנְהָ עַנְדְּגְּרֶנְהָ דָ֫נְגְּרֶנְהָ וּבִגְּלֹנְהָ שָׁעָ֫וָּהָ וּבֵיֲבָ֫לְּלֹּתֶנְהָ הָ֫עִיָרֶנְהָ אִ֫נְהָ

(O people, indeed We have created you from male and female and made you peoples and tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble of you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you...)

*(Qur'an 49: 13)*

This verse makes it clear that variables such as gender, ethnic background, and languages do not provide any basis for superiority or inferiority.

Within this general framework, Allah has assigned specific roles for males and females in daily functioning. Both roles are honourable and operate in a complementary manner. Each gender has been given specific qualities and traits to fulfil their respective roles. Allah indicates,
Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the other and what they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So righteous women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband’s] absence what Allah would have them guard...

(Qur’an 4: 34)

Men are the maintainers and providers of the home and leaders of the family. Women are responsible for raising the children and instilling in them morals and righteous behaviour, and for taking care of the home. They must also be obedient to their husbands as long as they are not requested to act against the injunctions of Allah. This role differentiation is necessary for effective functioning of the family unit, since Allah has created systems with balance and order. The family is a system and it functions most efficiently when the laws of nature and the laws of Allah are implemented. When the balance is disrupted, humans suffer the consequences.

While this concept of traditional gender roles is also found in other world religious and cultural groups, the trend (or even norm) in many areas of the world is toward the elimination of such a distinct differentiation. In the West, in particular, there has been an attempt to replace these traditional roles with the concept of ‘equality’ or sameness. Women have been encouraged to participate ‘equally’ with men in all aspects of life, and the role of motherhood is viewed as less valuable than a career outside the home. This phenomenon is occurring even in Muslim countries. Muslims should be aware of this and cautious of the attempts being made to disrupt the traditional gender roles ordained by Allah.
The honourable role of motherhood

Motherhood is highly respected in Islam and is a means through which a woman may gain immense spiritual rewards. In a well-known hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ) it is reported: «Once a man went to the Prophet (ﷺ) and asked: O Messenger of Allah, who, of all people, is most entitled to my kindness and good company? The Prophet answered: Your mother. Then the man asked: Who comes next? and the Prophet replied: Your mother. The man again asked: Who comes next? and again the Prophet answered: Your mother. The man asked one more time: Who comes next? and the Prophet replied: Your father.»⁵ This hadith highlights the special significance given to the role of motherhood. Being a mother is the most valuable job in this worldly life, for she will raise the next generation and build a solid foundation for society. Her time will be spent in nurturing, instructing, and guiding — her primary duties as a mother. For this reason, she is given the honour and respect that she deserves.

Allah has created this role specifically for women as part of His mercy. Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) said: «Allah created, on the same day when He created the heavens and the earth, one hundred parts of mercy. Every part of mercy is analogous to the space between the heavens and the earth, and He, out of this mercy, endowed one part to the earth, and it is because of this that the mother shows affection to her child.»⁶ For this purpose, Allah has conferred upon women the unique qualities and characteristics necessary for effectual fulfilment of this role. Women tend to be more nurturing, compassionate, sensitive, and patient: all qualities needed to create a warm, loving, and peaceful atmosphere within the home.

⁵ Bukhari and Muslim
⁶ Muslim
Motherhood is a full-time career, entailing pregnancy, giving birth, breastfeeding, and many years of childrearing. These are sufficient responsibilities for one individual without adding the additional burden of having to provide for the family. It is part of Allah’s mercy that women are not required to work outside of the home to bring sustenance for their children. The burden, in most cases, would be more than she could bear. The ideal situation allows her to fulfil her primary responsibility to the best of her potential.

**Women and work**

Having said that, being a mother does not necessarily preclude work outside of the home. For a woman with small children and no pressing need to work, it would be ideal for her to remain within the home in order to perform her role as mother to the best of her abilities. Women should understand that the greatest rewards come to her through her motherhood role. Building families must come first, as this is the main obligation for women. This notion should always be foremost in her mind.

There are some situations, however, where it may be necessary for a mother to work, such as to assist with the financial needs of the family or to satisfy the needs of society (for example, doctors, midwives, and teachers). The latter is considered to be a communal obligation that must be satisfied by some members of the community in order for the obligation to be removed. In these cases, the benefits must carefully be weighed against any harm that may arise. It is important to remember that personal responsibilities take precedence over communal responsibilities.

From the perspective of Islam, women are not completely prohibited from working, but the matter is one that should be given serious consideration and discussion before any decision is made. There are several key guidelines that should be followed when making this decision:
1. a woman must first obtain consent from her husband, primarily due to the fact that he may have a broader perspective on how her work may influence the family and its functioning;

2. a woman must ensure that her home and children are properly taken care of and that there is no neglect in this aspect; her absence should not in any way cause harm to her family;

3. care must be taken to choose employment that is appropriate and fits with the special nature of the woman in accordance with the norms of Islamic law;

4. care must to taken to avoid jobs which may lead to transgression of the limits of Islam (such as excessive mixing of genders);

5. she must adhere to the principles of Islam with regard to her clothing and demeanour.

The role of fatherhood

As mentioned, the husband is responsible for providing for the sustenance and needs of his wife and children. This includes provision for food, clothing, shelter, and other basic needs according to his financial income and social norms. In general, he is responsible for their physical welfare and wellbeing, which also entails a measure of safety and security. The importance of this cannot be neglected, as the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «It is sufficient sin for a man if he neglects those on whom he is obliged to spend.»

Due to this responsibility, the father is the authority in the family and the leader of the family unit. No organization can function effectively without a manager, and in the family, the father takes care of this important role. In essence, this means that he is deserving of obedience from all family members and he has the final word in all
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decisions. This does not preclude discussion and compromise on important matters, but the father is worthy of due respect and obedience.

In cooperation with the mother, the father also attends to the spiritual, psychological, and intellectual socialization of their children. He must ensure that they are receiving a proper Islamic education, and he must assist them in acquiring praiseworthy characteristics and proper manners. This, of necessity, means that he must be involved in the training and rearing of his children. Many fathers neglect this duty in their overzealous attempt to fulfil the obligation for physical maintenance. In order for the family to function effectively, there must be a balance between these various rights and responsibilities.

Children need interaction and time with their father just as they do with their mother. This is particularly true for boys, who require a suitable male role model. Active fatherhood is central to a man’s role in life and to the development of his children. The children need to know that their father loves and cares for them, and that he has their best interests in mind. The Muslim father is an inspiring role model, teacher, friend, and a source of practical advice.

There is a great deal of research on the influence that involved fathering has on children. A review on the impact on fatherhood by the US National Institute of Child Health and Human Development shows that a child with an involved father has better social skills by the time s/he reaches nursery, performs better academically, and is less likely to have behavioural problems in the future. Once again, scientific research attests to the wisdom of Islamic teachings.

**Nurturing one’s own eemân**

It is valuable to mention that for parents to be maximally successful in their mission, they must focus some time on increasing
their own eemân. The lessons that are acquired over the course of reading this book are not only applicable to children, but to those holding the book as well. This is, in reality, one of the purposes of this endeavour. A long standing tenet in the education field is that we tend to learn the most by teaching others. Parenting provides just such an invaluable opportunity. In addition to this material, parents need to explore other means to enhance their eemân, whether it be through seeking knowledge (essential), increasing worship, or contributing to the Muslim community. Doing this will make the task of nurturing eemân in children all that much easier.

Basic rights of the child
(Duties of parents)

The following are some of the basic rights of the child as reflected in the duties and responsibilities of parents:

❖ The right to provisions and protection until adulthood

This includes food, clothing and shelter as provisions. It also entails protection against physical, emotional, intellectual and moral harm. This aspect begins at the time of conception and continues throughout pregnancy, childhood, and into adulthood.

❖ The right to love and affection

Children have psychological needs that must be met. These include love, affection, mercy and companionship. It is a basic role of parenting to fulfil these needs through kisses, hugs, kind words and time spent together. This is critical for effective parenting and discipline.

❖ The right to paternity and inheritance

Every child has right to know his or her lineage and parents. It is for this reason that the sanctity of the marital bond is so protected and the introduction of foreign reproductive material forbidden. It is
for this reason as well that adoption is prohibited in Islam, and for the same reason a child carries the father’s name. The right to inheritance is guaranteed by Islamic law.

- The right to proper education

The foundation of education is moral and religious training since this is the most important kind of education (as discussed in the next chapter). This entails proper Islamic education in order to build ‘aqeedah, tawheed, and eemân. Worldly knowledge and information must also be provided in the appropriate proportion. The growth of a child’s personality and potential is dependent upon proper education.

**Basic rights of parents**  
(Duties of the child)

The child also has duties that become the rights of the parents:

- The right to be respected and obeyed

Parents generally give orders and instructions that are in the best interest of children. It is thus the duty of children to respect and obey their parents in all matters. They should not question this authority or follow their own desires in defiance of their parents. This is, of course, overruled if the parents request the child to perform an act of disobedience to Allah.

- The right to reprimand and rebuke

---

8 ‘Adoption’ here refers to the practice of changing the child’s family name to match the name of the family in which s/he is to be raised and erasing all evidence that the child has his or her own biological heritage, and should not be taken to mean that Islam forbids families to bring orphans up with the same love and treatment that they accord their own biological children. On the contrary, according to a sound hadith, raising an orphan in kindness and equity is considered to be a highly praiseworthy act, whose reward is paradise. To that end, the advice in this book should be taken to heart by foster parents as well. (Editor)
It is the obligation of parents to protect their children from harm. If a child is tempted to act in a harmful way, it is the duty of parents to prevent him or her from that behaviour. If necessary, they may resort to advising, rebuking, or reprimanding. The child should not reply rudely or argue with the parents. Parental advice should be listened to and acted upon, even if it is against the child’s wishes.

- The right to kind words and good behaviour

Qur'an 46: 15

«And We have enjoined upon the human, to his parents, good treatment. His mother carried him in weakness and hardship and gave birth to him in weakness and hardship, and his gestation and weaning [period] is thirty months...»

Qur'an 17: 23

«And your Lord has decreed that you not worship except Him, and to parents, good treatment. Whether one or both of them reach old age [while] with you, say not to them [so much as] ‘uff’, and do not repel them but speak to them a noble word.»

These Qur’anic verses urge children to be soft-spoken to parents and to show them respect and kindness. They must not forget the favours and sacrifices of their parents, but rather repay them with gentle words and kindness. This entails patience, compassion, gratitude, and humility.

- The right to be helped

Children are required to help their parents in household chores and other responsibilities as they are able. They may, for example,
assist with the care of younger siblings. As parents age, help may be offered in other areas as well.

- The right to be looked after

Grown-up children must repay their parents by caring for them in their old age. This involves looking after their physical and financial needs, as well as psychological and companionship needs. As their parents looked after them during their stage of weakness, so must children reciprocate by taking care of their parents during the weakness of old age. This must be realized with equity, generosity, and Ḣsän.

The importance of breastfeeding, bonding, and early attachment

Breastfeeding

(Qur'an 2: 233)

Mothers may nurse [breastfeed] their children two complete years for whoever wishes to complete the nursing [period]...

Breastfeeding is a natural extension of pregnancy and research has repeatedly demonstrated that it is the superior way to feed a baby. In addition to the varied and undisputed physical benefits, breastfeeding also offers psychological and emotional benefits for the both mother and baby. This primarily occurs through a process known as bonding or attachment, an important factor in the groundwork of parenting. It is for these reasons that breastfeeding is so strongly encouraged in Islam. It is, in fact, an important right of the infant.
Bonding and attachment

The days and weeks after birth are a sensitive period in which mothers and babies are uniquely primed to want to be close to one another. The close attachment after birth and beyond allows the natural, attachment-promoting behaviours of the infant and the intuitive, care-giving qualities of the mother to come together. Both members of this biological pair get off to the right start at a time when the infant is most needy and the mother is most ready to nurture. Breastfeeding and the closeness that accompanies it play an important role in this process.

The key benefit of attachment is that the baby develops trust in the caregiver and other adults in his or her world. S/he trusts that his or her needs will be met and that the world is a safe place. S/he also trusts that his or her language (crying) is being listened to and thus trusts in his or her own ability to give cues. The relationship between mother and baby becomes synchronous and harmonious as baby gives cues and mother responds appropriately.

The job of parenting becomes easier due to this synchronicity and the trust of the infant. With a strong connection through bonding and attachment, the parent-child relationship becomes more natural and enjoyable. Attachment parenting also assists the child in developing independence, since it encourages the right balance between dependence and independence. Because the connected child trusts his or her parents to help him or her feel safe, s/he is more likely to feel secure exploring his or her surrounding environment. For example, studies have shown that toddlers who have a secure attachment to their mother tend to adapt more easily to new play situations and to play more independently than less attached toddlers. Early bonding and attachment have positive implications for the development of the parent-child relationship as the child grows and develops. These benefits are carried over into early and middle childhood, leading to easier discipline and parenting. Research has
demonstrated the important role of the parent-child relationship in effective discipline.

Praying for a righteous child

Muslim parents must continually make supplication for their children. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

وَالَّذِينَ يَقُولُونَ رَبَّنَا هَبْ لَنَا مِنْ أَزْوَاجِنَا وَذُرُّتِينَا فُرُضًا أَعْلِمُهَا وَأَعْلَمُنَا
[الفرقان: 74]

(And those who say: Our Lord, grant us from among our wives and offspring comfort to our eyes, and make us a leader [i.e., an example] for the righteous.) (Qur’an 25: 74)

Parents should pray for their children to be pious and righteous and the comfort of their eyes. They will then be a source of happiness due to their righteousness. Rewards will be bestowed upon the parents for their supplication and the effort that was exerted to raise their children in Islam.

The prophets themselves made supplication for their children. Prophet Zakariyyâ (বی) supplicated,

هَنَالِكَ دَعَاهُ رَبُّهُ قَالَ رَبِّ هَبْ لِي مِنْ لَدَنَا دُرِّيَّةً طَيِّبَةً إِنَّكَ سَمِيعٌ
[آل عمران: 38]

(My Lord, grant me from Yourself a good offspring. Indeed, You are the Hearer of supplication.) (Qur’an 3: 38)

Prophet Ibrâheem (Abraham) (ا) supplicated to Allah (ﷻ),

رَبِّ هَبْ لِي مِنْ أَلِيْمِينَ ۖ فَتَبَارَكَنَّ ۖ عَلَيْهِمْ خَلِیسٌ
[الصافات: 100-101]

(My Lord, grant me [a child] from among the righteous. So We gave him good tidings of a forbearing boy.) (Qur’an 37: 100-101)
At the time of sexual intimacy, the husband and wife are encouraged to supplicate to Allah to gain His protection for a child that may be conceived. The Messenger (ﷺ) said: «If anyone among you intends to go to his wife, he should say: In the name of Allah; O Allah, protect us from Satan and keep Satan away from that which you have bestowed upon us.»⁹ Thus parenting actually begins by intention at the time of conception with this supplication to protect the child from the workings of Satan, Supplication should be continued throughout the life of the child. At certain times, a parent may realize, in fact, that it is only supplication and the will of Allah that will change the situation. All praise be to Allah, as Muslims we always have this hope.

⁹ Muslim
Chapter 4
Knowledge and Education in Islam

«Look at those who stand at a lower level than you but do not look at those who stand at a higher level than you, for this would make the favours (conferred upon you by Allah) insignificant (in your eyes).»¹

The importance of knowledge

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The seeking of knowledge is compulsory on every Muslim.»² This responsibility begins the moment that we are born and does not end until the day we die. The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «If a person takes a path in search of knowledge, Allah will thereby make the path to paradise easy for him.»³ This ability to learn and understand is what sets us apart from the rest of Allah’s creation and is directly related to the concept of free will. Making choices would certainly be a haphazard affair without the capacity to gain knowledge.

Knowledge and the seeking of knowledge guide us to that which is true in life-to the straight path. Without the necessary knowledge, our journey through life will not be very successful. The importance of this is emphasized frequently in the Qur’an and the Hadith. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

[Qur’an 28:53] (فاطر: 28) ...إِنَّا نَحْشَى الرَّحْمَةُ بِأَيْدٍٖ جَعَلْنَاهُ بِغَيْبَةِ اللَّهِ عَزِيزٌ غَفُورٌ

¹ Recorded by Muslim on the authority of Abu Hurayrah
² A sound hadith narrated by Ibn Mâjah and Al-Bayhaqi
³ Muslim
(And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of knowledge.)

(Qur'an 35: 28)

(And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of knowledge.)

(Qur'an 29: 43)

(And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of knowledge.)

(Qur'an 29: 43)

(And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of knowledge.)

(Qur'an 39: 9)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Upon a person whom Allah desires good, He bestows the knowledge of faith.»⁴ He also said: «When a person starts his journey to acquire knowledge, Allah eases his passage to paradise, and angels, to express their appreciation of his acts, spread their wings, and all the creatures that are in the heavens and on the earth, including the fish in the water, ask for forgiveness for a learned person. A learned person is superior to a worshipper as the full moon is superior to all the stars. The learned are heirs of the prophets, and the prophets do not leave any inheritance in the shape of dirhams and dinars⁵ (wealth), but they do leave knowledge as their legacy. As such, a person who acquires knowledge acquires his full share.»⁶ More importantly, he stated: «There is no envy but in two cases. The first is a person whom Allah has given wealth and he or she spends it righteously; the second is the one whom Allah has given
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⁴ Bukhari and Muslim
⁵ dirhams and dinars: originally, silver and gold coins; both are also contemporary units of currency in some countries
⁶ A sound hadith narrated by Abu Dâwood and At-Tirmidhi
wisdom (the Holy Qur’an) and he or she acts according to it and teaches it to others.»

These Qur’anic verses and hadiths clearly demonstrate the significance of gaining knowledge as well as teaching it to others. Islam is a religion of knowledge as it is associated with many virtues and merits. It is one of the most noble aspects a human can strive for, and the most honourable to attain. Knowledge comes before action and there is no action without knowledge.

The meaning of knowledge

Most Muslims, however, do not understand the true meaning of knowledge and the fact that there are several types. It is often assumed that the above-mentioned hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ) refers to all knowledge, both worldly and religious, and that they are lumped together into one large category. One may hear others say, “My son or daughter needs to go to a secular high school or college because knowledge is an obligation for Muslims.” While this may seem acceptable on the surface, a more detailed analysis will reveal some weaknesses.

An important distinction that has been made by Islamic scholars is between knowledge that is a personal obligation and knowledge that is a communal obligation. The first type of knowledge is that which is obligatory upon each and every individual. This would include basic knowledge of the religion, including beliefs (‘aqeedah) and practices (prayer, fasting, poor due, social relations, and so forth). The second type of knowledge is that which is compulsory on some members of the Muslim society, but not all. It is a communal obligation that is lifted once some members of the community have fulfilled it. For example, if some members of the community become doctors to take care of the sick, then the rest of the
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community is absolved from this responsibility; if no one becomes a doctor, then the whole community is held responsible. This category would include detailed knowledge of Islam and Sharia, medicine, education, engineering, and so on.

In the hadith regarding the obligation of seeking knowledge, the Prophet (ﷺ) particularly emphasized understanding of the religion. This wisdom comes from the Book of Allah and the Sunnah⁸ of the Prophet (ﷺ). This includes knowing Allah, His names and attributes, and His rights over His creation; knowing the path that leads to Him; knowing the purpose of our creation; and knowing the results in the hereafter. In essence, it means understanding the principles of eemān and the pillars of Islam. This is given priority over worldly knowledge since it has implications for eternity, not merely for a span of seventy years or so.

Knowledge and parents

These points related to knowledge need to be emphasized for parents, particularly those who feel that educating themselves about Islam is not important. As noted above, the acquisition of knowledge is an obligation for both men and women. One of the primary duties of parents is to take care of their children, physically, emotionally, spiritually, and intellectually. Education is a key factor in all of this with the goal of raising healthy, knowledgeable, and strong Muslims. It is probably even more important for women due to their position in the family. Teaching can be direct, such as study circle at home or in the mosque, but much of it will be indirect, through modelling and observation. The mother, through her continual contact with other family members, has the potential to be an excellent teacher. Most of this can be done simply by learning about Islam and implementing its
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⁸ Sunnah: the practice and collected sayings of Prophet Muhammad (bpuh) that together with the Qur'an forms the basis of Islamic law
wisdom. Children learn a great deal by watching those around them, particularly their parents. For example, a child who sees her mother wearing the hijab\(^9\) (modest dress), reading the Qur’an, and praying on time is likely to follow this example and find it less of a struggle than one who has never seen her parent do any of these. Modelling and observation are powerful forces and the mother is a critical factor in this prescription.

This does not in any way negate the role of the father in educating his children. Fathers should understand the importance of education as well and cooperate with the mother in providing an Islamic learning environment. As husband and wife, they should encourage one another to learn on a continuous basis and share newly acquired knowledge with each other. Reading the Qur’an, hadiths and books; attending study circles; listening to lectures; participating in Islamic conferences, and finding trustworthy websites about Islam on the Internet are all ways that couples can nourish one another’s intellectual growth. When this is shared together, it can help to strengthen and enhance the marital relationship.

**Knowledge and parenting**

In relation to parenting, education and learning must be built upon a foundation of Islamic knowledge. Priority must be given to learning aspects of the religion, since this is an individual obligation. The life of a Muslim child should be immersed in Islamic knowledge from the beginning. His or her knowing, thinking, and perception should be focused on it. The Qur’an, the Hadith, the *seerah*,\(^{10}\) and Arabic must be his or her daily bread. His or her head should rest upon the bed with stories of the prophets, the Companions, and tales of pious people.
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\(^9\) veil ordained by Allah for Muslim women

\(^{10}\) biography of the Prophet Muhammad (bpuh)
Other types of knowledge can then be built upon this solid foundation. As a matter of fact, any worldly knowledge should always be connected to the original sources of Islam, the Qur’an and the Sunnah. For example, how could one study natural science without linking it to Allah’s wisdom, perfection, and order in the universe, and to the scientific miracles of the Qur’an? A student could not study business without understanding the Islamic perspectives on economics, finance, and management. To study psychology would mean to first understand what the Creator has stated about His creation, for He knows us better than we know ourselves.

It is also important to recognize that knowledge that contradicts Islam or the principles of Islam is completely unacceptable. It is prohibited to learn philosophies and beliefs that are contrary to the principles of Islam. Sending our children to a secular school, for example, poses the serious danger of exposing our children to distorted belief systems and practices. In addition, it gives the message that religion is only a compartment of life and that we can understand other disciplines without reference to religion. Religion in these types of schools is given less of a priority, if any at all, than science and other subjects. Religion of any type may, in fact, be ridiculed and debased in such a system.

It is important to note that we should not ignore the material aspects of this life, for taking care of ourselves is part of religion as well. It is reported, for example, that the Prophet (ﷺ) frequently prayed: «O Allah, give us all the good of this world, and the good of the life hereafter, and save us from the punishment of the fire.»¹¹ It is acceptable to learn science, math or other subjects that do not contradict Islamic principles, but we should never concentrate on the worldly life at the expense of the life in the hereafter. Allah (ﷻ) says:
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More than knowledge alone

The acquisition of knowledge is obviously not the only necessary element in our journey through life. All of the knowledge in the world would mean nothing if it was not connected to eemân, taqwâ, sincerity, and belief in the oneness of Allah. There are many people who have knowledge, but who are still on the wrong path. If we have all of these other components, the understanding that we gain in our search for knowledge will help us to know which road to take to Allah and how to avoid dangerous and harmful situations. The important thing to remember is that we are responsible for our children and will be held accountable for what we have (or have not) taught them. To preserve our religion, we must educate ourselves and our children. The strength of the Muslim community is directly tied to the level of knowledge of its members.

The Arabic language

The Arabic language is the language of the Noble Qur’an, the language of the Hadith, and the language of Islam. An individual cannot truly reach the depths of knowledge and comprehension of Islam without the Arabic language. Shaykh al-Islam¹² Ibn Taymiyah said,

The Arabic language is from the religion, and the knowledge of

¹² An honorary title meaning ‘Scholar of Islam’ (Editor)
it is an obligation. For surely the understanding of the Qur’an and the Sunnah is an obligation, and these two are not understood except through understanding the Arabic language, and whatever obligation is not fulfilled except by certain steps, then those steps themselves become obligatory (to fulfil of the initial obligation).

Knowledge of the Arabic language is essential for every Muslim to understand the principles of faith and belief, to perform religious acts of worship, and to be proficient in the recitation of the Noble Qur’an.

Allah mentions the Arabic language in several places in the Qur’an:

(Qur’an 12: 2)

(Qur’an 41: 3)

(Qur’an 26: 192-195)

It is sad to see that Muslims in our time seem to have forgotten the significance of this message and the important role of the Arabic
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language. You will find Muslims spending thousands of dollars for their children to learn a foreign language, while at the same time ignoring the language of revelation. The younger generations have been brainwashed to think that the Arabic language is outdated and insignificant for modern times. Attempts are made to marginalize Arabic in the scientific and the pragmatic aspects of our lives by putting foreign languages before it and using these languages to teach in every subject. For this reason and others, young people have turned away from the Arabic language to focus their energies on more ‘worldly’ knowledge. Amazingly, you will actually find Muslims in Arab countries who cannot speak, read, or write Arabic.

Parents must put it in their minds that it is an obligation for them to learn the Arabic language (if they do not already know it) and to teach it to their children. Arabic should be the first language that a child hears (call to prayer at birth) and his or her ‘first language’ throughout his or her lifetime. Studying, learning, and speaking Arabic should be a daily routine, for it is essential for understanding the Qur’an, the narrations Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), and the entire religion. As a former non-Muslim who has gone from not even knowing a letter of the Arabic alphabet to reading the Qur’an fluently with comprehension, I can attest that I now truly appreciate the significance and depth of the Arabic language.

It is interesting to note that research has confirmed that language acquisition is much easier during the childhood years. In fact, research has found that the time span from birth to age five is critical for language acquisition. At birth, children have the ability to produce any sound from any language in the world. With exposure and shaping, they lose the ability to make sounds that are not heard or are infrequent. For this reason, parents should expose their children to Arabic from birth. It is important for them to hear the sounds and to begin to communicate in the Arabic language. Arabic is a complicated language to learn, as anyone who has attempted it in
adulthood will attest to. For children however, it comes very easily due to these natural processes. This, of course, applies as well to learning the Qur'an and the rules for precise articulation in the recitation of the Qur'an. Parents should take advantage of these precious years before they fade away.

**Prophet Muhammad's methods of education and teaching**

The Prophet (ﷺ) is the ideal example to follow in all aspects of life, including education and teaching. He was the best educator and teacher for his Companions, and he spent many hours teaching them detailed aspects of the religion. In his teaching, he utilized various educational methods that may be applied to parenting. Some of these are discussed below in order to assist parents in developing and improving their own style.

It is important to understand that education and training are complex processes. They involve more than just teaching the principles of religion and the rules of Islamic law. A parent as teacher must first make a connection with his or her children, and then continually strive to establish concepts firmly in their minds and hearts through the utilization of various methods. For this purpose, the Prophet (ﷺ) varied his techniques, which included the following: illustrative parables, narrative stories, making oaths, examples, and exhortation. The choice of technique may depend upon the nature of the topic or problem, the personality of the person(s) involved, and situational or circumstantial aspects.

**Illustrative parables**

The Prophet (ﷺ) often used parables when illustrating abstract concepts to assist the people in comprehension. A parable is a short fictitious story that illustrates a moral attitude or a religious principle. Parables have been used throughout the course of history by prophets
and learned men. Abu Bakr (ﷺ) said: «I heard the Messenger of Allah saying: Behold! Can any dirt remain on the body of any one of you if there were a river at his door in which he washed himself five times daily? They said: No dirt would remain (on his body). He (ﷺ) said: That is like the five prayers by which Allah obliterates sins.»

**Narrative stories**

Story telling is a brilliant, enjoyable, and effective method to teach children beliefs, values, and morals. This is particularly true for young children who have short attention spans and require attention-holding interactions. The Prophet (ﷺ) often used this method with his Companions. On one occasion, it is reported that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Allah is more pleased with the repentance of His believing slave-servant than that of a person who set out on a journey with a provision of food and drink on the back of his camel. He went on until he came to a waterless desert and he felt like sleeping. So he got down under the shade of a tree and was overcome by sleep, and his camel ran away. As he got up he tried to see it (the camel) standing upon a mound, but did not find it. He then got upon the other mound, but could not see anything. He then climbed upon the third mound, but did not see anything until he came back to the place where he had been sleeping previously. And as he was sitting (in utter disappointment) there came to him his camel, till that (camel) placed its halter in his hand. Allah is more pleased with the repentance of His slave than the person who found (his lost camel) in this very state.»

**Making oaths**

At times, the Prophet (ﷺ) would gain a person’s attention by means of an oath. This is a valuable technique, particularly for the
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purpose of emphasizing significant concepts. Abu Shurayh reported that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «By Allah, he does not believe! By Allah, he does not believe! By Allah, he does not believe! It was said: Who is that person, O Allah’s Messenger? He answered: That person is he whose neighbour does not feel safe from his evil.»

Gradualness

Understanding the complexities and difficulties of life, Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) took a gradual approach in teaching several of the principles of the religion. This was most often used in the prohibition of social evils such as alcohol, but it can also be applied to commandments as well. The rationale for this method is to take the time needed to change hearts and minds through persuasion and education, rather than simply imposing rules and laws. This will ensure that children accept the customs of Islam by their own choice, rather than being forced to accept them. Practical examples of application may include wearing the hijab, learning how to pray correctly, fasting during Ramadan, and so forth.

Offering a viable alternative

When correcting people’s mistakes, the Prophet (ﷺ) would offer a feasible alternative to the inappropriate behaviour of the individual. Doing this saved the person from embarrassment and reduced the likelihood that s/he would be resistant to change. In one hadith it is narrated that «The Prophet saw some sputum in the direction of the qibla» and this upset him so much that his anger could be seen on his face. He stood up and removed it with his hand, then said: When any one of you stands up to pray, he is talking to his Lord. His Lord is between him and the qibla, so no one should spit in
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17 qibla (qiblah): the bearing from the Kaaba (Ka‘bah) to any point on Earth; the direction that all Muslims must face in prayer
the direction of the qibla; he should spit to his left or under his feet. Then he took the edge of his cloak, spat on it and rubbed part of it against another part and said: Or do like this.»\textsuperscript{18}

Paying attention to inherent aspects in human nature

The Prophet (ﷺ) understood the nature of human beings and the natural feelings and emotions that they are likely to experience. For this reason, he was patient with other people’s faults or improper conduct. This concept can certainly be applied in the case of children who often act through natural instincts. «The Prophet was with one of his wives when another of the Mothers of the Believers sent a big vessel full of food to him. The wife whose house the Prophet (ﷺ) was visiting struck the servant’s hand, and the vessel fell and broke in two. The Prophet (ﷺ) picked up the pieces and put them together, then he gathered up the food that had been in the vessel and said: Your mother is jealous. Then he asked the servant to wait until he was given the vessel belonging to the wife in whose house he was, and he sent the whole vessel to the wife whose vessel had been broken, and kept the broken vessel in the house of the one who had broken it.»\textsuperscript{19}

There are many more examples of the Prophet’s method of education. It is beyond the scope of this book to cover the topic in depth. A few have been covered to provide suggestions for parents.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{18} Bukhari
\textsuperscript{19} Bukhari
\textsuperscript{20} A useful resource on this topic is The Prophet’s Methods of Correcting People’s Mistakes (3rd ed.) by Muhammad Sâlih al-Munajjid, Riyadh: International Islamic Publishing House 2004 (Editor)
Chapter 5
Fiṭrah: The Innate Nature of Children

Why is it that children have no difficulty believing in Allah and His Message, even though they cannot see Him? Why is it that a child finds it so effortless and natural to pray, to fast and to wear the hijab, oftentimes delighting in the process? Why is it that a child as young as two years old can be found praying by himself or herself, protective against any type of intrusion?

The answer to these questions is clear and simple — Allah has placed within each of us an intriguing and special gift that we would not even be aware of if not for Islam. This is the gift of the fiṭrah (the innate tendency to know Allah). It is one of the ways that we come to comprehend the existence of Allah (in addition to nature, revelation, and reason) and realize the purpose of our creation. It is also an important favour for parents as they strive to teach their children about Allah and the religion of Islam. It is the foundation upon which all else is built, already present at birth. It is the seed planted within each of our children that needs to be nourished in order to produce a beautiful flowering plant. As parents, we are only required to provide the water and sunlight. With this understanding, the approach to parenting becomes more positive and hopeful.

What is Fiṭrah?

Fiṭrah is usually described as the innate and pristine nature within humans that makes humans capable of knowing Allah and accepting His religion. It is an inborn tendency toward awareness of Allah and affirmation of His existence; the knowledge that there is a Transcendent Being who created us and the world around us. This is a
faculty created by Allah within humans which is engraved upon our souls. It is described in the Qur’an by Allah (ﷻ),

فَأَفْعَلْ وَجِهْهُ لِلَّدِينِ حَسَنَاءٍ فَطَّرَتْ أَنْبِيَةَ الَّذِي فَطَّرَ الْأَنْسَابَ عَلَيْهَا لَا تَبْدِيلٌ لَّهَا إِلَّا اللَّهُ ذَلِكَ الْبُيُوتُ الْقُرْآنُ وَلَكِنَّ أَحْكَامَ الْأَنْسَابِ لَا يُعْلَمُونَ. [الروم: 30]

(So direct your face [meaning, yourself] toward the religion, inclining to truth. [Adhere to] the fiṭrah of Allah upon which He has created [all] people. No change should there be in the creation of Allah. That is the correct religion, but most of the people do not know.)

(Qur’an 30: 30)

Basically, what this means is that each person is born in a pure state in which tawḥīd is central. This then inclines the person to submit fully to the will of Allah and to search for ways to become closer to Him. Islam itself is called deen al-fiṭrah (the religion of human nature) because it is the religion that will guide a person to true faith in Allah and complete fulfilment of this potential. The prophets were sent to remind humans of this nature and to teach them Islamic law as a comprehensive guidance for living in submission to Allah. The prophets themselves, as blessings from Allah, practiced these guidelines and were steadfast and exemplary models for humankind.

Covenant of monotheism inscribed on every soul

At the time when souls were created, each person made a covenant with Allah. Allah (ﷻ) mentions the covenant in the following verse:

هَذَا مَا نَعْطَدُنَّ لِكُلِّ أُوْلِيِ الْأَوَّلَيْنِ حَفْيَظًا مِنْ خَيْنِ الْرَّحْمَنِ بِغَيْبِهِ وَجَهَةَ يَقِلِبِ [ق: 32-33]

(If it will be said:] This is what you were promised — for every returner [to Allah] and keeper [of His covenant], who feared the Most Merciful unseen and came with a heart returning [in repentance].)

(Qur’an 50: 32-33)
In another verse, He (ﷻ) describes this covenant,

قَالُوا أَنَّ شَهَدًةَ أَبِي نَفَعَلْهَا يَوْمَ الْقِيَمَةِ إِنَّا حَسِينُ عَلَيْهِمْ

[172] الأعراف

And [mention] when your Lord took from the children of Adam — from their loins — their descendants and made them testify of themselves, [saying to them]: Am I not your Lord? They said: Yes, we have testified. [This] lest you should say on the Day of Resurrection, Indeed, we were of this unaware. (Qur'an 7: 172)

Thus, one of the ways that we know about Allah is that it is within our very own souls; it is within our nature. The belief in tawheed (oneness of Allah) is inscribed in our beings. It is our covenant with Allah. Every child is born with a natural inclination to believe in and worship Allah, to be righteous and virtuous, and to have a true understanding of his or her own position in the universe. S/he who submits will naturally be a Muslim, since all humans are born as Muslims. If no changes are made in the direction that the child faces, s/he will naturally incline toward Allah and will follow His will. When s/he reaches the age of discretion, s/he will readily choose the religion of Islam over any other belief system. This is the connection with the Creator that will guide the child to an understanding of good and evil, and truth and falsehood throughout his or her lifetime.

The influence of parents

You may ask yourself, “Why then have so many people gone away from their true nature? Why have so many people chosen a religion other than Islam? Why is there so much corruption and oppression on earth?” This can be explained by the following hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ), who said: «Every newborn child is born in a state
of fitrah. Then his parents make him a Jew, a Christian, or a Magian; just as an animal is born intact. Do you observe any among them that are mutilated?»¹ This hadith elucidates the fact that environmental influences after birth lead a person to diverge from their fitrah and the path of Allah. The divergence has nothing to do with anything innately wrong within the person, for the fitrah is pure and good. Those who reject the religion of Islam are, in effect, going against their fitrah. Left alone, without interference, a person will naturally believe in Allah, tawheed, and Islam.

As mentioned in the hadith, parents are the main environmental factor in leading a person away from his or her fitrah. It is the parents that raise the child as a Jew, a Christian, a Magian, or an adherent of any other faith, oftentimes passing on to their child the same religion that was taught to them by their own parents. Parents share their beliefs, values, morals, and ideals with their children. This is accomplished through modelling, interactions, teaching, and so forth. Research, in fact, has shown that as young people enter adulthood, they carry the same or similar values and morals that were taught to them by their parents. The effect is generally compelling and persistent. It is important to note that while parents are the key factor in divergence from the fitrah, other environmental influences may also play a role. Schools, teachers, friends, extended family members, and the media all exert an effect on the thoughts and behaviours of a child.

The influence of Satan

Satan also plays a role in attempting to disturb the fitrah. The pressure and force of Satan and his patrons in the lives of humans are obvious. Satan will attempt to deceive us in any way that he can, and he begins to work on children the minute that they are born. We are
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warned in the Qur’an,

[Satan] said: Because You have put me in error, I will surely sit in wait for them [human beings] on Your straight path. Then I will come to them from before them and from behind them and on their right and on their left, and You will not find most of them grateful [to You].

(Qur’an 7: 16-17)

The tools that Allah has given to the believers are designed to protect the fitrah from the schemes and traps of Satan.

The responsibility of parents in relation to Fitrah

This knowledge explicitly highlights the critical role of parents in the upbringing of their children. It is the responsibility of the parents to nurture the inborn tendency of the fitrah and to protect it from corruption. This is accomplished by teaching the child about Allah and Islam from the moment of birth. The first words that a baby hears should be “Allahu akbar, Allahu akbar” (‘Allah is the greatest’), part of the call to prayer, which is said in the child’s ear at birth. The life of the child should be imbued with the remembrance of Allah from that moment onward. S/he should see his or her parents pray and read the Qur’an on a daily basis and hear them say bismillah (in the name of Allah), alhamdulillah (all praise to Allah), and other forms of praise of Allah. All forms of corruption should be avoided to the extent possible. If these things are achieved, the child will develop eemân and taqwâ and will strive to please Allah. The development of Islamic thought and behaviour in the child will then become an easy, almost effortless task.

The seed of fitrah is in need of the sunshine and water that parents can provide. This will allow the eemân to grow into a strong
and beautiful plant. It is the responsibility of parents to be the gardeners and maintainers of this fitrah. Parents are obligated to keep their child’s face in the direction of the religion of Islam. They cannot allow environmental influences to harm this growing plant. Allah has created us in a certain fashion and He has given us the tools to complete the task. As a nurtured plant grows almost effortlessly, so too will your child’s faith. With the foundation of fitrah, nurturing of eeman is a purely natural human experience.
PART TWO

CONNECTING CHILDREN TO THE PILLARS OF EEMÂN

Connecting children to the pillars of eemân is a process that begins at birth and continues throughout life. It is something that does not require an established program or course. Connecting is done on a daily basis during routine parent-child interactions. This, in fact, is where the core of parenting takes place. The following section provides some suggestions on how to connect your children to the pillars of eemân: belief in Allah, the angels, the prophets and messengers, the books and revelation, the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter, and divine will and predestination.
Belief in Allah

Belief in Allah is the most fundamental principle of faith and action; the most essential principle of eemâń. It is the focal point of Islam and the essence of the Qur’an. All other Islamic beliefs revolve around and connect to belief in Allah. For a person’s eemâń to be firm, there must be correct and complete belief in Allah and the associated tenets of faith. If this is not present, then all of faith and practice may be impaired and valueless.
The importance of belief in Allah is evident in the Qur'an. In fact, the whole of the Qur'an speaks about belief in Allah. Allah is mentioned by His names and attributes in the Qur'an 10,062 times. On every page of the Qur'an, He is mentioned approximately 20 times. The Qur'an speaks directly about Allah and His essence, names, attributes, and actions. It calls on people to worship Him alone, with no partner. It commands us to obey Him and forbids us to disobey Him. It relates stories and characteristics of the people of faith, the honour given to them in this world, and their rewards in the hereafter. There is similar information about the disbelievers and how Allah humiliates them in this world and of the punishment that awaits them in the next.

At the centre of belief in Allah is tawḥīd, or belief that Allah is One, and the realization and maintenance of Allah’s unity. Tawḥīd is the basis of Islam and the essence of the testimony of faith, Lâ ilâha illallâh, there is no god but Allah. To every nation or people, a messenger was sent with the message of tawḥīd. It is the first thing that the messengers of Allah invited the people to believe in.

Tawḥīd can be summarized in the following manner: Allah is One without partner in His dominion and His actions (tawḥīd ar-ruboobiyyah); One without rival in His divinity and worship (tawḥīd al-ULOohiyah); and One without similitude in His essence and attributes (tawḥīd al-asma’ was-sifât). Allah is the Lord, Master, and Owner of all things. He controls the affairs of all of His creation. It is He who provides, restricts, permits, and prohibits. He gives life and causes death. Thus, He alone is worthy of all worship.

Belief in Allah is innate in humans as evidenced by the fitrah (discussed in an earlier chapter). Even those who choose not to submit to and worship Allah recognize His existence. Allah (DisplayName) indicates, "(And if you asked them who created them, they would surely say: Allah. So how are they deluded?)" (Qur'an 43: 87)
And if you asked them: Who created the heavens and the earth? they would surely say: Allah. Say: Then have you considered what you invoke besides Allah?

(Qur'an 39: 38)

Say [O Muhammad]: To whom belongs the earth and whoever is in it, if you should know? They will say: To Allah. Say: Then will you not remember? Say: Who is Lord of the seven heavens and Lord of the Great Throne? They will say; [They belong] to Allah. Say: Then will you not fear Him? Say: In whose hand is the realm of all things — and He protects while none can protect against Him — if you should know? They will say: [All belongs] to Allah. Say: Then how are you deluded?

(Qur'an 23: 84-89)

In times of adversity and need, humans naturally call out to their Lord and Creator. Allah (ءَلا) says,

[And when adversity touches a person, he calls upon Us; then when We bestow on him a favour from Us, he says: I have only been given it because of [my] knowledge. Rather, it is a trial, but most of them do]
not know.\)

*(Qur’an 39: 49)*

"And when adversity touches a person, he calls upon his Lord, turning to Him [alone]; then when He bestows on him a favour from Himself, he forgets Him whom he called upon before, and he attributes to Allah equals to mislead [people] from His way..."

*(Qur’an 39: 8)*

"And when We bestow favour upon the human, he turns away and distances himself; but when evil touches him, then he is full of extensive supplication."

*(Qur’an 41: 51)*

These verses, in addition to revelation, the perfection of nature, and our own logic, point to the existence of Allah and the innate capacity for humans to believe in Him and His Oneness. In fact, we need Allah in our lives to fulfil the innate and persistent spiritual yearnings of our souls. They will not be quieted until these urges are fulfilled.

**Connecting children to Allah**

Connecting a child to Allah is an important and continuous process that begins at the time of birth (or even before). When a baby enters the world, the first words that s/he should hear are “Allâhu Akbar” with the enunciation of the call to prayer in the right ear. As the child grows, s/he should continue to hear the name of Allah through the recitation of the Qur’an, prayer, supplication, and remembrance of Allah. The child should be taught to love Allah and to fear His anger and punishment. The element of love should be
stronger than that of fear. There should be a desire to be obedient to Him.

In connecting children to Allah, especially small children, it is pertinent to teach them about Allah’s miracles in nature, the beauty and grace given to us by Allah, and the marvellous signs of His perfection and wisdom. He has created all things on the earth and in the heavens: people, animals, rivers, trees, flowers, and so forth. Children naturally bond with nature and will curiously attempt to explore it, thus providing prime opportunities to discuss Allah and His attributes. Nature walks or trips should be regular events for the family. During these times, children may be asked, “Who made the rivers and the lakes and the flowers and all that you see around you?” in order to bring their attention to the greatness of the Creator. From this, children will understand that Allah is the Giver of Life, the Sustainer, the Most Bounteous, and so forth. As an expected corollary, they should be reminded to thank Allah for His blessings in their many forms.

Children may also be asked about the other bounties that Allah has given to His servants. They may not initially realize that parents, siblings, food on the table, clothes, the physical body and five senses, for example, are all bounties only available through the grace and mercy of Allah. Good health itself is a blessing that we often take for granted and easily forget. Children may be asked, “Who gave you your hearing, sight, and mind? Who gave you the ability and strength to move and to act?” All of this would be impossible without Allah’s generosity.

The ability to learn and gain knowledge and to question, the knowledge itself, the books that are read and the schools that are entered each day, all come from Allah. Friendships, relationships, sharing, and caring are part of human existence due to the grace of Allah. These elements enrich our lives and allow us to grow and develop spiritually, intellectually, and emotionally. Again, children
should be encouraged to love and thank Allah for the remarkable and diverse blessings that He has bestowed upon His creation. When something particularly special happens to them or they receive joyful news, they should follow the practice of the Prophet (ﷺ) and prostrate in thanks.

These initial building blocks result in the cultivation of love of Allah, for it is natural to love the One who has given so generously. Children may simply be requested to imagine what life would be like without all of these in order to appreciate what they have. It may be advantageous to have them spend a few hours or a day pretending to be a blind or deaf person, or without books or computers, or without communication with siblings. Exposure to persons with handicaps or poor economic conditions may serve a similar purpose, as well as visiting the sick and elderly in hospitals or nursing homes. The gratefulness of the human should expand tenfold with these types of experiences.

As children grow older, integration of various verses of the Qur’an can provide further reminders. The following are some examples:

اللَّهُ الَّذِي خَلَقَ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضَ وَأِنْرَى مِرْبَعَ الْعَالَمِ مَآءً فَآخَرَجَ يِهُ. مِنْ النَّارِ رَفَقًا لَّكُمْ وَسَحَرَ لَكُمْ الْقَلَبَ لِتَجْعَلَهُ فِي النَّجْرِ بَأَمَرِيهِ. وَسَحَرَ لَكُمْ الْبَيْتَ. وَسَحَرْ أَلْهَنَّ. وَسَحَرَ لَكُمْ الْقَمَسَ وَالْقَمَرَ دَائِنِي. وَسَحَرَ لَكُمْ آيَلَ وَالْنَّهَارَ. وَانْتَقِنِ. مَنْ سَكَّلَ مَا سَأَلَتُوهُ. وَإِنْ بَصَرْتُوا بَيَّنَّا لَأَتَصَوْمُوا إِنَّ الْإِسْلَامَ لَطَلْوُمُ. سَكَّنَارَ. [إِبْرَاهِيم: ٢٣-٣٢]

(Read it is Allah who created the heavens and the earth and sent down rain from the sky and produced thereby some fruits as provision for you and subjected for you the ships to sail through the sea by His command and subjected for you the rivers. And He subjected for you the sun and the moon, continuous [in orbit], and subjected for you the
night and the day. And He gave you from all you asked of Him. And if you should count the favour [blessings] of Allah, you could not enumerate them. Indeed, humankind is [generally] most unjust and ungrateful.  
(Qur'an 14: 32-34)

وَأَلْهَةُ الْذِّلِيلِ جَعَلَ لَحُكْمِ الْأَرْضِ فَسَارَا وَالسَّمَاءِ يَسَّأَرَ وَصُوْرَكُمْ فَأَحَسْنَ صُوْرَكُمْ وَرَفَعَ مِنَ الْطَّيْبَتِ ذَلِكَ الْهَمَّ رَبُّكُمْ فَسَبَرَ كَلِمَاتَهُ وَأَلْسَنَتُهُمْ [64]

الْعَلِيمُ}

(Al-Qur'an 40: 64)

فَقَلَ هُوَ الْذَّلِئِلُ أَنَّا مَعَكَ وَجَعَلَ لَكُمْ السَّمَعَ وَالبَصْرَ وَالْأَفْتِيَةَ فَلَيْلاً مَا تَشْكُرُونَ [23]

المَلِكُ}

(Al-Qur'an 67: 23)

(Say: It is He who has produced you and made for you hearing and vision and hearts [intellect]; little are you grateful.  
(Qur'an 67: 23)

Older children can be taught that all that is on the earth was created for humans and for their benefit. Allah (الله) says,

(Al-Qur'an 2: 29)

(Do you not see that Allah has made subject to you whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth...  
(Qur'an 31: 20)

بَسْرَحُ لَكُمْ مَا فِي السَّمَوَاتِ وَمَا فِي الْأَرْضِ جِمِيعًا مَّثَلًا إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَا يَكُونُ لَفُؤُورٌ [13]

الجَانِئِيَةُ}
And He has subjected to you whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth — all from Him. Indeed, in that are signs for a people who give thought.

(Qur'an 45: 13)

Specific examples may be provided or integrated into discussions of science, such as the function of the sun and moon, the resources of the earth (for example, oil, metals, and coal), the water cycle, and so forth.

Memorization and understanding the names and attributes of Allah will further enhance the process.

(Allah — there is no deity except Him. To Him belong the best names.)

(Qur'an 20: 8)

(And to Allah belong the best names, so invoke Him by them...)

(Qur'an 7: 180)

Allah's names and attributes reflect His mercy and love for His creation and provide the human with a method through which to comprehend Allah and His greatness. This is something that children find pleasure in doing and it can be started from a young age. Relating the attributes to concrete examples, stories and verses of the Qur'an can be effective.

Love of Allah and respect and gratefulness for His favours, and knowing that Allah loves His servants, will intensify the child's desire to obey Allah and follow His commandments. They will realize that Allah (ﷻ) orders only that which is good and beneficial, as that would only correspond with the goodness in the whole of His creation. It will strengthen their eemân and fear of Allah immensely. This leads to the concept of teaching the importance of obedience to Allah.
Teach the importance of obedience to Allah

It is obligatory to teach children the importance of obedience to Allah. The word ‘obey’ appears many times in the Qur’an to emphasize this aspect. For example, Allah (azwj) says,

[Qur’an 4:59]

(O you who have believed, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those in authority among you. And if you disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and the Messenger, if you should believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is the best way and best in result.)

A Muslim who believes and submits to Allah understands that submission entails obedience and complete surrendering of authority and control to Allah. This is the path of Islam and the only path to true happiness.

Children must understand that they should obey Allah out of love, fear, and hope in Him. As noted in these verses, obedience to Allah is also connected to obedience to His Messenger through following the Sunnah. At times, this may go against the wishes and desires of the self, but they surrender nonetheless. Humans become prisoners of their desires unless they give allegiance to Allah. It is through obedience to Allah that they break these chains and elevate the soul. This is a valuable lesson for children to learn from a young
age and one that will protect them from desires, temptations, and the whisperings of Satan. It will be particularly advantageous as they enter and proceed through the teenage years. While this is a difficult struggle for humans, it is something possible to achieve.

In essence, they give up some of the pleasures of this world in order to attain pleasures in the hereafter. In psychological terms, it is known as ‘delayed gratification’. A person puts off short-term, immediate pleasure for a larger, long-term reward or gratification in the future. This is exactly what Allah promises the believers who submit to and obey Him. He (ﷻ) indicates,

وَمَنْ يَطِعُ اللَّهَ وَرَسُولَهُ وَمَنْ يُعَلَّمُهُمُ اللَّهُ مِنْ الَّذِينَ أُرْسِلَتْ عَلَيْهِمْ نُشُورًا

[Qur'an 7:101]

(These are the limits [set by] Allah, and whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger will be admitted by Him to gardens [in Paradise] under which rivers flow, abiding eternally therein; and that is the great attainment.)

(Qur'an 4:13)

وَمَنْ يَطِعُ اللَّهَ وَرَسُولَهُ فَأُولَئِكَ مَعَ الَّذِينَ أُنْعِمَ اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِمْ مِنَ الْمُتَّقِينَ وَالصَّادِقِينَ

[Qur'an 69:66]

(And whoever obeys Allah and the Messenger — those will be with the ones upon whom Allah has bestowed favour of the prophets, the steadfast affirmers of truth, the martyrs and the righteous. And excellent are those as companions.)

(Qur'an 4:69)

As such, reminders of the hereafter can be beneficial in this regard (as discussed in a forthcoming chapter).

Obedience to Allah will not be present without a desire to be obedient to Him. As mentioned, this begins by instilling a love of Allah in young children and nurturing that as they grow older. It is
obvious that parents who are obedient and devoted to Allah will find it easier to instil the same concepts in their children. Parents who pray on time, fulfil their obligations, and avoid the prohibited with a desire from their hearts and out of love of Allah, will set the best example for their children. This is one of the most powerful influences of parenting and it should not be minimized. Direct instruction should also be given regarding the rewards that await the obedient servant and the punishment that is prepared for the disobedient. The greatest reward for the believer is nearness to Allah.

Teach reliance upon Allah

Reliance means complete dependence and trust in Allah in all matters, particularly in times of difficulty. On the authority of ‘Abdullāh bin ‘Abbâs, who said: «One day I was riding behind the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) on his mount, and he said to me: Young man, I shall teach you some words [of advice]: Be mindful of Allah, and Allah will protect you. Be mindful of Allah, and you will find Him in front of you. If you ask, ask of Allah; if you seek help, seek help of Allah. Know that if the nation were to gather together to benefit you with anything, it would benefit you only with something that Allah had already prescribed for you, and that if they gather together to harm you with anything, they would harm you only with something Allah had already prescribed for you. The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried.»¹ In another version it reads, «... Be mindful of Allah, you will find Him before you. Get to know Allah in prosperity and He will know you in adversity. Know that what has passed you by was not going to befall you; and that what has befallen you was not going to pass you by. And know that victory comes with patience, relief with affliction, and ease with hardship.»

¹ A sound hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi
This amazingly powerful hadith teaches children (and adults) that they should turn to Allah alone for all of their needs. It directs Muslims to obey Allah and avoid disobeying Him. It teaches Muslims to be optimistic in the face of life’s challenges and realities. They should confront these challenges with courage and confidence, and endure all conditions with patience. Distress and difficulty are always followed by relief, particularly when accompanied by supplication. This is the foundation of the meanings of ‘aqeedah, tawheed, and eemân.

Reliance upon Allah is also mentioned in several verses of the Qur’an. Allah (azza wa jall) mentions,

وجَعَلَ اللَّهُ مَثَلًا لَّكُمْ مَن يَنْتَكُرُ عَلَى اللَّهِ فَهُوَ حَسْبُهُ ۚ إِنَّ اللَّهَ بِكُلِّ أَمَرٍّ قَدْ جَعَلَ اللَّهُ لَكُلِّ شَيْءٍ قَدْرًا

الطَّالِق: ۳

... And whoever relies upon Allah — then He is sufficient for him. Indeed, Allah will accomplish His purpose. Allah has already set for everything a [decreed] extent.)

(Qur’an 65: 3)

إِفَادَا عَمِّيتَ فَتَوْكَلْ عَلَى اللَّهِ إِنَّ اللَّهَ يُحِبُّ الْمُتَوْكِلِينَ

[الْعَمْرَان: ۱۵۹]

... And when you have decided, then rely upon Allah. Indeed, Allah loves those who rely [upon Him].

(Qur’an 3: 159)

وَعَلَى اللَّهِ فِي الْأَمْوَالِ أَمْوَالَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ

[الْعَمْرَان: ۱۲۲]

... And upon Allah let the believers rely.

(Qur’an 5: 11)

Children should be taught these important lessons from an early age. Again, this can be done indirectly by making use of special or opportune moments. When they need help with something, they should be reminded to make supplication to Allah. In preparing for an exam, completing a difficult assignment, or facing daily challenges, their initial reaction should be to remember Allah. When they misplace something and have difficulty finding it, they can be prompted to ask assistance from Allah.
If a child is not feeling well, s/he can be reminded to supplicate to Allah to remove the sickness. Children can even be introduced to the concept of reciting specific verses of Qur’an, hadiths, and supplications for the purposes of physical, emotional, or spiritual cure. When events do not go as planned, a child can again be reminded to supplicate to Allah for the best outcome. They must come to understand that their supplication is not always answered as they expected, but in whatever way Allah responds it is the best for them. Believing that Allah is All-Merciful and wants only good for His servants is part of reliance upon and trust in Allah.

This reliance upon Allah relieves the difficulties of the believers and guarantees happiness in this world and the world to come. Allah will respond to any attempt of a person to draw near to Him by coming closer Himself and providing His assistance and guidance. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Allah says: My servant does not draw near to Me with anything more loved by Me than the religious duties I have imposed upon him. And My servant continues to draw near to Me with supererogatory works so that I shall love him. When I love him, I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, his hand with which he strikes, and his foot with which he walks. Were he to ask (something) of Me, I would surely give it to him; and were he to ask Me for refuge, I would surely grant him it.»

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Allah says: I am just as My slave thinks I am, (I am able to do for him whatever he thinks I can do for him) and I am with him if He remembers Me. If he remembers Me in himself, I too, remember him in Myself; and if he remembers Me in a group of people, I remember him in a group that is better than they; and if he comes one span nearer to Me, I go one cubit nearer to him; and if he comes one cubit nearer to Me, I go a distance of two outstretched arms nearer to him; and if he comes to Me walking, I go to him running.»

---
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This love, closeness and reliance upon Allah will be the lifeline that the child holds on to as s/he moves through life. S/he will find comfort in knowing that Allah loves him or her for his or her obedience — a love that intensifies with every step taken towards Him. S/he will constantly be aware of Allah’s support, presence and knowledge, as mentioned in the Qur’an:

«وَمَا كَتَبْنِي فِي شَأْنٍ وَمَا تَنْطَلْنَاهُ مِنْ قُرْآنٍ وَلَا نَعْمَلُونَ مِنْ عَمَلٍ إِلَّا سِيَّأرًا عَلَى عُنْقٍ نُسُوٍّ وَلَا أَصْغَرُ مِنْ ذَلِكَ وَلَا أَكْبَرُ إِلَّا فِي كِتَابٍ مُّبِينٍ»

[Qur’an 10: 61]

(And, [O Muhammad], you are not [engaged] in any matter or recite any of the Qur’an and you [people] do not do any deed except that We are witness over you when you are involved in it. And not absent from your Lord is any [part] of an atom’s weight within the earth or within the heaven or [anything] smaller than that or greater but that it is in a clear register.)

This is the essence of taqwâ of Allah and of eemân in Allah.
Indeed, those who have said: Our Lord is Allah and then remained on a right course — the angels will descend upon them, [saying]: Do not fear and do not grieve but receive good tidings of Paradise, which you were promised. We were your allies in worldly life and are so in the hereafter. And you will have therein whatever your souls desire, and you will have therein whatever you request [or wish].

(Qur'an 41: 30-31)

Belief in the Angels

Belief in angels is the second pillar of eemân. The angels are part of the unseen world and thus we are unable to comprehend completely their essence and their attributes. We only know and accept what Allah has revealed to us about them without questioning further. An aspect of faith is to believe in the unseen without subtracting from or adding to that which Allah or His Messenger have disclosed regarding it.

Unlike humans, angels do not possess free will. As a result, they do not have desires nor do they commit sins or misdeeds. Their relationship with Allah is one of servitude, worship, obedience, and complete submission to His commands. They stand, bow, and
prostrate in continuous worship of their Creator. In addition to praise and worship of Allah, angels carry out His will completely and without question. The angels are responsible for managing the affairs of the creation and watching over it. In relation to humankind, angels are involved throughout human life from conception until death. They are directly and indirectly involved in the complete process, particularly in the lives of believers.

Each of the angels is given unique tasks and all work together in synchrony. There are some angels that are assigned the task of taking care of the foetus while in the uterus of the mother. They, in fact, breathe life into the foetus at the appropriate time and record important aspects of the person’s life. Some angels are given the responsibility of guarding each person during their life on this earth. They protect the person in the front and from behind from anything that Allah has not decreed. The records of each human being are preserved by the recording angels, who are assigned to a person throughout their lifetime. They write the record of deeds that will be presented on the Day of Judgment. The Angel of Death and his helpers are entrusted with the task of taking the soul of each human at the time of death. There are also angels in charge of the soul during the ‘trial in the grave’. They are known by the names Munkar and Nakeer. They will question the soul in the grave and the final outcome in the hereafter will be made known. There are many other duties that angels are given by Allah.

Belief in angels is an essential element in the belief system of a Muslim. To believe in them means to accept everything that has been related about them in the Qur’an and the Hadith. From these sources, we know some of their attributes, characteristics, names, and responsibilities. We understand their relationship to humankind and their completion of the commands of their Lord. The real significance comes when one comprehends the effect that belief in angels has on the believer. This belief helps one to be patient, dedicated, and
obedient to Allah. To know that angels are watching and recording at all times leads the believer to be attentive to every action, wanting to please Allah with his or her deeds. The true believer knows that s/he is not alone on the path to Allah, thus the angels provide security and comfort. There is especially comfort in realizing that no harm can befall the believer except by the will and decree of Allah. Allah has made everything in the universe flow in beautiful synchrony. The angels are part of this and they are intricately entwined in the lives of humankind. They have great benefit for the believer, in bringing comfort to the heart and soul, in guiding to good deeds, and in providing strength to be pious and steadfast.

Connecting children to the Angels

Children can be connected to angels beginning at a young age as well. In relation to the prophets and revelation, it is necessary for children to believe in angels as they are the link between Allah and His messengers. It would be difficult to believe in the coming of the revelation, particularly the Qur’an, without knowing about and believing in angels. Angel Gabriel, of course, is the angel of revelation and he came to all of the prophets. He came to Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) over a period of twenty-three years. Belief in the angels then (and in Angel Gabriel specifically) is a prerequisite for belief in and confirmation of the Qur’an.

Children can be read stories in which angels spoke to the prophets or other human beings. The most popular story, of course, is when Angel Gabriel (Michael) came to Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) in the cave of Ḥirā’. The story of the isrā’ and the mi‘rāj ¹ would be another example in which Angel Gabriel accompanied the Prophet (ﷺ) to the highest heavens. As related in the Qur’an, angels came to various

¹ isrā’ and mi‘rāj: the night journey of the Prophet (pbuh) from Makkah to Jerusalem and then up to visit heaven
prophets to bring news, such as Prophets Abraham, Zachariah and Lot. There are many other examples.

It is particularly appealing to children to hear the descriptions of angels that reflect Allah’s power and ability. In one hadith, for example, it is stated that Angel Gabriel was seen by the Prophet (ﷺ) covering the horizon with six hundred wings. Angels can also appear in different forms, such as that of a human being. Children can then begin to relate to the greatness and awe-inspiring nature of Allah’s creation. They must believe in these attributes of angels without distorting or trying to depict them in any way.

There are other stories of angels that include valuable lessons. These stories can be used to teach about angels, while at the same time providing children with important morals and values. The following are some examples:

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «A person visited his brother in another town; Allah deputed an angel to wait for him on his way, and when the man came to him he asked: Where do you intend to go? He replied: I intend to go to my brother in this town. The angel asked: Have you done any favour for him (the repayment of which you intend to get)? He said: No, except for this: that I love him for the sake of Allah, the Exalted and Glorious. Thereupon he said: I am a messenger to you from Allah (to inform you) that Allah loves you as you love him (for His sake).»

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Amongst the Children of Israel there was a man who had murdered ninety-nine persons. He set out asking (whether his repentance could be accepted or not). He came upon a monk and asked him if his repentance could be accepted. The monk replied in the negative and so the man killed him. He kept on asking till a man advised him to go to such and such village. (So he left for it) but death overtook him on the way. As he lay dying, he turned his

---
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chest towards that village (where he had hoped his repentance would be accepted), and so the angels of mercy and the angels of punishment quarrelled amongst themselves regarding him. Allah ordered the village (towards which he was going) to come closer to him, and ordered the village (whence he had come), to go far away, and then He ordered the angels to measure the distances between his body and the two villages. So he was found to be one hand-span closer to the village (he was going to). So he was forgiven.» 3

Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) narrated that he heard the Messenger (ﷺ) say: «Allah willed to test three Israelites who were a leper, a blind man and a bald-headed man. So, he sent them an angel who came to the leper and said: What would you like most? The leper replied: Good colour and good skin, for people have a strong aversion to me. The angel touched him and his illness was cured, and he was given a good colour and beautiful skin. The angel asked him: What kind of property would you like best? He replied: Camels (or cows). (The narrator is in doubt, for either the leper or the bald-headed man demanded camels and the other demanded cows.) So he (the leper) was given a pregnant she-camel, and the angel said (to him): May Allah bless you by it. The angel then went to the bald-headed man and asked: What would you like most? He replied: I would like good hair, and wish to be cured of this disease, for people feel repulsion for me. The angel touched him and his illness was cured, and he was given good hair. The angel asked (him): What kind of property would you like best? He replied: Cows. The angel gave him a pregnant cow and said: May Allah bless you by it. The angel then went to the blind man and asked: What would you like best? He replied: (I would like) that Allah may restore my eyesight to me so that I may see people. The angel touched his eyes and Allah gave him back his eyesight. The angel then asked him: What kind of property would you like best? He replied: Sheep. The angel gave him a pregnant sheep. Afterwards, all
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three pregnant animals gave birth to young ones, and multiplied and brought forth so much that one of the (three) men had a herd of camels filling a valley, and one had a herd of cows filling a valley, and one had a flock of sheep filling a valley. Then the angel, disguised in the shape and appearance of a leper, went to the leper and said: I am a poor man, who has lost all means of livelihood while on a journey, so none will satisfy my need except Allah and then you. In the name of Him Who has given you such nice colour and beautiful skin, and so much property, I ask you to give me a camel so that I may reach my destination. The man replied: I have many obligations (so I cannot give you one). The angel said: I think I know you; were you not a leper to whom people had a strong aversion? Weren’t you a poor man, and then Allah gave you (all this property)? The man replied: (This is not so,) I got this property through inheritance from my fore-fathers. The angel said: If you are telling a lie, then let Allah make you as you were before. Then the angel, disguised in the shape and appearance of a bald man, went to the bald man and said to him the same as he told the first one, and he too answered the same as the first one did. The angel said: If you are telling a lie, then let Allah make you as you were before. The angel, disguised as a blind man, went to the blind man and said: I am a poor man and a traveller, whose means of livelihood have been exhausted while on a journey. I have nobody to help me except Allah, and after Him, you yourself. I ask you in the name of Him Who has given you back your eyesight to give me a sheep, so that with its help, I may complete my journey. The man said: No doubt, I was blind and Allah gave me back my eye-sight; I was poor and Allah made me rich; so take anything you wish from my property. By Allah, I will not stop you from taking anything (you need) of my property, which you may take for Allah’s sake. The angel replied: Keep your property. You all (three men) have been tested, and Allah is pleased with you and is angry with your two companions.”
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These stories from the Hadith help children to strengthen the belief that angels are real and that Allah has a purpose for sending them. They are Allah’s emissaries in this life and His sending them means that He cares for His creation and intervenes in their lives as He wishes and during appropriate times. They are a direct connection between Allah and His servants in this world.

The angels, in fact, are responsible for managing the affairs of creation and watching over it. This aspect governs both animate and inanimate objects, laws and principles, as well as jinn and humankind. Certain angels are entrusted with the sun and the moon, and yet others with the planets, the clouds, the rain, and the mountains. All of this involves the execution of Allah’s preordained decree for all of creation. Allah refers to the angels:

\[
\text{[النّزّاعات: 5]}
\]

\text{\begin{quote} \text{Then arrange to do [the Commands of their Lord].}\end{quote}}^{(Qur’an 79: 5)}

Each of the angels is entrusted with different tasks in fulfilment of these commands.

Children readily connect to these concepts, which can be introduced into conversations. When it rains, they may be asked where the rain comes from. They are likely to respond, “Allah.” Then they may be asked, “Who follows Allah’s command to bring the rain?” They will then respond, “The angels.” They can also be told the name of the particular angel, Meekâ’eel, who is in charge of this task. These sorts of small reminders work together to confirm and reaffirm belief in Allah and His angels. Even though children are unable to see the angels, they must understand that they are present.

\footnote{5 jinn: unseen creatures created from smokeless fire; see Glossary for additional explanation.}
\footnote{6 The translation of the meaning of this verse is from Abdullah Yusuf Ali. (Editor)}
Children should be taught that angels are involved in many aspects of their own lives. This began at the time when they were placed in their mother’s womb. Angels were assigned the task of taking care of them while in the uterus of their mother. They, in fact, breathed life into the foetus at the appropriate time and recorded important aspects of the person’s life. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «The way that each of you is created is that you are gathered in your mother’s womb for forty days as a sperm drop, for another forty days as a clot clinging to the inner wall of the womb, and then for a similar length of time as a lump of flesh. Then an angel is sent and he breathes the spirit into you and is charged with four commands: to write down your provision, your lifespan, your actions, and whether you will be wretched or happy.»

When children reach the age of responsibility, angels will begin to record their good and bad deeds and will watch them at all times. The records of each human being are preserved by the recording angels, who are assigned to a person throughout their lifetime. They write the record of deeds that will be presented on the Day of Judgment. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

«Or do they think that We hear not their secrets and their private conversations? Yes, [We do], and Our messengers [angels] are with them recording.»

(Qur’an 43: 80)

(And indeed, [appointed] over you are keepers, noble and recording; they know whatever you do.)

(Qur’an 82: 10-12)

Parents should teach young people that each person has two recording angels, one on the left and one on the right. The angel on the
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left records evil actions and intentions, and the angel on the right records good deeds and intentions. This is evident in the Qur’an:

[18-17: ق:8]

(When the two receivers [recording angels] receive, seated on the right and on the left. He [a person] does not utter any word except that with him is an observer prepared [to record].) (Qur’an 50: 17-18)

It is important that young people recognize that angels are also aware of the intentions and the state of the heart of the human. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «Allah, the Mighty and Majestic, has said: When My slave wants to do an evil action, you should not write it down until he does it. If he does it, then write down the equivalent of it. If he does not do it for My sake, then write it down as a good action for him. If he wants to do a good action and does not do it, then write it down as a good action. If he does it, then write down ten to seven hundred of its like.»⁸ This hadith makes it clear that Allah has given the angels the ability to see and understand the intentions behind the actions of human beings. For young people, this should make them aware that it is not only their deeds that are taken into account, but also their thoughts and intentions.

There are guardian angels that protect humans from whatever has not been decreed for them. They are stationed in front and behind each person.


(For him [each one] are successive [angels] before and behind him who protect him by the decree of Allah... ) (Qur’an 13: 11)

Allah (ﷻ) also indicates,
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(And He is the subjugator over His servants, and He sends over you guardian-angels...)  

(Qur’an 6: 61)

These guardian angels have been given the task of protecting the individual until the decree of Allah arrives; then they withdraw from him in order to allow the decree to reach him. They are present until the time of death.\(^9\)

Allah has also appointed an angel as a companion from for each person. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «There is no one among you but there has been appointed for him one companion from among the jinn and another from among the angels...»\(^{10}\) This companion encourages the human to worship Allah, to follow the path of truth and righteousness, and to avoid evil and corruption. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The devil has a hold over the son of Adam, and the angel has a hold over him. The hold of the devil tempts a person to do evil and deny the truth. The hold of the angel encourages a person to do good and believe in the truth...»

Angels supplicate to Allah to send blessings and forgiveness upon the believers. Allah (ﷻ) says,

\[
	ext{هوَ الَّذِي يُصِّلُ عَلَيْكُمْ وَمَثَّكُنَّ لِيَجِسَّدِ مِنَ الطَّلَّمَدِ إِلَىَّ النُّورَ وَسَكَانُ}
\]

(43:43)  

(It is He who confers blessings upon you, and His angels [ask Him to do so] that He may bring you out from darkness into the light; and ever is He, to the believers, merciful.)  

(Qur’an 33: 43)


\(^{10}\) Muslim

\(^{11}\) Al-Ashgar, (2002), *The World of the Noble Angels*, pp. 66-67; hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasâ’i, and Ibn Hibbân
When the angels pray for the believers, this assists them in avoiding disbelief and sin and guides them to the light which is the path of Islam. Children should feel comforted knowing that Allah in His mercy has provided such assistance.

Children should be taught that angels will accompany them at the time of their death. The Angel of Death and his helpers are entrusted with the task of taking the soul of each human at the time of death. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

Qur’an 32: 11

"Say: The angel of death, who has been entrusted with you, will take you. Then to your Lord you will be returned."

For the hypocrites and disbelievers, the process will be difficult and repulsive.

Qur’an 47: 27

"Then how [will it be] when the angels take them in death, striking their faces and their backs?"

For the believers, it will be pleasant.

Qur’an 16: 32

"The ones whom the angels take in death, [being] good and pure; [the angels] will say: Peace be upon you. Enter Paradise for what you used to do."

The appearance of the angels at death is also determined by the condition of the soul at that time. If the person is evil, the angels take
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on an ugly appearance, a disgusting odour, and a harsh demeanour. For the doer of good, they have the best appearance, the most beautiful form and smell, and will bring the good news in a pleasant manner.

The angels Munkar and Nakeer are in charge of the soul during the trial in the grave. They will question the soul in the grave and the final outcome in the hereafter will be made known. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: "When someone is placed in his grave, and his companions turn and go, and he can still hear the tread of their sandals, two angels come to him and make him sit up and say to him: What do you say about this man, Muhammad, may Allah bless him and grant him peace? He will say: I testify that he is the slave of Allah and His Messenger. It will be said: Look at your place in the Fire. Allah has given you, in exchange for it, a place in the Garden. The unbeliever or hypocrite will say: I do not know. I used to say what everyone else said. He will be told: You neither understood nor followed the guidance. Then he will be hit between the ears with an iron hammer and will cry out with a cry which is heard by everything near him except people and jinn." On the Day of Resurrection, the Angel Isrâfeel will blow the trumpet to resurrect all the dead from their graves.

Children should be reminded to say "As-salâmu alaykum" (peace be with you) when they enter the home, since angels are present and should be greeted. They should understand that reading the Qur'an and studying Islam within the home are very important since they bring the blessings of the angels to the occupants of the home. Attending the mosque for the same purpose is especially beneficial. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: "Whenever people gather in one of the houses of Allah, reciting the Book of Allah and studying it together, tranquillity descends upon them, mercy encompasses them,  
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the angels surround them, and Allah mentions them to those who are with Him.»^{14} Angels of mercy also send blessings on those who visit a sick person.

Ramadan is a particularly opportune time to have discussions about angels. On the Night of Decree,^{15} the angels come down from the heavens with the decrees of Allah, as Allah (الله) describes,

\[
\text{للَّهِ الْقَدْرُ خَيْرٌ مِّنِّ أَلِفٍ شَهْرٍ سِهْرٍ}
\]

[القدر: 3–4]

(The Night of Decree is better than a thousand months. The angels and the Spirit [Gabriel] descend therein by permission of their Lord for every matter.) \(\text{(Qur'an 97: 3-4)}\)

This means that they bring down the decree for everything destined to occur in the following year; another important task of the angels of which we should make our children aware.

It is important for children to learn that angels do not enter a house in which there is a statue, a picture (image of an animate being) or a dog. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog or an image.»^{16} This will help them to understand the reason that pictures and figurines of people and animals are not supposed to be displayed in Muslim homes and why dogs are to be kept out, and assist them in explaining this issue to others who may lack the understanding.

Relating stories and reminding children of their various roles will make angels ‘real’ or true for them and solidify their faith in this
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^{14} Muslim and Abu Dāwood

^{15} The Night of Decree (or Night of Power), or Laylat al-Qadr in Arabic, is one of the last ten nights of the month of Ramadan. Worship and other forms of good deeds performed on this night are rewarded as if one had been performing them for a thousand months.

^{16} Muslim
unseen aspect. Young children, in particular, may not completely comprehend something that is invisible, but they begin to imagine in their minds. At this age they also trust what their parents tell them, so there is usually little uncertainty. There may be questions and curiosity, but acceptance comes naturally. We must be certain to convey to them that we may not be able to see angels, but we believe in them because of the many verses of Qur'an and the hadiths of the Prophet (صـ). Part of faith is to believe in things even though we cannot see them with our own eyes, and revelation has been preserved to prove their existence beyond a shadow of a doubt.

For true connection to the angels and fulfilment of this aspect of eemân, children must develop a deep love for them, knowing that angels are obedient and submissive servants of Allah. As we have a special affection for the believers in this world due to their closeness to Allah, we must also love the angels for the same reason. The angels themselves have a fondness and loyalty to the genuine believers: they pray to Allah for them, ask for their forgiveness, and support them in this life and the hereafter.

Children must come to appreciate that the angels are part of Allah’s plan and organization in the universe and they are intricately interwoven into their lives. There is great benefit from this belief in that it brings comfort to the heart and soul, guides to superior actions, and provides the strength to be devout and faithful. It helps one to recognize the majesty of Allah as reflected in the creation of the angels. It increases one’s gratefulness to Allah, to know that He fashioned these creatures to support, protect, and benefit the believers. They bring light, peace, and tranquillity and remove worry, grief, and despair. Angels are truly another of the wonderful and amazing blessings of Allah.
Belief in the Prophets and Messengers

Belief in prophets and messengers is another of the fundamental principles of Muslims and a component of eemân. Regarding the prophets, Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

قول عَنْهُمْ بِاللَّهِ وَمَا أُنْزِلَ عَلَيْنَا وَمَا أُنْزِلَ عَلَى إِبْرَاهِيمَ وَايْسَمْعِيلَ وَإِسْحَاقَ وَيَعْقُوبَ وَالأَسْبَاطِ وَمَا أُوْيِيَ مُوسَى وَيُعُنِّيَ وَالْدَّرْبِيَّةَ مِنْ زَيْنِبٍ هُمَّ لَا نَفْرُقُ بَيْنَ أَحَدٍ مِّنْهُمَا (Al 'Imran: 84)

Say: We have believed in Allah and in what was revealed to us and what was revealed to Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and the Descendants,¹ and in what was given to Moses and Jesus, and to the prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them, and we are Muslims [submitting] to Him. (Qur'an 3: 84)

Allah sent a warner to each nation throughout human history, which means that the number of prophets that have come to carry out Allah’s mission must be in the hundreds, if not more.

¹ The twelve tribes of Israel descended from Jacob
... And there was no nation but that there had passed within it a warner. (Qur'an 35:24)

Twenty-five prophets and messengers are mentioned by name in the Qur'an: Adam, İdrees (Enoch), Nooh (Noah), Hood, Şâlih, Looṭ (Lot), Ibraheem (Abraham), Îsmâ‘eel (Ishmael), Is-ḥâq (Isaac), Ya‘qoob (Jacob), Yoosuf (Joseph), Shu‘ayb, Hâroon (Aaron), Moosâ (Moses), Dâwood (David), Sulaymân (Solomon), Ayyoob (Job), Dhul-Kifl (Ezekiel), Yoonus (Jonah), Ilyâs (Elias), Al-Yas‘a (Elisha), Zakariyah (Zachariah), Yahyâ (John), ‘Eesâ (Jesus), and Muḥammad, peace be upon them all.

If a person does not believe in Allah’s prophets and messengers, he or she becomes a disbeliever. Allah (ﷻ) says,

إِنَّ الَّذِينَ يُكْفُرُونَ بِاللَّهِ وَرَسُولِهِ وَيُشَرِّعُونَ مَا يَرَى عِنْدَهُمْ مِنْ عَبَضٍ وَيَفْتُورُونَ وَيَكْفُرُونَ، أَن يُنْتَجِدُوا بَيْنَذَالَكَ سَيَسَبَلَ أَوْلِيَائَكَ هَمُّ أَلْكَفُرُونَ حَقًاّ ... (Qur'an 4: 151-152)

Indeed, those who disbelieve in Allah and His messengers and wish to discriminate between Allah and His messengers and say: We believe in some and disbelieve in others and wish to adopt a way in between—Those are the disbelievers, truly... (Qur'an 4: 150-151)

To disbelieve in even one prophet is equated with disbelieving in all of them. This is due to the fact that to deny the prophets and messengers is to reject their teachings, which is equated with denial of the source of the teachings, the Creator. This leads to failure to achieve the true servitude to Allah that has been enjoined upon humans.

As human beings, we need the messengers and their teachings in order to reform our hearts, enlighten our souls, and guide our minds. We need the messengers in order to give direction to our lives, to connect us to life and to the Creator of life. The scholar Ibn al-Qayyim, explaining the need that people have for the messengers and
their teachings, wrote:

Hence we know that above all else, people need to know about the Messenger and the message he brought, to believe what he told us and to obey what he enjoined upon us, because there is no way to attain happiness and success, either in this world or in the hereafter, except at the hands of the messengers. There is no way to know about good and evil in detail except through them. No one can attain the pleasure of Allah at all except through following their teachings. Good words, deeds and attitudes can only be attained through their guidance and the teachings they brought. They are the standard example: attitudes, manners and actions are to be measured against their words and attitudes. Following them makes the people of misguidance stand out. So our need for them is greater than the body’s need for the soul, or the need of the eye for light, or the soul’s need for its life. Whatever need or necessity you may think of, a person’s need for the messengers is many times greater... Because a person’s happiness in this world and in the hereafter is connected to the guidance of the Prophet (ﷺ), then each person who is sincere with himself and who wants to attain salvation and happiness has to know enough about his (the Prophet’s) teachings, biography and way to ensure that he is not one of those who are ignorant of him so that he be included among his followers and his party.²

One aspect of belief in the prophets is to accept that they all called to one religion — the religion of Islam. Allah (ﷻ) says,

[Al-îmran: 19]  

Indeed, the religion according to Allah is Islam... (Qur'an 3: 19)

There are several verses that illustrate the fact that all prophets were Muslim. Noah (‘Alayhi as-salâm — Peace be upon him) said,

... My reward is only from Allah, and I have been commanded to be of the Muslims [those who submit to Allah]. (Qur'an 10: 72)

With reference to Abraham (אברהם), Allah (الله) tells us,

When his Lord said to him: Submit, he said: I have submitted [in Islam] to the Lord of the worlds. (Qur'an 2: 131)

And Moses said: O my people, if you have believed in Allah, then rely upon Him, if you should be Muslims [submitting to Him]. (Qur'an 10: 84)

The disciples [of Jesus] said: We are supporters for Allah. We have believed in Allah and testify that we are Muslims [submitting to Him].

In essence, ‘Islam’ or ‘submission’ was a common word spoken by Allah’s prophets from ancient times until now.

The final prophet and messenger is Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم). He is the Seal of the Prophets, as there will be no other prophet after him.
... but [he is] the Messenger of Allah and the seal [last] of the prophets...

(Qur'an 33: 40)

While other prophets were sent to specific nations or groups and for particular eras in human history, Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) was the only prophet sent to all of humankind until the end of time. The sacred Book, the Qur'an, given to Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) will be preserved until the Day of Judgment.

For this reason Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) has a special status. He said: «I will be the leader of the children of Adam on the Day of Resurrection, and I am not boasting. In my hand there will be a banner of praise, and I am not boasting. There will be no prophet that day, Adam or anyone else, but he will be beneath my banner. I will be the first one to intercede and the first one to be called upon to intercede, and I am not boasting.»

He (ﷺ) was given special favours and blessings from Allah. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «I have been favoured over the prophets with six things: I have been given concise speech; I have been supported with fear (of me, cast in the hearts of my enemies); the spoils of war have been made permissible to me; the earth has been made a means of purification and a place of worship for me; I have been sent to all humanity; and I am the last of the prophets.»

Connecting children to the Prophets and Messengers

As children are connected to angels through storytelling, the same can be utilized in respect to the prophets. There are many authenticated stories from Qur'an and the Hadith regarding the prophets, as well as an abundance of children’s books on these stories. Learning can also be made fun by the use of games, computer programs, and so forth. Children should regularly be exposed to this
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3 A sound hadith narrated by Aḥmad, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Mājah
4 Muslim and At-Tirmidhi
information and be taught to love the prophets, and in particular, Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). Children should understand that prophets are a mercy to humankind, for they bring the message of Allah and Islam to the people. They are special individuals who were chosen by Allah for this noble mission. They provide the most excellent example of how to live in this life and are the ideal role models for our children.

Children will listen with excitement and curiosity to the story of Noah (ﷺ) and the great flood, the story of Abraham (ﷺ) and how he was thrown into the fire for breaking the idols, the story of Moses (ﷺ) and how he was saved from Pharaoh and his soldiers, the story of Jonah (ﷺ) in the stomach of the whale, the story of Joseph (ﷺ) and his eventual reunion with his family, the story of Jesus (ﷺ) and his miraculous birth, and so many other narratives that are all the more fascinating because the Qur’an has documented them and attested to their truth.

Special love and affection should be given to Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) by the believers. Loving the Prophet (ﷺ) is one of the obligatory duties in Islam. Children should be taught to love the Prophet (ﷺ) more than their own selves and everything else in this world. Their love for him should be second only to love for Allah. Allah (ﷻ) informs us,

[الحَزَّة: ٦]

(The Prophet is more worthy of the believers than themselves...)

(Qur’an 33: 6)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «None of you believes until he loves me more than he loves his own father, his own child, and all other people.»⁵ ‘Abdullāh ibn Hishām said: «We were with the Prophet and
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he was holding the hand of ‘Umar ibn al-Khaṭṭāb (الرسول). ‘Umar said: Messenger of Allah, you are dearer to me than everything except my own self. The Messenger (الرسول) said: No, by Him in Whose hands is my soul, (you will not have complete faith) till I am dearer to you than your own self. ‘Umar said: Then, by Allah you are dearer to me than my own self. The Prophet said: Now, ‘Umar (now you are a believer).»

A child must understand that the strength of love for the Messenger is connected to his or her level of eemân. When his or her faith increases, his or her love for the Prophet (الرسول) increases, and vice versa. Love for the Prophet Muhammad (الرسول) is thus a measure of one’s faith and inner conviction. This love for the Prophet (الرسول) is an act of obedience to Allah and a means of drawing closer to Him.

As part of this love and respect, children should become familiar with the etiquette of sending blessings upon the Prophet (الرسول) whenever his name is mentioned. This is an order from Allah. He (اللہ) declares,

إِنَّ اللَّهَ وَمَلَائِكَتَهُ يُصَلُّونَ عَلَى النَّبِيِّ ُبُكَاهُمَا نِعَمَّتَهُ مِنْهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَامُوا

[الاحزاب: 56]

(Indeed, Allah confers blessing upon the Prophet, and His angels [ask Him to do so]. O you who have believed, ask [Allah to confer] blessing upon him and ask [Allah to grant him] peace. (Qur’an 33: 56)

In this verse, Allah and His angels are honouring the Prophet (الرسول), and Allah requests the believers to do the same. For this reason, we continually send prayers and blessings upon him.

Another aspect of loving the Prophet (الرسول) is to follow his example. Allah (اللہ) indicates,
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(Say [O Muhammad]: If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah will love you and forgive you your sins. And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.) 
(Qur’an 3: 31)

To follow means to love, to honour, to obey, and to emulate. The best model for people in all matters is Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). It is our duty as parents to instruct our children in his teachings and the importance of obeying him. Allah (ﷻ) declares,

(O you who have believed, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those in authority among you. And if you disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and the Messenger, if you should believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is the best [way] and best in result.) (Qur’an 4: 59)

(He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah...) (Qur’an 4: 80)
In addition, the Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Whoever obeys me, obeys Allah. Whoever disobeys me, disobeys Allah.»

In practical terms, children should be taught the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ) in all areas of life. This can be accomplished through learning the hadiths of the Prophet (ﷺ). Children should be encouraged to memorize hadiths along with the Qur’an. This can begin at an early age with short hadiths. The meaning of the hadiths must also be emphasized. The Prophet’s Sunnah should be followed in word and deed so that it is the path they follow throughout their entire lives. His example should be implemented in all aspects of life—eating, sleeping, praying, working, and even playing. Appropriate supplications should be memorized for the various occasions. Children should be proudly reminded that they are following the Prophet’s example when they engage in these particular behaviours and supplications. The Prophet (ﷺ) should be their ideal role model.

When decisions need to be made or problems are encountered, children should be encouraged to research the Qur’an and the Hadith for possible answers or solutions. They are our best guidance for how to deal with various problems and issues in our lives. There must be trust that following these sources is the best thing for this life. If the answers are not there, there may at least be some indication as to the direction that should be taken. As with the Sunnah, the prayer for guidance should be made when important decisions are made.

In order to instil love of the Prophet (ﷺ) in children, it will be indispensable for them to learn about his seerah, or life story. Regular sessions or family times should be established for this purpose, or it can be integrated into a weekly home study circle. There are many books available for children in the Arabic and English languages, as well as in other languages. Appropriate material should be selected based upon the ages and developmental levels of the children.
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Through the seerah, they will discover the character and traits of this great man, the message that he conveyed, and the ways in which he sacrificed for the sake of the community. They will learn of his bravery and courage as he strived to defend and propagate Islam. They will hear about the numerous miracles bestowed by Allah upon him as an indication of his role as prophet of Islam. They will discover how the Companions of the Prophet (ﷺ), even young Companions, responded to his call, obeyed his commands, and fought those who attempted to harm him and the message. This knowledge will increase their fondness, attachment, and belief in him. It will bring them closer to him and increase their desire to follow his example in life. It will enhance their connection to the Qur'an and the meanings of the Qur'an, as the Hadith and the Sunnah provide more detailed explanation of our holy Book. In essence, it will stir up their emotions and have a wondrous effect upon their souls and their eemân.
Chapter 9
The Books and Revelation

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The best discourse is the Book of Allah and the best example is the example of Muhammad.»

Belief in the books and revelation

The fourth basic principle of faith is to believe with conviction in the messages that Allah revealed through His prophets and messengers. Allah (ﷻ) tells us,

قولوا مَانٌ كُلُّ أَنْعَمُ بِاللَّهِ وَمَا أَنْزَلَ إِلَيْنَا وَمَا أُنْزِلَ إِلَى إِبْرَاهِيمَ وَإِسْحَاقَ وَإِسْحَقَ وَيُعْقَبَ وَالأَسْبَاطِ وَمَا أُوْيِى مَوسَى وَيُوسُفَ وَمَا أُوْيِى أَلْبَبٌ مِّن رَّبِّهِمْ لَا مَنْفَرٌ بَيْنَ أَحَدٍ [البقرة: 136]

«Say [O believers]: We have believed in Allah and what has been revealed to us and what has been revealed to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the Descendants, and what was given to Moses and Jesus and what was given to the prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them, and we are Muslims [in submission] to Him.»

(Qur’an 2: 136)

فَقَالَ قَالُوا أَنْعَمَ بِاللَّهِ وَمَا أَنْزَلَ إِلَيْنَا وَمَا أُنْزِلَ إِلَى إِبْرَاهِيمَ وَإِسْحَاقَ وَإِسْحَاقَ وَيُعْقَبَ وَالأَسْبَاطِ وَمَا أُوْيِى مَوسَى وَيُوسُفَ وَمَا أُوْيِى أَلْبَبٌ مِّن رَّبِّهِمْ لَا مَنْفَرٌ بَيْنَ أَحَدٍ... [الشورى: 15]

«... Say: I have believed in what Allah has revealed of scripture [the Qur’an], and I have been commanded to do justice among you...»

(Qur’an 42: 15)
The messages brought to people by the prophets and messengers were all revealed from Allah. The essence of the calls of all messengers and messages was to tawheed — to the worship of Allah alone with no partner or associate. This is clearly detailed in the Qur’an. Allah (God) indicates,

«وَمَا أُرْسِلْنَا مِنْ قَبْلَكَ مِنْ رَسُولِ إِلَّا نُوجِي إِلَيْهِ أَنْتَ لَأَلَّهَ إِلَّا أَنَا»
[Qur’an 21: 25]

«(And We did not send before you any messenger) except that We revealed to him: There is none worthy of worship except Me, so worship Me.»

The stories of the prophets illustrate this point further:

«وَأَمَّا ذُي النَّعْمَاتِ فُرِّقْنَاهُ مِنْ قَبْلِهِ إِلَيْهِ أَنْتَ لَأَلَّهَ إِلَّا أَنَا »
[Qur’an 7: 59]

«... [Prophet Noah] said: ‘O my people, worship Allah; you have no deity other than Him...’»

«وَإِذْ سَأَلَهُمْ إِنْ تُعْبِدُونَ إِلَّا اللَّهَ وَتُقُرُّونَ ذَا الْكَيْسِ إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَكُمُ الْمُحْلِمُ إِنَّا نَعْلَمُ »
[Qur’an 29: 16]

«(And [Prophet] Abraham said to his people: ‘Worship Allah, and fear Him. That is best for you if you should know.’)»

«... [Prophet] Hood said: ‘O my people, worship Allah; you have no deity other than Him...’»

«... بُصِبْحًا قَالُوا يَكُونُ أَرْمَى نَفْسَكَ بَلْ أَرْمَى نَفْسِي إِلَيْهِ عِنْدَهُ ...»
[Qur’an 7: 65]

«... [Prophet] Sâliḥ said: ‘O my people, worship Allah; you have no deity other than Him...’»

«... [Prophet] Sâliḥ said: ‘O my people, worship Allah; you have no deity other than Him...’»

(Qur’an 7: 73)
Revelation also demonstrates to humans the true path and way of life that is pleasing to Allah. When one knows Allah, there is a desire to know how to please Him and avoid His displeasure. This is mentioned each day in the prayer,

أهدينا الصّرط المستقيم
[الفاتحة: 6-7]

Guide us to the straight path — the path of those upon whom You have bestowed favour, not of those who have evoked [Your] anger or of those who are astray. 

(Qur'an 1: 6-7)

This leads to proper behaviour, manners, and character, and develops a complete and balanced Islamic personality.

As a component of belief, a believer accepts as true what was said in previously revealed messages, and that ruling according to them was obligatory upon the nations to whom the books were sent. However, s/he does not believe in the existing books held sacred by the Jews and Christians, due to numerous changes and distortions that have been introduced by people over the centuries. In addition, previous messages were connected to particular times and groups, and thus their rulings were only temporary. Allah did not guarantee to preserve them; rather He entrusted this task to the rabbis and priests of each nation. They were unable to preserve their books and betrayed their trust by altering and distorting their content.

The sacred book of Muslims, the Qur'an, is the final message that encompasses or abrogates that which was written in the Torah and the Gospels. The Qur'an is a general message for all of humankind since Muhammad (ﷺ) is the Seal of the Prophets. It is distinct from other messages in that it is suitable for all times and places, as it transcends circumstances and eras. It is addressed to human nature, which does not alter or change, by providing holistic and general rulings as well as detailed laws. Every aspect of life is dealt with in one way or another.
... And We have sent down to you the Book as clarification for all things and as guidance and mercy and good tidings for the Muslims. 
(Qur'an 16: 89)

A mu'min not only believes in the Qur'an as a comprehensive guide, but also follows its commandments and heeds its prohibitions.

Unlike previous scriptures, Allah has guaranteed to preserve the Qur'an. He did not entrust this task to human beings, but rather promised that He Himself would protect it. Allah (الله) says,

[9] إِنَّا نَعْطَى الْكِتَابَ الْغَيْرِ مُرْسَلًا مِنْ قِبَلِ الْجِبَالِ، وَلَن نُخَفِّفُ عَنْهُمْ أَمَاً مِّنْهَا، وَلَن نُخَفِّفُ عَنْهُمْ أَمَامَهَا، وَلَن نُخَفِّفْعُ مِنْهَا دُحَّالًا وَمَاتًا.

(Indeed, it is We Who sent down the message [the Qur'an], and indeed, We will be its guardian.) (Qur'an 15: 9)

A testimony to the truth of this is that the Qur'an has been preserved in both written and oral form. The written book has never been altered, and millions of people around the world have memorized the Qur'an by heart.

The purpose and goals of revelation include teaching the creation about Allah, His oneness and His attributes. It answers the basic questions of humans such as "Who is my Creator and God?", "What is my relationship to Him?" and "Why did He create me?" This knowledge can never be learned from any other source. The more one knows about Allah, the more one will love and fear Allah, while hoping for His all-encompassing mercy and forgiveness.

**Connecting children to revelation**

Children should learn to love the Qur'an, Allah's speech and revelation to humankind. This love is connected to one's love for
Allah and His Messenger. ‘Abdullāh ibn Mas‘ood said, «Whoever wishes to love Allah and His Messenger should read the Qur’an.»² Connection with the Qur’an on a continual basis is one of the main paths to development of love, fear, and hope in Allah; it is one of the keys to nurturing eemān.

Children should have the correct belief that the Qur’an is revealed from Allah and that it is the speech and word of Allah. They should have no doubt that everything stated in the Qur’an is true and perfect. They should be pleased with it and submit to it completely. They must understand that to ridicule, doubt or reject even one verse of the Qur’an is a very serious matter. In fact, rejection of one verse of the Qur’an entails negation of belief in Allah’s revelation.

Respect and reverence for the Qur’an should be taught from a young age, through modelling and direct instruction. Children should learn the appropriate manners for reciting the Qur’an. This includes choosing the proper time for recitation, particularly when one will be free from distractions and interruptions. A proper place and atmosphere for recitation should also be chosen, such as a special place in the home where one is less likely to be disturbed. They should sit in a way that gives respect to the Qur’an, including facing the direction for prayer. It would be appropriate to make ablution and the proper intention before reading. And one should always seek refuge from Satan, as mentioned in the Book:

[النحل : 98]

(Qur’an 16: 98)

Love of the Qur’an must not be only with the heart and tongue, but also shown in actions toward the Qur’an. Children should recite, study, and memorize the Qur’an on a regular basis. Memorization of

² A reliable hadith narrated by Al-Bayhaqi and Abu Nu‘aym
the Qurʾan may begin as young as two or three years of age with small chapters. This should not be carried out as a chore, but rather as an opportunity to get closer to Allah and to elevate one’s status in this life and the hereafter. Appropriate hadiths regarding the eminence bestowed upon those who exert effort toward the Qurʾan should be shared with children. This will provide encouragement and enhance their self-esteem. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «The best amongst you is the one who learns the Qurʾan and teaches it.»³ He also said: «A person who recites the Qurʾan and masters it by heart will be with the noble righteous scribes (in heaven). And if such a person exerts himself to learn the Qurʾan by heart, and recites it with great difficulty, will have a double reward.»⁴

The Prophet (ﷺ) also provided an analogy regarding the merit of reciting Qurʾan: «The example of a believer who recites the Qurʾan and acts on it is like a citron which tastes nice and smells nice. And the example of a believer who does not recite the Qurʾan but acts on it is like a date which tastes good but has no smell. And the example of a hypocrite who recites the Qurʾan is like basil, which smells good but tastes bitter. And the example of a hypocrite who does not recite the Qurʾan is like a colocynth (bitter melon), which tastes bitter and has a bad smell.»⁵

Along with recitation and memorization, children should begin to study explanations of the Qurʾan to comprehend the meaning of the verses. Recitation has limited benefit without the understanding that must accompany it. It is for this reason that it should be read under the most appropriate circumstances for learning. The purpose of reading the Qurʾan is to ponder over it and to absorb the wisdom and guidance that it contains, as Allah (ﷻ) mentions,
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Then do they not reflect upon the Qur’an, or are there locks upon [their] hearts?

(Qur’an 47: 24)

Some scholars even say that reading less of the Qur’an with concentration and understanding is better than reading more while not comprehending. The goal should be to understand, believe completely, and then apply it in one’s life.

It must be made clear that the Qur’an should be given full attention while reading, as this was the method of the Prophet (ﷺ). When the reader comes across a verse regarding a matter or an order that they have not fulfilled properly, they should ask Allah for forgiveness and assistance to improve in this aspect. When s/he reads a verse concerning Allah’s mercy, s/he should respond by asking Allah for such mercy. When Allah’s punishment is mentioned, s/he should seek refuge in Allah from that. Reading in this manner will increase faith in one’s heart.

(Qur’an 8: 2)

Learning the Arabic language, of course, is an absolute necessity and an obligation upon parents to teach their children. A person can never truly connect with the Qur’an without knowing and understanding its language of transmission. Translations of the meanings of the Qur’an are useful, but fall short in conveying the beauty, intensity, and magnificence of the Arabic text. Arabic is a unique language that is superior to any other language in the world. It is an honour for Muslims to be blessed with such an incredible gift. A
child who learns this language from birth will carry the gift throughout his or her lifetime.

An appropriate place to start with young children in terms of understanding the Qur’an is the stories and parables that are contained within it. The stories of the prophets are simple and easy for young children to follow and appreciate. They are spread throughout the Qur’an in various forms and styles, and thus are easily accessible. The complete chapter of Joseph (Soorat Yoosuf), for example, is a story in itself, relating events that occurred in the life of Prophet Joseph (ﷺ). It is a beautiful, poignant account that contains many valuable messages. There are also other stories contained in the Qur’an, such as that of the two men and their gardens in the chapter of the cave (Soorat al-Kahf). It is important that children realize that these stories are not fables, but rather true events that occurred in the history of civilization. As Muslims, we accept and believe these facts since they are preserved in Allah’s noble Book. The stories and parables in the Qur’an contain lessons for humankind with which children can also begin to become familiar. As they get older, the more profound meanings will become apparent to them, but at least the groundwork will have been laid at a young age.

Children and youth must also be taught to act in accordance with the rulings and guidance of the Qur’an. There is really no benefit if a person does not seek to obey and implement the guidance of the Qur’an in life. It was narrated that Abu ‘Abdur-Rahmân (ﷺ)—said: «The Companions of the Prophet (ﷺ) who used to teach us the Qur’an told us that they would learn ten verses, then they would not move on to the next ten verses until they had learned the knowledge contained therein and how to act upon it. They said: So we learned that knowledge and how to put it into practice.»
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by an authentic hadith in which ‘Abdullâh ibn Mas‘ood said, “When one among us learned ten verses, he would not go beyond them until he knew their meanings and he acted upon them.” Parents, of course, provide the best model in this regard.

It must be understood that one’s honour and distinction are only found in adhering to and applying the Qur’an. Islam is the path to true happiness in life and the Qur’an is the light that guides the person along the way. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «O people, certainly I am but a human and soon a messenger from my Lord may come to me and I will respond to his call [and die]. I am leaving among you two heavy things. The first of them is the Book of Allah. It contains guidance and light. The one who misses adhering to it shall go astray. Therefore, take the Book of Allah and cling to it...»

Teaching your child the Qur’an means that you are giving them the greatest blessing of a lifetime. It will set them apart from other people and make them special in the eyes of Allah.

(Indeed, We have sent down for you a Book in which there is your honour and distinction [for the one who follows it]. Will you not then understand?)

(Qur’an 21: 10)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Certainly, Allah has special people among humankind. They asked: O Messenger of Allah, who are they? He replied: They are the people of the Qur’an — they are the people of Allah and specially His.»

The Qur’an will bring peace, tranquillity and Allah’s mercy to their lives. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Whoever follows a path in order to seek knowledge thereby, Allah will make easy for him, due to it, a
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path to paradise. No people gather in a house of Allah, reciting the Book of Allah and studying it among themselves, except that tranquillity descends upon them, mercy covers them, the angels surround them, and Allah makes mention of them to those in His presence...»\(^{10}\)

As Allah mentions in *Soorat ar-Rahmân*, He bestowed the Qur'an upon humans as a mercy from Himself:

\[
\text{[al-rahman: 1-2]} \quad \begin{align*}
\text{الرَّحْمَانُ } & \text{ عَلَّمَ الْقُرَإٓنَ } \text{ خَلَقَ } \text{ُلِلْإِنَّسَ } \\
\text{The Most Merciful, taught the Qur'an, created the human.}
\end{align*}
\]

\textit{(Qur'an 55: 1-3)}

So too, it is a mercy for parents (from Allah’s mercy) to impart this wisdom to their children. In fact, it is the greatest mercy that can be bestowed upon them. The Qur’an will be their guide and protection throughout life, and its constant reminders will have a profound effect upon their eemân and commitment to Islam.

\(^{10}\) Muslim
Chapter 10
The Day of Resurrection and the Hereafter

And the Horn will be blown; and at once from the graves to their Lord they will hasten. They will say: O woe to us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping place? [The reply will be:] This is what the Most Merciful had promised, and the messengers told the truth.

(Qur'an 36: 51-52)

Belief in the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter

Belief in the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter is the fifth pillar of eemân. This entails belief in all related concepts, including the trial and questioning in the grave, the torment and bliss of the grave, the resurrection, the gathering, the records, the reckoning, the scale, the fount, the bridge, intercession, paradise and hellfire, and everything that Allah has prepared for those who dwell within them. A Muslim believes in all that is mentioned in the Qur'an and the Hadith regarding these topics, without addition or change.

The Last Day is mentioned in the Qur'an on numerous occasions and in various literary styles. Allah (ۚ) mentions,

Righteousness is not that you turn your faces toward the east or the west, but [true] righteousness is [in] one who believes in Allah, the Last Day, the angels, the Book, and the prophets...

(Qur'an 2: 177)
... And whoever disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His books, His messengers, and the Last Day has certainly gone far astray.

(Qur'an 4: 136)

Indeed, the Hour is coming — I almost conceal it — so that every soul may be recompensed according to that for which it strives. So do not let one avert you from it who does not believe in it and follows his desire, for you [then] would perish.

(Qur'an 20: 15-16)

A great deal of detail is provided on this subject, which is unique in comparison to other issues of the unseen. The Last Day is referred to by many names, often describing the events that will occur on that day. Some of the names mentioned in the Qur'an, for example, include: Day of Resurrection, Day of Reckoning, Day of Rising, the Striking Hour, the Overwhelming, and so on.

Belief in the Last Day is without doubt. Allah (الله) says,

Allah — there is no deity except Him. He will surely assemble you for [account on] the Day of Resurrection, about which there is no doubt. And who is more truthful than Allah in statement?

(Qur'an 4: 87)
Those who disbelieve have claimed that they will never be resurrected. Say: Yes, by my Lord, you will surely be resurrected; then you will surely be informed of what you did. And that, for Allah, is easy.  
(Qur’an 64: 7)

To establish its importance even further, belief in the Last Day is often connected to belief in Allah. Allah (سبحانه) says,

وَلْكُنْ أَلْبَرَ مِنَ ٍءَامَنَ بِاللهِ وَالْيَوْمِ الْآخِرِ وَالسَّمَاءَ وَالْأَرْضِ وَالْكِتَابِ وَالْرِّيحِ…  
[البقرة: 177]

... but [true] righteousness is [in] one who believes in Allah, the Last Day, the angels, the Book, and the prophets...  
(Qur’an 2: 177)

[البقرة: 222]

... That is instructed to whoever of you believes in Allah and the Last Day... 
(Qur’an 2: 232)

Prophet Shu‘ayb (عليه السلام) said to his people,

فَقَالُوا: يَقْبُرُونَ أَعْبُدُوا اللَّهَ وَأَرْجُوا الْيَوْمَ الْآخِرَ وَلَا تَعْطُوا فِي الأَرْضِ مُسَيِّدِينَ  
[العنكبوت: 36]

... O my people, worship Allah and expect the Last Day and do not commit abuse on the earth, spreading corruption.  
(Qur’an 29: 36)

There are many such examples in the Qur’an of this connection between belief in Allah and belief in the Last Day.

These reminders of the events of the Day of Resurrection and the life in the hereafter should have an influence on the thoughts and behaviour of the believer. A person who believes that s/he will be judged and brought to account will conduct himself or herself within the constraints of goodness, piety, truth, and justice. This is the reason that, in the Qur’an, righteous deeds are often associated with belief in the Last Day. Allah (سبحانه) mentions,
Those who believe in the Hereafter believe in it, and they are maintaining their prayers. 

(Qur'an 6: 92)

There has certainly been for you in them an excellent pattern for anyone whose hope is in Allah and the Last Day. And whoever turns away — then indeed, Allah is the Free of need, the Praiseworthy.

(Qur'an 60: 6)

Those who believe in Allah and the Last Day would not ask permission of you to be excused from striving [fighting] with their wealth and their lives. And Allah is Knowing of those who fear Him. Only those would ask permission of you who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day and whose hearts have doubted, and they, in their doubt, are hesitating.

(Qur'an 9: 44-45)

This sets the believer apart from the person who denies that s/he will be resurrected and judged for his or her actions in this life; one who is preoccupied by worldly desires and ambitions and his or her own personal interests. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,
But they wonder that there has come to them a warner from among themselves, and the disbelievers say: This is an amazing thing. When we have died and have become dust, [will we return to life]? That is a distant [unlikely] return. (Qur’an 50: 2-3)

واتَلَّا مَا هَيْنَأْ خَيَالُ أَنَا ذُنْبِي نَمُوتُ وَتَمْرَدُ وَخَيْرًا يَخُلِّكَا إِلَّا الْحَيَارُ وَمَا لَهُمْ بِذَلِكَ مِنْ عِلْمٍ إِنَّ [الخاتمة] : ٤٣

هم إلا يُطَفُّونَ (١٣) (And they say: There is not but our worldly life; we die and live, and nothing destroys us except time. And they have of that no knowledge; they are only assuming.) (Qur’an 45: 24)

Disbelief in the Day of Resurrection brings misery to the human and leads him or her to deviate from his or her intended path in this life. One who rejects the possibility of resurrection, in effect, disbelieves in all of Allah’s Messengers, since all of them had brought an account of these matters. Allah (؟) responds to their disbelief in the resurrection and hereafter in the Qur’an:

وقَالُوا أَوَّلَآ كُنْتُمْ عَظِيمِينَ وَرُقِينَ أَيْنَ أُسْجَعُوتُنَّ خَلَقًا جَدِيدًا (٤٤ُ) قُلْ كُنْتُمْ حُجَرَةٌ أَوْ حَجَرَةٌ أَوْ خَلَاقًا مَّعْنَايُ قَبْلَ انْعَبَأْتُ فِي صَدْرِكَ وَقُولُونَ مِنْ يُعَبِّدُنَّ فِي الْحَيَاةِ الْآخِرَةِ أَوْلُ مِلْسَأَةٌ فَسَبَعْتُنَّ إِلَى رَبِّكُمْ وَقُولُونَ مِنْ نَيْكَةٌ أَنْ يَكُونَ [الأسراء] ٤٤-٤٦

(And they say: When we are bones and crumbled particles, will we [truly] be resurrected as a new creation? Say: Be you stones or iron, or [any] creation of that which is great within your breasts. And they will say: Who will restore us? Say: He who brought you forth the first time. Then they will nod their heads toward you and say: When is that? Say: Perhaps it will be soon.) (Qur’an 17: 49-51)
Connecting children to the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter

Children can be connected to belief in the hereafter in a variety of ways. As this topic is mentioned throughout the Qur’an, this would obviously be the proper tool for approaching the subject matter. Children are able to accept and understand the concepts of death, resurrection, and an afterlife, depending on their particular level of development. These are issues that should be discussed freely and comfortably within the home.

In the Qur’an, for example, Allah provides similes of death and resurrection so that the reader may more easily comprehend. This can be particularly effective for children since it ties abstract concepts to something more tangible. By nature children are concrete thinkers, so they are in need of such techniques to assist in their understanding. As they enter adolescence, the ability to appreciate abstract notions becomes apparent.

One of the greatest proofs that Allah uses in the Qur’an for the resurrection after death is that of our own creation. If Allah was able to create us in the first place, it will be even easier to re-create us on the Day of Resurrection. Children should be reminded that their existence and their creation are from Allah and that He will return them to Him. Allah (ﷻ) says,

وَيَقُولُ الْإِنسَانُ أَيَّادًا مَا يَكُ مَثْلُ لَسَوْفُ أَخْرَجُ حَيَّاً أَوْلَىٰ يَحْكُمُ الْإِنسَانُ أَنَّا خَلَقْنِهِ مِنْ [مُرْتِبٍ ٦٦:٧٧]

غَلَّ وَلَمْ يَكُ شَيْئًا أَ شَيْئًا [١٧]

(And the [disbelieving] human says: When I have died, am I going to be brought forth alive? Does man not remember that We created him before, while he was nothing?) (Qur'an 19: 66-67)

The initial creation of human beings is a reminder of this. Allah (ﷻ) says,
O people, if you should be in doubt about the Resurrection, then [consider that] indeed, We created you from dust, then from a sperm-drop, then from a clinging clot, and then from a lump of flesh, formed and unformed — that We may show you. And We settle in the wombs whom We will for a specified term, then We bring you out as a child, and then [We develop you] that you may reach your [time of] maturity. And among you is he who is taken in [early] death, and among you is he who is returned to the most decrepit [old] age so that he knows, after [once having] knowledge, nothing. And you see the earth barren, but when We send down upon it rain, it quivers and swells and grows [something] of every beautiful kind. That is because Allah is the Truth and because He gives life to the dead and because He is over all things competent. And [that they may know] that the Hour is coming — no doubt about it — and that Allah will resurrect those in the graves.

(Qur’an 22: 5-7)

In this verse, Allah coins a parable of resurrection of the dead by likening it to how He revives the earth with vegetation after it has been barren. This same parable can be found in several places in the Qur’an. Allah (الله) mentions,
And of His signs is that you see the earth stilled, but when We send down upon it rain, it quivers and grows. Indeed, He who has given it life is the Giver of Life to the dead. Indeed, He is competent over all things.

(Qur'an 41: 39)

And:

• And who sends down rain from the sky in measured amounts, and We revive thereby a dead land — thus will you be brought forth.

(Qur'an 43: 11)

Children relate easily to features of nature, so these types of parables can be very effective. Parents should encourage them to ponder the wonders of nature and how the land is brought back to life after its death. This is truly an amazing phenomenon that we often take for granted. The seasons of the year are a sign of Allah’s power and majesty, and a reminder of our own death and resurrection. We should not allow them to pass without taking notice and being grateful for Allah’s bounties.

The whole creation itself is reminder of the ability of Allah to create and re-create.

(Have they not considered how Allah begins creation and then repeats it? Indeed that, for Allah, is easy. Say [O Muhammad]: Travel through the land and observe how He began creation. Then Allah will produce the final creation [development]. Indeed, Allah, over all things, is competent.)

(Qur'an 29: 19-20)
And it is He who begins creation; then He repeats it, and that is [even] easier for Him. To Him belongs the highest description [attribute] in the heavens and earth. And He is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.\(^{(Qur'an\ 30:27)}\)

Allah has created this vast universe; would it not then be within His ability to create something less significant, which is the human being?

Is not He who created the heavens and the earth Able to create the likes of them? Yes, [it is so]; and He is the Knowing Creator. His command is only when He intends a thing that He says to it: Be! — and it is. So Exalted is He in whose hand is the realm of all things, and to Him you will be returned.\(^{(Qur'an\ 36:81-83)}\)

A family’s vacation trip can easily be turned into a lesson integrating these verses and signs. A garden in the backyard can be a daily opportunity to remind children of Allah’s might and bounties. Studies in science should consistently be tied to verses from the Qur’an and hadiths of the Prophet (ﷺ) so that children realize that the miracles of science exist only by the will of Allah. Humans have no power or ability compared to that which Allah possesses. Many scientists in current times disregard this fact due to their failure to connect knowledge and discoveries to the power and might of Allah.
Death

The death of a loved one or family friend would be an appropriate occasion to discuss the issues of death and the afterlife with a child. The discussion should be candid, but should also fit the developmental stage of the child. Regardless of the age, children can be told that everyone, including themselves, will die at some time. Children should understand, however, that their loved one is not gone, but has only passed on to the next phase of existence. Death is only a stage that s/he has passed through, as we all will one day. S/he will be raised again on the Day of Resurrection with his or her family and all other humans. Rather than grieving and being sad for this person, there should be an element of joy that they have gone on to meet their Lord. Older children may be provided information regarding the barrier or interval before the Day of Resurrection, and life in the grave. They may also be taken to graves as a further reminder of the reality.

Death is not a negative thing from the perspective of Islam and it should not be portrayed as such. Children should not develop worry or fear of death. Rather, they should be encouraged to discuss the issue and think about it often. The Prophet (ﷺ) actually encouraged the believers to do this. He said: «Remember often the destroyer of pleasure, death, for no one remembers death in times of hardship but that it makes him feel better, and no one remembers death in times of ease but that it restrains him.»¹ Sleep itself is a form of ‘lesser death’. Waking from sleep is a type of resurrection. Children can be reminded of this fact. Allah (ﷻ) says:

٨٤٥٥

[الأنعام: ٦٠]

¹ Al-Albâni, Ṣaheeh al-Jâmi'
«And it is He who takes your souls by night and knows what you have committed by day. Then He revives you therein [by day] that a specified term may be fulfilled. Then to Him will be your return; then He will inform you about what you used to do.» (Qur’an 6: 60)

ALLAH YITTOQQI AL-ANFWS JIIN MURWATHA WAALIY LI-TUMTA MIN MANAAHWA FIUMSAK ALIYYI QASIN

عليها الموت ويرسل الآخرة إلَّا أجل مسمىٍ إِنَّ في ذلك لا يَكِدُ لِيقوم

[الزمر: 42]

“Allah takes the souls at the time of their death, and those that do not die [He takes] during their sleep. Then He keeps those for which He has decreed death and releases the others for a specified term. Indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought.” (Qur’an 39: 42)

During sleep, Allah takes the souls. If He wishes, He may keep the soul; and if He wills that the person should remain alive, He returns the soul. The supplications made upon rising from sleep and before going to sleep mention this fact. Upon awakening, children should recite the following supplication: «All praise is for Allah Who gave us life after having taken it from us, and unto Him is the resurrection. [Alhamdu lillah alladhee ahyan ba’da maa amatan wa ilayhin-nushoor.]»

The following supplication should be said before going to sleep: «In Your name my Lord, I lie down and in Your name I rise, so if You should take my soul then have mercy upon it, and if You should return my soul then protect as You protect Your righteous servants. [Bismika Rabbee wa’datu janbee, wa bika arfa’uhu, fa in amsakta nafsee farhamhâ, wa in arsaltahâ fahfadh-hâ bi maa tahfudhu bihi ‘ibadak as-sâliheen.]»

Children should understand the meaning of these supplications and their relationship to death and resurrection.

---

2 Bukhari
3 Bukhari and Muslim
It is the habit of righteous people to remind themselves and others about death. This assists the believer in remaining constantly prepared for his or her own death, since the exact moment is unknown. To be prepared means to have correct belief, to be consistent and persistent in performance of religious obligations, and to hasten in the performance of righteous deeds. In essence, remembrance of death leads a person to strive to reform and purify himself or herself. This is one of the main purposes of the message of Islam.

Responsibility and accountability

One of the key aspects of parenting is to teach children that they are responsible for their actions and that one day they will be brought to account before Allah. Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty, mentions this fact in the Qur'an:

(38) (Qur'an 74: 38)

Every soul, for what it has earned, will be held retained [subject or held responsible.]

The individual will stand alone on that day.

(95) (Qur'an 19: 95)

And all of them are coming to Him on the Day of Resurrection alone.

There will be no one to speak on his or her behalf or to defend him or her, not even close family members or friends.

(24-37) (Qur'an 32)

On the Day a man will flee from his brother, and his mother and his father, and his wife and his children; for every person, that Day, will
be a matter adequate [to occupy] him for him. He will be concerned only with himself, thus forgetting all others.\(\text{Qur'an 80: 34-37}\)

The only evidence to allow entrance into paradise will be belief in Allah and His Messenger and good deeds.

This understanding will prove invaluable for discipline and behaviour management of a child. Self-control is something that must come from within and this is exactly the outcome of belief in the Day of Resurrection and the hereafter. It must be imprinted on the minds of children that Allah will weigh the deeds of a person and reward those whose deeds are heavy; those whose deeds are light will not be successful. Allah (ﷻ) says,

\[
\text{وَأَلْوَانُ بُوَمَيْدٍ أَلْحَقَ فَمَا نَقَّلَ مَوْزِيْنُهُ.} \\
\text{فَأَوْلَتِيَكِ هُمُ الْمُفِلْحُونَ (٨) مَوْزِيْنُهُ.} \\
\text{فَأَوْلَتِيَكِ الَّذِينَ حَسَرُوا أَنفُسُهُمْ يَمَا كَانَ أَيْدَانَا يَضَلُّلُونَ (٩).}
\]

[9-8]

(And the weighing [of deeds] that Day will be the truth. So those whose scales are heavy — it is they who will be successful. And those whose scales are light — they are the ones who will lose themselves for what injustice they were doing toward Our signs and verses.)

\(\text{Qur'an 7: 8-9}\)

The nature of this world

In this way, children will realize that the purpose of this life is only as a preparation for the next. They will use it to prepare themselves for the hereafter and the foremost test that awaits them. They will strive to increase the weighing of their scales in order to have the best outcome. This will become their primary goal and that which they continually endeavour to achieve. Other goals in their worldly life become secondary to this central aspiration.
Children should also understand that Allah sometimes tests us in various ways to determine if we are deserving of His rewards in the hereafter.

«الذِّي خَلَقَ الْمَوْتَ وَالْخِيْلَةَ لِسَبِيلِهِمْ أَنْ يُعْرِقُواْ أَحْسَنَ عُمَلًا وَهُوَ الْغَفُورُ الْعَلِيمُ»

الملك : ٢٤

(He] who created death and life to test you [as to] which of you is best in deed — and He is the Exalted in Might, the Forgiving.»

(Qur’an 67: 2)

أَحْسَبَ الْأَنْسَانَ أَنْ يُكْرِهَا أَنْ يُقْوِلُواْ أَمْمَكَانَ وَهُمْ لَا يُفْسَدُونَ وَلَقدْ فَضِّلَنَا الَّذِينَ مِنْ قَلْبِهِمْ قَلِيلًا مِّنَ اللَّهِ أَلَّلَهَ كَبِيرٌ صَدَّقُواْ وَلَيَعْلَمُ الْكَانِدِينَ

العنكبوت : ٢٣

Do the people think that they will be left to say: We believe. —And they will not be tried? But We have certainly tried those before them, and Allah will surely make evident those who are truthful, and He will surely make evident the liars.»

(Qur’an 29: 2-3)

The stories of the Prophet (ﷺ) and his Companions may be useful in this regard. They suffered severe physical and mental hardship in order to prove their sincerity to Allah and their commitment to Islam.

When children understand the temporal nature of this world and the fact that it will eventually come to an end, this diminishes their interest in the material things and decreases love of this life. When they realize that this world is temporary and not our permanent abode, it will become less significant to them. This is one of the characteristics of a true believer. In this way, they will not covet, work for, or compete over matters of this worldly life, as do those who create their own ‘paradise’ in the life of this world and focus on that as an end in itself. They will not waste their time in idle and trivial pursuits, but rather will use their time wisely, for the sake of Allah. They will set their goal for what is awaiting them in the hereafter.
They will be able to delay gratification in this world for that which will come in the next, realizing that the recompense in the hereafter is eternal.

‘Abdullâh ibn ‘Umar said: «The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) took hold of my shoulder and said: Be in this world as if you were a stranger or a traveller. The sub-narrator added: Ibn ‘Umar used to say: If you survive till the evening, do not expect to be alive in the morning, and if you survive till the morning, do not expect to be alive in the evening, and take from your health for your sickness, and (take) from your life for your death.»⁴ Obviously someone who travels tends to travel lightly; they only take for the journey what is absolutely necessary. As the Prophet (ﷺ) advised, we should exist in this world in the same manner, avoiding the ‘piling up’ of goods and material things. This is a useful analogy to use with children and it contains important lessons.

Another simile that can be presented to children is mentioned in the following hadith: The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The world is a prison for a believer and paradise for a disbeliever.»⁵ A prison conjures up images of discomfort, gloominess, and restriction of freedom. It is a place from which a person would wish to escape. As such is the residence on this earth. A believer will desire to leave this place as s/he knows about the treasures that are waiting in the hereafter as promised by Allah. The earth is a paradise for disbelievers, since they attempt to take what they can of pleasure without regard to the limits imposed by Allah. They also sense the punishment that will be their eternal condition.

Children should appreciate that having the hereafter as a concern brings contentment and peace of mind. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «Whoever has the hereafter as his main concern,
Allah will fill his heart with a feeling of richness and independence; he will be focused and content, and this world will come to him in spite of itself. Whoever has this world as his main concern, Allah will cause him to feel constant fear of poverty; he will be distracted and unfocused, and he will have nothing of this world except what was already predestined for him.»

Death, in fact, may come at any moment and we need to be prepared at all times. We need to ready our children, for they may depart before us. Preparation is carried out by gaining knowledge, correcting beliefs, performing good deeds, and recalling the rewards that Allah has promised. The greatest reward will be Allah’s pleasure and the opportunity to see Him and to be close to Him in the hereafter. What better reward for nurturing eemân?

---

6 A sound hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi and Aḥmad
Chapter 11
Divine Will and Predestination

No disaster strikes upon the earth or among yourselves except that it is in a register [the Preserved Slate] before We bring it into being — indeed, that, for Allah, is easy. In order that you may not despair over what has eluded you and not exult [in pride] over what He has been given you...

(Qur'an 57: 22-23)

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Know that if the nation were to gather together to benefit you with anything, it would benefit you only with something that Allah had already prescribed for you; and that if they gather together to harm you with anything, they would harm you only with something Allah had already prescribed for you. The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried.»

Belief in Divine will and predestination

Belief in predestination is the final pillar of eemân. There are many texts of the Qur'an that mention the will and decree of Allah. Allah (ﷻ) says,

[القمر: 49]

إِنَّا كَلَّمَنَا خَلْقَتَنَّ يَقِدُّرُ

1 The Preserved Slate, called al-Lawh al-Mahfoodh in Arabic, is the writing tablet in Heaven on which Allah's words and decrees are engraved for all eternity. (Editor)

2 A sound hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi
Indeed, all things We created with predestination. (Qur’an 54: 49)

... And ever is the command of Allah a destiny decreed. (Qur’an 33: 38)

... [He] has created each thing and determined it with [precise] determination. (Qur’an 25: 2)

Many of the texts that mention the knowledge, power, will, and creation of Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty, also refer to predestination. Belief in Allah’s decree entails belief in all of these aspects. Predestination is defined as decree, judgment, and ultimate destiny. Technically, it means:

... something of which there was prior knowledge, one of the things which was written by the Pen when it wrote down everything that was going to happen for the rest of eternity, when Allah decreed the affairs of all His creation and what would happen before it happened. He knew that these things

---

3 Al-Ashqar, Divine Will and Predestination, pp. 21-23
4 It is reported on the authority of ‘Ubaydah ibn as-Ṣâmit (ra) that he said to his son: Oh, son! You will never taste true faith until you know that whatever afflicts you would not have missed you, and whatever has missed you would never have come to you. I heard the Messenger of Allah (b.pu.h) say: The first thing Allah created was the pen; He commanded it to write. It said: My Lord, what shall I write? He (exalted is He) said: Write down what has been ordained for all things until the establishment of the Hour. Oh, my son! I heard Allah’s Messenger say: Whoever dies believing something other than this does not belong to me. In another narration by Imam Ahmad, it was reported: Verily, the first thing which Allah Most High created was the pen, and He said to it: Write; and in that very hour all that was to occur (was written) — up to the Day of Resurrection. In another version from Ibn Wahh, it was said: Allah’s Messenger said: Whoever disbelieved in destiny, the good and the bad of it, will be burnt in the fire of hell. (A sound hadith narrated by Aṭ-Ṭabarâni)
would happen at certain times that were known to Him, and in specific ways, and so things happen in the way that He has decreed.  

Ibn Hajar wrote,

What is meant is that Allah knows how things will be and when they will happen, before He initiates them. Then He creates that which He already knows will happen. Hence everything that happens stems from His knowledge, power, and will.  

Belief in predestination is based upon four essential components:

1. Belief that the knowledge of Allah is all-encompassing:

   ... عليه الْغَفَّرِ لا يَغْفِرُ عَنْهُ مِّنْ ذَرِّيَّةٍ مِّنْهَا ذِرَّةً فِي السَّمَوَاتِ وَلَا فِي الْأَرْضِ وَلَا أَضْعَفُرُ 

   من ذَلِكَ وَلَا أَكْثَرُ إِلَّا فِي كَتَبٍ مُّبِينٍ  

   [سُورَةُ الحَجّ : 3]

   "... the Knower of the unseen. Not absent from Him is an atom’s weight within the heavens or within the earth or [what is] smaller than that or greater, except that it is in a clear register." (Qur’an 34: 3)

2. Belief that Allah has written everything that will happen until the Day of Resurrection (in the Preserved Slate):

   ﴿أَلْتُعَلِّمُ أَنَّ اللَّهَ يَعْلَمُ مَا فِي السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ إِنَّ ذَلِكَ فِي كِتَابٍ إِنَّ ذَلِكَ عَلَى ﴾

   [الْحَجَّ : 70]

   "Do you not know that Allah knows what is in the heaven and earth? Indeed, that is in a Record [the Preserved Slate]. Indeed that, for Allah, is easy." (Qur’an 22: 70)

3. Belief in the will and perfect power of Allah — what He wills happens and what He does not will does not happen:


---

5 Ageedat al-Iṣfārā’eeni as quoted in Al-Ashqar, Divine Will and Predestination, p. 33
6 Al-Ashqar, Divine Will and Predestination, p. 33
Verily, His Command, when He intends a thing, is only that He says to it: Be! — and it is! (Qur'an 36: 82)

4. Belief that Allah has created everything that exists, and that He has no partner in His creation:

Allah is the Creator of all things... (Qur'an 39: 62)

Indeed, all things We created with predestination. (Qur'an 54: 49)

Affirming each of these pillars leads to perfection of belief in predestination. Ibn 'Abbâs said:

Predestination is the essence of tawhîd. Whoever worships Allah, the Almighty, alone and believes in predestination has perfected his tawhîd, but whoever worships Allah alone but does not believe in predestination, destroys his tawhîd by this disbelief.

Connecting children to Divine will and predestination

Belief in predestination revolves around the understanding that nothing happens in the world without Allah’s knowledge, permission, and will. What Allah wills for a person will occur and what He does not will does not occur. No one can stop His decree or overpower His affairs. These are significant concepts for children to understand.

7 Al-Ashqar, Divine Will and Predestination, p. 37
8 Majmoo‘ al-Fatâwâ li Shaykh al-Islâm as quoted in Al-Ashqar, Divine Will and Predestination, p. 25
Children should be trained to believe in predestination from a very young age and to accept the good and bad of it, for it is from Allah.

The Prophet (ﷺ) taught ‘Abdullâh ibn ‘Abbâs about predestination while he was still a young boy. According to a hadith narrated by ‘Abdullâh ibn ‘Abbâs himself: «One day I was behind the Prophet (ﷺ) and he said to me: Young man, I shall teach you some words [of advice]: Be mindful of Allah, and Allah will protect you. Be mindful of Allah, and you will find Him in front of you. If you ask, ask of Allah; if you seek help, seek help of Allah. Know that if the nation were to gather together to benefit you with anything, it would benefit you only with something that Allah had already prescribed for you, and that if they gather together to harm you with anything, they would harm you only with something Allah had already prescribed for you. The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried.» In another version it reads: «...Be mindful of Allah, you will find Him before you. Get to know Allah in prosperity and He will know you in adversity. Know that what has passed you by was not going to befall you; and that what has befallen you was not going to pass you by. And know that victory comes with patience, relief with affliction, and ease with hardship.»

A child who grows up with this understanding will have the strength and courage to face any and all challenges to his or her eemân. S/he will know that whatever s/he receives, s/he would never have missed; and that whatever s/he missed, s/he would never have received. S/he will comprehend that if all humans were to gather together to try and prevent something from happening, they would not be able to do so if Allah had already written it. Likewise, if all humans were to gather to make something happen, they would not be able to do so if Allah had not willed it to occur.

---

9 A sound hadith narrated by At-Tirmidhi, translated as above in Ibrahim & Johnson-Davies, An-Nawawi's Forty Hadith, hadith no. 19
This belief removes any fear or cowardice from the heart and replaces it with bravery and determination. The young person will live a life based upon the principles of Islam because s/he fears Allah and not other humans. S/he will defend Islam because s/he knows that what is destined for him or her is inevitable; s/he will stand up for his or her principles and practices even in the face of severe adversity. A young man who is ostracized for praying at school will not be bothered because he knows that he is on the path of truth and that they cannot harm him unless Allah wills. A young girl who is teased for wearing a hijab refuses to remove it for the same reasons. A person with belief in predestination will not bow down to any power on this earth because s/he knows that everything is in the hands of the Creator of the heavens and the earth and all that is between them.

When an event occurs about which they are displeased, they should be reminded that it only happened with Allah’s will. Allah has a plan that humans may not understand and wisdom that they will never possess. Something that may seem very bad and negative to a person may, in essence, be very beneficial for them. Allah (ﷻ) says,

\[\text{١٦٦} \text{ ﷲ} \text{ وَعَسَىٰ أَنْ يَكْرَهُوْنَ ۖ شَيْـٰءًا وَهُوَ خَيرٌ لَّهُمْ وَعَسَىٰ أَنْ يُهِبُهُ يَدَٰٓحَةَ وَهُوَ شَرٌّ لَّكُمْ} \]

[البقرة: ١٦٦]

«... But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you do not know.»

(Qur’an 2: 216)

Often, there are lessons in the events that transpire, and these should be discussed openly within the family. For example, sickness is an affliction for humans in this world, but it is beneficial for them in the hereafter since it is a way for forgiveness of sins and purification of the soul. When a child or someone close to him or her becomes ill, they can be reminded of this fact. This will assist them in accepting the illness and bearing it with patience in order to obtain the maximal benefits and blessings from Allah. The focus should be on the reward
of being close to Allah as a result of the affliction. In a real example of such certainty in Allah’s promise, one child in a Muslim family, in regard to her two siblings with Down syndrome, often used to say, “These are my doors to paradise.”

Allah (ﷻ) says,

ما أصاب من مصيبة إلا بإذن الله ومن يؤمن بأيده قدله والله يحكم شئين


(No disaster strikes except by permission of Allah. And whoever believes in Allah — He will guide his heart. And Allah is Knowing of all things.)

(Qur’an 64: 11)

The person who is suffering the calamity will know that it is from Allah and accept it and submit to it. Allah will guide his or her heart to certainty and serenity due to his or her belief in the decree of Allah. This will be true no matter how great the calamity. With this understanding, children will also be able to come to terms with the natural disasters that seem to be occurring at an increasing rate in our times.

The concepts of patience and gratitude should to be taught to children. They should learn to be patient during times of difficulty and tribulation, and grateful for Allah’s blessings during times of ease. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The affair of the believer is amazing in that it is always good for him, and this is true only for a believer. If something joyful comes to him, he gives thanks and that is good for him. If something harmful comes to him, he is patient and that is good for him.»

Parents need to model these concepts themselves and remind their children to do the same.

Verses from the Qur’an may also be used to emphasize the importance of patience. Allah reminds the believers repeatedly that
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they should seek help with patient perseverance:

(O you who have believed, seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed, Allah is with the patient.)  
(Qur'an 2: 153)

(And We will surely test you with something of fear and hunger and a loss of wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient, who, when disaster strikes them, say: Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will return.)  
(Qur'an 2: 155-156)

(Indeed, the patient will be given their reward without limit.)  
(Qur'an 39: 10)

Allah is with the one who patiently perseveres and He promises a great reward.

It would even be more beneficial for them to learn not only to be patient and forbearing, but to accept and be satisfied with Allah’s decree and judgment. This is one of the highest levels of eemân that a human can attain. True patience is when we do not discriminate between a blessing and a severe trial, but welcome them both as a chance to earn great rewards from Allah, and to have an accepting attitude in all situations. Satisfaction comes from belief in predestination and that Allah has planned only the best for His believing slaves. Children should thus be reminded to be pleased with Allah’s decree at all times.
It is important to make it clear to children that while Allah’s will is present in the universe, humans still have the ability to choose either good or evil, submission or defiance. Allah would not judge us on the Day of Resurrection without this element of free will. Likewise, Allah will not hold a person accountable unless s/he has the ability to choose. For example, we are not accountable for things over which we have no control (height, place of birth, parents, and so forth). We are also not accountable unless we have the ability to reason and to make decisions. That is the reason that children and people with mental illness or mental retardation are not held responsible for their behaviours. Meeting or seeing someone with mental illness or retardation can offer opportunities for dialogue regarding these issues, particularly with older children and adolescents.

While Allah gave us a certain measure of free will, our will is dependent upon Allah’s will. We cannot will anything, or accomplish it, unless and until Allah wills it! It should be clear to children that Allah’s will is not arbitrary; rather there are wisdom, universal order and laws, and perfection in His plan.

Benefits of believing in predestination

Children should understand the benefits of believing in predestination. Belief in predestination brings peace of heart and mind and relief from grief, sadness and anger. There will only be tranquillity, happiness, certainty, and reassurance. This is due to the realization that everything that happens is according to Allah’s divine decree and that there is a purpose and wisdom for everything that Allah does. There will be no need to despair, fret or give up hope. Other positive effects will transpire in the life of a person as well, such as motivation, confidence, success, and accomplishment. These are obvious goals that we have for our children.
Belief in predestination will also free the person from any form of *shirk*\(^\text{11}\) as s/he appreciates that Allah is the only one worthy of praying to, seeking assistance from, and relying upon. S/he will put his or her complete trust in and reliance upon Allah. All acts of worship will be directed toward the One who has decreed and determined all things. In this manner, tawheed is accurately and entirely fulfilled. The greatest result of belief in Allah’s divine will and decree will be success in the hereafter.

\(^\text{11}\) *shirk*: associating partners with Allah
PART THREE

DEVELOPING AN ISLAMIC PERSONALITY IN CHILDREN

One of the obvious purposes and goals of nurturing eemân in children is to develop an Islamic personality within them. An Islamic personality is one that submits completely to the will of Allah, as a servant of Allah. Through the process of submission, the soul becomes purified, which in turn affects the outward and inward characteristics of the individual. The actions, thoughts, and feelings reflect this Islamic personality, which is based upon the teachings in the Qur’an and in the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). The individual will act, think, and feel in the manner that Allah intended humans to act, think, and feel. Parents play an important role in this process and can either enhance or hinder the development of this Islamic personality. The following section sheds further light on this process and the tools that parents may utilize for the most beneficial outcome.
Chapter 12
Additional Keys to Nurturing Eemân and Developing an Islamic Personality in Children

In addition to connecting children to the pillars of eemân, there are other strategies that parents may consider to nurture eemân and develop an Islamic personality and identity in their children. It will be helpful first to define a few terms for our purposes.

Definitions

Personality

Personality is the complex of characteristics that distinguishes an individual from others. It is the totality of an individual’s emotional, behavioural and cognitive characteristics.

Identity

Identity is a comprehensive set of beliefs and practices that guide one’s life. It provides a stable sense of self. A critical element in identity and identity formation is the belief system. The ‘aqeedah of Islam imparts the necessary beliefs for a healthy and stable identity. Islamic law guides one’s practices and behaviours.

Begin from an early age

The stories of a few Companions should be helpful in comprehending this point.
‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Abbās

‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Abbās (ﷺ) was born three years before the migration to Madinah and he was only 13 years old when the Prophet (ﷺ) died. As a young boy, he served the Prophet (ﷺ), went with him on journeys and expeditions, and stood behind the Prophet (ﷺ) in prayer. He was like a shadow of the Prophet (ﷺ), always in his company. The Prophet (ﷺ) would often bring young ‘Abdullāh close to him, pat him on the shoulder and pray: «O Lord, make him acquire a deep understanding of the religion of Islam and instruct him in the meaning and interpretation of things.»¹ His supplication was answered, as ‘Abdullāh had wisdom beyond his years.²

Young ‘Abdullāh was attentive to what the Prophet (ﷺ) said and did in all situations. He listened and watched with an enthusiastic heart and committed the Prophet’s words to memory. He became one of the most learned Companions of the Prophet (ﷺ), memorizing 1,660 hadiths, many of which are recorded in Ṣaheeh al-Bukhāri and Ṣaheeh Muslim.³ ‘Abdullāh’s life was to be devoted to the pursuit of learning and knowledge. He was also an ardent worshipper and a warrior, taking part in many battles.⁴

‘Abdullāh ibn az-Zubayr

‘Abdullāh ibn az-Zubayr (ﷺ) was the son of Az-Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwâm, one of the ten Companions who were given the glad tidings of paradise. His mother was Asmâ’ bint Abu Bakr, one of the first Muslims. ‘Abdullāh was the firstborn of those who migrated from Makkah to Madinah. From the time that he was a small child, he
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¹ Quoted in “Biographies of the Companions”, USC-MSA Compendium of Muslim Texts, taken from Alim Software
² Darussalam, Child Companions Around the Prophet, pp. 115-123
³ The two most well-documented collections of authentic hadiths, compiled by Imam Bukhari and Imam Muslim; sheeh: a grade of hadith: sound or authentic
⁴ Darussalam, Child Companions Around the Prophet, pp. 119-123
was close to the Messenger of Allah. When he was born, the Prophet (ﷺ) rubbed a bit of mashed date in his mouth for him, invoked blessings on him, and named him ‘Abdullâh. ‘Abdullâh lived for long periods in the house of the Prophet (ﷺ). This allowed him to live close to the Prophet (ﷺ) and to absorb knowledge directly from the Messenger himself.  

‘Abdullâh ibn az-Zubayr was bold and courageous from childhood. At one point, some small children were brought to the Messenger to take the pledge of allegiance. The others were afraid, but ‘Abdullâh rushed forward in order to be the first of them; the Messenger of Allah smiled and said: “He is his father’s son.” Another story demonstrates his boldness. One day, ‘Abdullâh was playing with his friends and while they were playing, the Caliph ‘Umar ibn al-Khattâb passed by them. The boys ran away quickly for there was something awe-inspiring about ‘Umar. ‘Abdullâh, however, remained in his place and did not flee. ‘Umar said, “Why do you not flee with the (other) boys?” ‘Abdullâh replied, “Oh, Commander of the Faithful! I have not committed any sin, and the road is not narrow that I should make room for you.” This boldness and courageousness was displayed on the battlefield as well. ‘Abdullâh even took part in battles as a child. It is said that he attended the Battle of the Trench when he was only five years old, the battle against the Romans at the age of ten, and the Battle of Yarmook at the age of thirteen. When the disbelievers ran away, he attacked them and started to kill their wounded. As a result of these experiences, he was strong and brave from childhood.

Lessons

The lesson from these stories of the two young ‘Abdullâhs is that we should begin to nurture knowledge, eemân and piety in our

5 Darussalam, Child Companions Around the Prophet, pp. 79-89
6 Darussalam, Child Companions Around the Prophet, pp. 86-96
children from a very young age. As mentioned previously, children should know about Allah from the moment of birth. As young children, time should be spent in memorization of the Qur'an and hadiths. It is interesting to note that psychological research has found that the ability to memorize information is strongest during the childhood years. As time goes on, this ability diminishes due to the processes of brain development and aging. The same is true of language acquisition, which is much easier during the childhood years.

The information that a child learns and memorizes during the formative years is likely to remain in the memory storage. Memorization of the Qur'an is especially important since it has positive effects upon the child's ability to memorize other material. Children who consistently memorize the Qur'an in childhood generally excel in other subjects as well. Young 'Abdullâh ibn 'Abbâs not only excelled in memorization of the Qur'an and hadiths, but he was a scholar in all respects. Parents should learn from this example and take advantage of the time that they have with their children.

The other issue to consider related to teaching children from a young age is that the main tasks of parenting take place during the early, formative years. Puberty and the age of responsibility emerge relatively early, sometimes as young as eight or nine years of age. By this time, children should have the necessary and basic tools to manage, function, and make decisions as a responsible Muslim. Their behaviour should be commensurate with Islamic Law, for the angels will begin recording their deeds, both good and bad, to be presented on the Day of Judgment. For this reason, parents must begin early and prepare their children for this important time. The responsibility of parenting never really comes to an end, but the greatest effort should be exerted in the early phases. If this job is done well, the later years will run more smoothly.
Teach children to understand all things from the perspective of Islam

A person with an Islamic personality and strong eemân will look at all issues from the perspective of Islam. Islam becomes their criteria for right and wrong in all matters. One of the names of the Qur'an is the Criterion. It is the criterion between right and wrong, and for this reason it is the main source of knowledge for Muslims. It provides guidance for many areas of life and is further elaborated upon by the Hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ).

Children should realize that all issues and situations should be viewed through the 'lens' of Islam, with the Qur'an and the Sunnah as the guides. Islam is a complete and comprehensive way of life that covers every aspect: spiritual, familial, social, economic, and political; as such, it can be applied to the various challenges and problems that one may face in life. A child, for example, may encounter a particularly difficult situation in school such as bullying or teasing by classmates. S/he should be encouraged to search in the Qur'an and the Hadith to find the most appropriate Islamic solution to his or her problem. What does the Qur'an say about dealing with others who act in a harmful way? What would the Prophet (ﷺ) do in the same circumstances? Are there similar stories in the seerah to indicate how the Prophet (ﷺ) may have coped with such tests? Through this process they not only learn about the Islamic approach to life, but they also gain a deeper understanding of the Qur'an and the Hadith as well.

Teach importance of obedience to parents

The term that means 'obey' and related concepts appear many times in the Qur'an. Allah reminds us countless times to obey Him and to obey His Messenger. Allah (ﷺ) declares,
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(خُلِّقُ أَلْبَيِّعُوا الله وَأَلْبَيِّعُوا الرَّسُول فَإِذْ تُولَى فَإِنَّا عَلَيْهِ مَا حَجَّلَ وَاعْتَيْدِكُمْ مَا حُمِّشَ...)

[الثور: 54]

(Say: Obey Allah and obey the Messenger; but if you turn away — then upon him is only that [duty] with which he has been charged, and upon you is that with which you have been charged...)

(Qur’an 24: 54)

He (ﷺ) also says,

(فَأَلْبَيِّعُوا الله مَا أَسْتَعْطَعْتُمْ وَأَسْمَعْتُمْ وَأَلْبَيِّعُوا وَأَنْفَسُوا حَبَّا لِأَفْضَيْسِكُمْ وَمَن يُوقَ شَعْرَ)

[التفنن: 16]

(So fear Allah as much as you are able and listen and obey and spend [in the way of Allah]; it is better for your souls. And whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul — it is those who will be the successful.)

(Qur’an 64: 16)

As Muslims, we understand that obedience to Allah and to the Prophet (ﷺ) is the path to true salvation. The Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ) are the integral components in this journey. There really is no other way. And oftentimes, to obey means to go against the wishes and desires of one’s own soul, as mentioned in Surat at-Taghâbun above, (whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul). As humans, we become prisoners of our desires unless and until we give allegiance to Allah. Obedience to Allah is the means through which all chains are broken and the soul is elevated. It is often a difficult struggle, but also a feasible achievement for each and every human being.

The importance of obedience can be seen in the rewards that are granted to those who submit and obey. Allah (ﷻ) says,

(يُبَشِّرُكُم بِخَالِدٍ فِي جَنَّاتِ عِرْشٍ يُطِلِّعُ اللّه وَرَسُولُهُ بِذَخَاءٍ جَنَّتَينَ دَخَلْتَ نَجْحَرَ)}
These are the limits [set by] Allah, and whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger will be admitted by Him to gardens [in Paradise] under which rivers flow, abiding eternally therein; and that is the great attainment.\textsuperscript{(Qur’an 4: 13)}

What a beautiful recompense and a fitting abode: the gardens of paradise. Allah (ﷻ) also says,

\textit{And whoever obeys Allah and the Messenger — those will be with the ones upon whom Allah has bestowed favour of the prophets, the steadfast affirmers of truth, the martyrs and the righteous. And excellent are those as companions.} \textsuperscript{(Qur’an 4: 69)}

What more could one ask for? This is the promise of Allah.

**Obedience in the family unit**

We often forget that a condition somewhat comparable to that of paradise can also be attained in this life. Of course it will not be exactly the same, but there will be some similarities. In particular, we can achieve the serenity and joyfulness that is promised to the believers, as well as peacefulness, in realizing that Allah knows what is best for us. Within the family unit, synchrony and harmony can be achieved and love and respect can flourish. Again, this can only come about by following what Allah has ordained for optimal functioning of the family. Obedience is a major component of this formula.

For the family to function properly a wife needs to obey her husband and the children need to obey their parents (unless the husband or parents order them to be disobedient to Allah). When they
do this, they are ultimately obeying Allah and receiving the greatest of rewards. Allah (ﷻ) says,

[البَنَاتِ: ۳۴] «فَالسَّمِّيعُتُ بَنَاتٌ حَفِظَتْ حَفْظْتَ لِلَّهِ يَا حَفِظَ أَنَّا...»

(... So righteous women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband’s] absence what Allah would have them guard...

(Qur’an 4: 34)

In addition, a woman who obeys her husband provides the best role model for the children, to learn this righteous behaviour.

Children need to be taught this concept from a very young age, and the interactions between the mother and father provide ideal examples. The obedience of children to their parents is actually the training ground for eventual submission to Allah. In many ways they go hand in hand, but effective parenting provides the tangible examples that fit with the mind of a young child and ease the transition into responsibility. Notably, children must comprehend that obedience to parents is at the same time submission and obedience to Allah.

When a child learns obedience within the family unit, this generalizes into other areas of his or her life (in school, with peers, and with other adults). There are many situations in which we all need to listen and obey: student to teacher, worker to supervisor, soldier to commander, and so forth, with Allah as the final authority. Allah says,

[الْبَنَاتِ: ۵۹] ﴿بَنَاتِ يَا الَّذِينَ مَاتَنَّا أَطْعِمْنَاهُو أَطْعِمْنَا الرَّسُولَ وَأَطْعِمْنَا الْأَخَرَ مَنْ كَفَّارٌ فَإِنْ نَسْتَعْنُ فِي شَيْءٍ فَقَرْدُوهُ إِلَى الَّذِينَ يَأْتُونَهُمْ إِلَى الرَّسُولِ زَيْدُ وَالْأَخَرُ ذَلِكَ حَبِيلُ وَأَحْسَنُ﴾

(O you who have believed, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those in authority among you. And if you disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and the Messenger, if you should believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is the best [way] and best in result.) (Qur’an 4: 59)
This principle is necessary for optimal functioning of the society.

Part of the rationale behind this ruling is that parents and other adults have more experience than a child and consequently more wisdom. They have gained more knowledge, undergone more trials and tribulations, and learned from their own mistakes. It is important for children to understand that they have their best interests in mind when making decisions. This will assist the children in understanding the perspective of their parents and will build trust between them. Of course, Allah knows us better than we know our own selves, so He is our ultimate judge in all matters.

Encourage a focus on worthy values and related projects

In this day and age, children spend a significant amount of time in useless and valueless pursuits: watching television, playing computer games, surfing the Internet; the list is endless. In essence, they spend significantly greater amounts of time in the fictional world than they do in the real world. It suddenly becomes frightening when you begin to realize this fact and understand the implications. As parents of Muslim children, we need to focus on worthy values, goals, and projects, and instil the same aspirations in our children.

As we look at the situation of the world today, we see so much oppression, strife, destruction, and complete disregard for the fundamental rights of humans. Many of the victims of this death, devastation, and grief are Muslims. We must recall that it is our obligation to help our brothers, sisters and others who are suffering in the world today. Our Muslim brothers and sisters are calling out desperately for our help, and we must respond. We particularly need to take care of the children whose futures seem so dark and hopeless, and who are dependent upon adults for their needs.
The least that we can do is feel mercy and compassion for them. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «You see the believers as regards their being merciful among themselves and showing love among themselves and being kind, resembling one body so that, if any part of the body is not well then the whole body shares the sleeplessness (insomnia) and fever with it.»⁷ We must make a supplication to Allah each day to relieve their hardship and suffering. We must act and do what is within our abilities to do. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Whoever observes something wrong should change it with his hands. If he is unable to do so, then he should speak against it with his tongue. If he is unable to do even that, then he should at least resent it in his heart — and this is the lowest level of faith.»⁸

Teaching our children

As parents, we not only need to fulfil our own obligation to the community, but we must also teach our children about the importance of worthy values such as charity, altruism, empathy, peace, and justice. Parents will find that feeling sympathy for others comes naturally to children. Children will innately want to help and give to others when they see them in need. We must firstly teach children about the condition of other Muslims and other people in the world. They must know of the injustices, the oppression, the hunger, the poverty, and the anguish. They must realize the true nature of events. We should not protect them from the truth for fear of frightening them or worrying them. They must understand that it is only through Allah’s mercy that they are not in the same situation as their Muslim brother or sister.

We then need to teach our children of the necessity of assisting those in need in any way possible. They must learn the true meaning
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of charity and its status in Islam. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Every small bone of everyone has a charity due upon it for every day upon which the sun rises. Bringing about justice between two is an act of charity. Helping a man get on his mount, lifting him onto it or helping him put his belongings on it, is a charity. A good word is a charity. Every step you take towards the prayer is a charity. And removing a harmful thing from the path is charity.»⁹ The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «Every Muslim has to give in charity. The people asked: O Allah’s Prophet! If someone has nothing to give, what will he do? He said: He should work with his hands and benefit himself and also give in charity (from what he earns). The people further asked: If he cannot do even that? He replied: He should help the needy who appeal for help. Then the people asked: If he cannot do that? He replied: Then he should do all that is good and keep away from all that is evil, and this will be regarded as charitable deeds.»¹⁰

From these hadiths, we understand that charity goes beyond giving money alone and includes any good deed that benefits another human being. Children must learn this fundamental aspect of the religion and incorporate it into their lives from a very early age. Muslims should perform acts of charity on a daily basis and strive to benefit others through these acts. We particularly need to try and reach those who are most in need. Children can collect and save money, clothing, and toys to be sent to those in need. They can participate in fundraising projects and activities to educate others about the suffering in the world. They can write letters and campaign against the injustices and oppression. The list of possibilities is endless. Through this process, the child begins to feel what it means to be a Muslim and to belong to the community. His or her eemân and Islamic personality will be strengthened immeasurably. His or her
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time will be spent in worthy pursuits and endeavours that will bring him or her rewards in this life and in the hereafter.

As time goes on, it becomes a part of the personality of the child to treat others with kindness and concern. S/he begins to realize the many wonderful blessings that s/he has received from Allah and s/he desires to demonstrate his or her gratefulness. In thankfulness to Allah, s/he uses the blessings that s/he has received (ability, wealth, health) to assist and improve those in need. S/he never misses any opportunity to perform an act of kindness because s/he realizes that no matter how much s/he performs, s/he can never match the wonderful blessings that s/he has received from Allah. What more could a parent desire for his or her child?

Teenagers, in particular, are idealists and have a fervent desire to change the world and make it a better place. Parents should encourage these natural desires and assist them in fulfilling their dreams and goals. There are many important causes and so much to be done. The keenness for volunteer work and social activism that a teenager participates in will undoubtedly be carried over into adulthood, so that the effort may continue. The inevitable outcome is the strengthening of the Muslim community and the achievement of its goals.

**Be good role models**

As a starting point, parents must consistently engage in behaviour and speech that exemplifies the true nature of being Muslim. Children derive many of their ideas about roles and values from significant individuals with whom they interact and have close relationships. Of course, the parents would be the main figures in this process as discussed elsewhere. Young people are generally drawn to the values and attitudes of a special person — a parent, an admired teacher, an older sibling, or a famous person — whose ideas and
behaviours the youth admires. Adults should give young people reasons to admire them and strive to be successful role models, mentors, and guides. The values, attitudes, and behaviour that youth learn from these significant others will be integrated into their Islamic personality and identity.

Of course, the greatest role model for the whole Muslim community is Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ). We have his model available to us in writing and it can be brought to life in our own behaviour. We cannot expect our children to live and behave in a certain manner if we are not doing it ourselves. The opportunity to influence children is readily awaiting; we just need to take advantage of it.

Demonstrate and encourage pride in being Muslim

Parents should take the lead in demonstrating pride in the religion of Islam and in being Muslim. Children are very perceptive and can sense the feelings and thoughts of their parents, even if they do not readily show in behaviour. Pride, in this context, is very different from arrogance in that it refers to a sense of dignity and certainty, and a commitment to carry the banner of Islam for the sake of Allah. Muslims should be proud of the gift that they have been given from Allah and should work to spread it wherever they are. Pride, self-respect, and self-esteem are key components of identity and facilitate the stable and consistent sense of who we are and how we fit into society. If self-esteem does not come from being Muslim, a person will attempt to gain it through other means. Children and youth are particularly vulnerable as these aspects develop gradually during those years.

Instil love of Jihad

_Jihad_ is one of the mainstays of Islam that has been abandoned by the majority of the Muslim community. This is one of the causes of
the humiliation of Muslims in our time. The grief and suffering caused by current circumstances is overwhelming. As Muslims, we know that the only viable solution is returning to the Qur’an and the Sunnah. Principles of justice, security, and honour can only be guaranteed fully with the implementation of Allah’s laws on the earth, which deserve the utmost respect and honour. The ultimate goal in the struggle is to establish Islam and Islamic law, which eliminate all forms of oppression completely and give Allah the devotion and adoration that only He deserves.

This is a process that does not come easily, as it requires a great struggle. This struggle, in the Islamic sense, is termed jihad. Jihad is an Arabic term that means to strive, struggle, and work to improve, and it can be applied to any effort exerted by a person. In an Islamic sense, the general meaning of jihad is to strive in the path of Allah or for the cause if Allah. Its goal is to establish the religion of Islam in our hearts, in our homes, in our communities, and in our countries. Allah indicates in the Qur’an,

[The believers are only the ones who have believed in Allah and His Messenger and then doubt not, but strive with their properties and their lives in the cause of Allah. It is those who are the truthful.]

(Qur’an 49: 15)

Jihad means to struggle against injustice, oppression, corruption, tyranny, exploitation, and the denial of basic human rights. It means to fight against sacrilege and blasphemy of Allah, His
Messenger (ﷺ), and His Book. It means to strive against the enemies of Islam, both visible and unseen, for Satan has an army working with him. Allah (ﷻ) says,

أولئك الذين يقاتلون في سبيل الله وآلهة الآلهة كفرءا يقاتلون في سبيل الله الطاغوت فقتيلوا

Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in the cause of false objects of worship. So fight against the allies of Satan. Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been weak.

(Qur'an 4: 76)

Ultimately, jihad is the struggle against Satan and his assistants, who appear in the form of jinn and humans.

Jihad is an essential element in the religion of Islam, and to realize what occurs when it is abandoned means to understand its status; for without jihad, evil will reign. Jihad is so significant that those who perform it are regarded as the best of people. Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri narrated: «Somebody asked: O Allah’s Messenger! Who is the best among the people? Allah’s Messenger replied: A believer who strives his utmost in Allah’s cause with his life and property.»

The Prophet (ﷺ) has described jihad as better than anything in the world. He said: «To go forth in the morning or evening to fight in the path of Allah is better than the whole world and everything in it.» To comprehend the profundness of this statement is to grasp the true nature of sacrifice, fear of Allah, and spirituality in Islam.

Jihad has also been associated with performance of prayers and being kind to parents, two of the fundamentals of the faith. «A man asked the Prophet (ﷺ): What deeds are the best? The Prophet said: To perform the (daily compulsory) prayers at their (early) stated fixed
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times, to be good and dutiful to one’s parents, and to participate in jihad in Allah’s cause.»

In another hadith, its status has been elevated above other acts of worship. «A man said: O Allah’s Messenger! Inform me of an act that is equal to jihad (in Allah’s cause)! Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) said: You cannot (do that act). The man said: Tell me what it is. Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) responded by asking: Can you fast continuously without eating or drinking (at all) and stand continuously in prayer from the time the warriors go out for jihad (till the time they return back home)? The man replied: No. Allah’s Messenger said: That is (the act) which is equal to jihad.»

The Prophet (ﷺ) himself loved jihad and wished for martyrdom. Narrated Abu Hurayrah ( ☦️): «I heard Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) saying: By Him in Whose hands my soul is! Were it not for some men amongst the believers who dislike to be left behind me, and whom I cannot provide with means of conveyance, I would certainly never remain behind any army unit going out for jihad in Allah’s cause. By Him in Whose hands my life is! I would love to be martyred in Allah’s cause and then come back to life and then be martyred and then come back to life again and then be martyred and then come back to life again and then be martyred.»

Few elements of the faith parallel jihad in status and honour. It is an integral component of Islam as it is a struggle for Allah and His religion. The striving is, in actuality, for the human being himself or herself, as this path leads to nearness to Allah, contentment of the soul, and the eventual goal of paradise in the hereafter. For this reason, some of the Companions used to take their children to the battlefield to teach them bravery and to instil in them a desire for
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jihad. These are the messages that we should give to our children regarding the status and importance of jihad.

**Talk to them about the heroes of earlier generations, Islamic battles and victories**

Talking to children about heroes in Islam and about Muslim victories will encourage them to be brave and courageous. This is an important part of being powerful and honourable, and developing a willingness to struggle against evil in all forms of jihad. Children are eager to have role models and they love to hear stories of heroism and bravery. This is particularly true for young boys. Their heroes should be the Companions and warriors who struggled for the sake of Allah. Their battlefields should be those of Islam against disbelief. They should be exposed to stories of brave companions who sacrificed their lives for the sake of Allah, the leaders of Muslim armies at various times throughout history, and the legendary Muslim scholars who struggled against injustice. They should be familiar with the history of Islam, the battles that occurred, and the victories that were achieved through the assistance of Allah.

**Place Islam before ethnicity and nationality**

Two major threats to the development of a Muslim identity are ethnicity and nationality. Allah (ﷻ) actually warns about this several times in the Qur'an. He mentions,

وَإِذَا قِيلَ حَلََّمَ اتِّبَعُوا مَا أُنْزَلَ إِلَيْهِمْ بِنَبِيِّهِ الَّذِي أَنْزَلَهُ عَلَيْهِ لَهُمْ أَسِرَارًا أَوْلُو كَاتِبٍ
[البقرة: 170]

(And when it is said to them: Follow what Allah has revealed, they say: Rather, we will follow that which we found our fathers doing. Even though their fathers understood nothing, nor were they guided?)

(Qur'an 2: 170)
This has happened throughout history and it continues to this day. Many Muslims today place greater emphasis on their cultural traditions and nationality than they do on Islamic values and practices. This means that their national and ethnic identities are much stronger than their Islamic identity. Evidence of this is shown in the fact that mosques are often divided along ethnic or national lines and social groups are formed based upon these factors. A more frightening occurrence is to see people reject a matter in the Qur'an or the Hadith on some aspect because their family has "always done it another way" and they do not want to change. Often, the culture and traditions of the ethnic group are confused with Islam. Practices that are purely cultural may be attributed to Islam and vice versa.

Children should be taught that Muslim identity and Islam come before all else. Muslims are brothers and sisters to one another regardless of race, ethnicity, or nationality; and there is no superiority of one over the other in any of these. They must also understand that there is nothing more important than being a Muslim. There is grave danger in placing ethnicity or nationality above Islam as it may actually lead to various forms of misguidance and shirk. Of course, there is also the danger of the dominant culture for those living in the West. Although Islam accepts and recognizes the value and beauty of the variety of cultures, traditions, and languages, religion should be given priority when it comes to relevant matters.
Chapter 13
Enhancing the Islamic Personality and Building Self-Esteem

« ﷺllah will show no mercy to those who do not show mercy to others.»¹

There are additional steps that can be taken to enhance the Islamic personality and identity of children as well as build strong self-esteem and confidence. These suggestions are discussed below with an emphasis on self-esteem.

Definitions of self-concept and self-esteem

Self-concept is a mental image of one’s self. It is comprised of terms that a person uses to describe himself or herself. Such terms may include outgoing, shy, curious, brave, intelligent, and so forth.

Self-esteem is the evaluation of information contained in a person’s self-concept. It is considered to be the level of confidence and satisfaction in one’s self. A person with high self-esteem feels confident and pleased with his or her concept or idea of himself or herself.

Importance of self-esteem

Research has found that children who are morally and spiritually conscious develop a sense of their own self-worth. Parents can assist children in developing an Islamic personality and high self-esteem. Self-esteem is an important factor in social and emotional

¹ See the full hadith cited below.
adjustment. Children with high self-esteem are more capable of making good decisions, are proud of their accomplishments, are willing to take responsibility, and act independently. They are better able to cope with stressful situations and are enthusiastic about challenges. They also have the ability to handle positive and negative emotions and are more socially competent.

Building self-esteem

Nurture the special gifts from Allah

Each child is born with unique personality traits, temperaments, skills, abilities, and special gifts from Allah. These gifts were given to a child for a purpose. They should be nurtured and allowed to develop to their fullest capacity. Children should be taught to dedicate their talents and resources to Allah’s service. This gives value, purpose and direction in life. Parents play an important role in this regard. They first need to determine the special characteristics and gifts of each child and then find ways to enhance them. If a child’s natural abilities are not allowed to grow, this may negatively affect self-esteem.

Love your children abundantly

Parents should show their children how much they care for and love them. They should tell their children on a regular basis that they love them. Children should also be treated with respect and courtesy since actions often speak louder than words. Physical contact is essential, including such things as hugs, kisses, strokes, pats on the back. An important aspect also is that parents should spend time with their children whenever possible. This may involve playing games, talking, taking a walk, praying and reading the Qur’an together, going to the mosque, or sharing other favourite activities. A sense of humour also goes a long way in dealing with many situations and for strengthening the parent-child relationship.
In the example of Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ), we find someone who was always kind, respectful, and affectionate toward children. The Prophet (ﷺ) loved children a great deal. He would offer greetings to children when he met them in the street and he would play and joke with them. He would allow his grandsons, Al-Ḥasan and Al-Ḥusayn, to ride on his shoulders and would hug and kiss them openly. Ya‘lā ibn Murrah mentioned: «We went out with the Prophet (ﷺ) and we were called to eat, when we saw Ḥusayn playing in the street. The Prophet rushed ahead of the people, holding out his arms, and the child was running here and there; the Prophet was laughing with him until he caught him, then he put one of the child’s hands under his chin and the other on top of his head, and embraced him.»

The Prophet (ﷺ) used physical affection toward all children. Usâmah ibn Zayd said: «Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) used to put me on (one of) his thighs and put Al-Ḥasan ibn ‘Ali on his other thigh, and then embrace us and say: O Allah! Please be merciful to them, as I am merciful to them.» Yoosuf ibn ‘Abd as-Salâm said: «The Prophet of Allah named me Yoosuf, sat me on his knee, and stroked my head.»

In a well-known hadith, Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) narrated that «The Prophet of Allah (ﷺ) kissed Al-Ḥasan ibn ‘Ali while Aqra‘ ibn Ḥâbis was sitting nearby. Aqra‘ said: I have ten children and have never kissed any of them. The Prophet looked at him and said: Those who show no mercy will be shown no mercy.» ‘A’ishah (ﷺ — May Allah be pleased with her) also reported that «A Bedouin came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and said: You (people) kiss your children! We don’t kiss ours. The Prophet said: I cannot put mercy in your heart after Allah has removed it.»
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Communicate with your children

In the US, the average American child spends 1,680 minutes per week in front of a machine (TV) and only 38.5 minutes in a meaningful conversation with his or her parents. Some young people spend more time on the computer communicating with people halfway around the world than they spend talking with their parents in the next room. It is very important that parents communicate with their children EVERY DAY, not only for self-esteem enhancement, but for many other reasons as well.

It is very difficult to build a relationship with any human being without frequent communication. Communication is what relationships are based upon. This is definitely true for the parent-child relationship as well. We cannot expect to have an influence upon our children unless we have regular contact with them. This is particularly true as the child gets older and begins to understand more about the world. If the lines of communication are open, it is more likely that s/he will come to his or her parents to find answers to important questions that come up in life. This offers unique opportunities for parents to share their beliefs and values in a direct and real way. Without a history of open communication, this may never happen. A line of communication is also essential for effective discipline.

The most critical element for effective communication is listening (really listening). This means giving your child undivided attention, putting aside your feelings and opinions for a moment, and trying to understand those of your child. His or her ideas, emotions, and feelings should be taken seriously. Parents should show their children that what they do is important by talking with them about their activities and interests. At times, it may be necessary to express values and beliefs, but this should be done in a calm manner and accompanied with a rationale. Problems should be discussed without placing blame or commenting on a child’s character.
Praise them for good behaviour

Children respond well to praise and positive attention and this can go a long way in preventing problem behaviours and reducing them once they occur. The use of such phrases or remarks also builds self-esteem. Examples include, “Thank you for helping”, “That was an excellent idea!”, “You are terrific!”, “What a nice job!”, “Mâ shâ’ Allâh!”, and “Allah will be pleased with you”. Praise, recognition, special privileges, or increased responsibility may be given for accomplishments and successes. Hugs and kisses may be used as rewards as well.

Praise and kindness are much more effective as forms of discipline than harshness and physical punishment. In effect, they act as preventive tools. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «When Allah wills some good towards the people of a household, He introduces kindness among them.» The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «Allah loves kindness and rewards it in such a way that he does not reward for harshness or for anything else.» Children who are treated with respect and kindness respond more easily and quickly to the disciplinary efforts of parents. This prevents many arguments and confrontations.

Give them praise and respect in front of others

«Sahl ibn Sa’d said that the Prophet (ﷺ) was brought a cup and he drank from it. There was a boy, the youngest of all the people, on his right and some elders on his left. He (ﷺ) asked: Child, will you allow me to give this to these elders? The boy replied: I will not give away my share of your blessings to anyone, O Messenger of Allah. So he (ﷺ) gave the cup to the boy.»

7 mâ shâ’ Allâh: lit. ‘[It is] what Allah wanted’; an expression of appreciation for something someone has done
8 Ahmad in Saheeh al-Jami’
9 Muslim
10 Bukhari; The reason that the Prophet (bphu) asked the boy his permission is=
This hadith provides a unique and valuable example of respect for children. It is likely that most adults in that same situation would ignore the child or ask him or her to go away so as not to bother the grown-ups. It seems odd that some parents show a great deal of respect to perfect strangers but fall short when it comes to their own children. The Prophet (ﷺ) demonstrated the proper manner of dealing with such a situation. Children are human beings and they deserve the same level of respect as any other human being. It is important to respect and admire our children at all times, particularly in front of other people. This sends a very powerful message that a parent values his or her children and considers them to be a worthy member of the community. The Prophet (ﷺ) often included young children and youth in study circles with other Companions. These types of experiences are invaluable for character development and lead to a smooth transition into adulthood and the responsibilities of life.

**Avoid humiliating or shaming them**

Parents should avoid humiliating or shaming children, particularly in the presence of others. Their ideas should not be belittled nor should they be ridiculed or ostracized. Anas narrated: «I served the Prophet (ﷺ) for ten years, and he never said to me, ‘Uff,’ and never blamed me by saying: Why did you do that or why didn’t you do that?»¹¹ This is another compelling illustration of kind treatment toward children: ten years and not one instance of impatience or negative commentary. Some parents are with their children for five minutes and find some way to blame them for every bad thing that happened that day.

---

¹¹ Bukhari
Humiliation, shame, and ridicule only serve to harm a child’s personality and well-being. In essence, they have the opposite effect of praise and kindness. They lead to a decrease in self-esteem and self-confidence and, in severe cases, a disturbed personality and behaviour problems. We can imagine how we feel when someone gives us a negative comment or humiliates us in some way. It can be hurtful and embarrassing. Children feel the same way and, due to the fact that their personalities and characters are developing, they are much more vulnerable than adults. As a result, they are more likely to suffer from the harmful effects of such actions and carry these effects with them for longer periods of time. Parents should constantly be aware of the sensitive nature of children and their unique vulnerability.

**Consult them and ask for their opinions**

Consulting children about certain matters helps them to feel grown-up, responsible, and trustworthy. They feel that their opinions are valued when they are asked to express their point of view. It also strengthens their sense of belonging and responsibility toward the family unit. The amount and type of consultation that is done depends, of course, on the age and developmental level of each child. As children reach the teenage years, it becomes even more important to involve them in family discussions. This approach enhances the skills that will be invaluable for them in adult life, such as communication skills, problem-solving, decision-making, compromise, and so forth.

It would be advisable to arrange and conduct family meetings to discuss issues related to the family and its members. A family meeting is basically a structured discussion time that typically is scheduled on a regular basis and involves all members of a family. It provides a forum for making group decisions, assigning responsibilities, sharing positive feelings, and choosing activities
for family fun. Problems that family members are facing may be discussed along with possible solutions. These meetings will assist in establishing strong ties, interaction, and cooperation amongst family members. It should be clear, however, that with any form of consultation or family meetings the final authority and decision-making rests with the parents due to their position within the family.

**Foster responsibility and independence**

Children should be given responsibilities according to their age and abilities. This provides training for the development of conscientious, trustworthy, and independent behaviour. As young adults, they will eventually need to make their own important decisions in their lives. With appropriate experience, they are provided with opportunities to learn and develop essential decision-making and problem-solving skills. They should then be encouraged to apply these skills on a regular basis. As children get older, they should gradually be allowed more freedom and control over their lives, within suitable limits. Parents should continue to provide support when necessary. The development of responsibility and independence is key to anyone's self-confidence and high self-esteem. Such a child will feel valued, appreciated, and competent. This, in turn, will increase the level of trust between a parent and child and enhance the parent-child relationship, which is so vital in achieving the goals that have been set.
PART FOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The environment surrounding children may also have an impact upon their spiritual development. This influence is often subtle, but nonetheless can be quite significant. This is particularly true as the child matures and moves from childhood into adolescence and early adulthood. The general understanding in the field of development is that as a child develops, the influence of parents tends to diminish (although it never ends) and the role of peers and the community becomes more significant. It is a gradual process, which of course will vary from person to person. The good news is that in most cases, youth tend to eventually integrate the morals and values of their parents, even if they spend a period of time ‘testing the limits’. Regardless of this encouraging fact, it is important to monitor the home environment itself; the peer environment (their friends, their activities, and so forth); and the community environment, to ensure the most spiritually enriching experiences for your child.
Chapter 14
The Home Environment

Home is a sanctuary and a blessing from Allah. Allah (ﷻ) mentions:

[النحل :۸۰]

آوَلَّادُكُمْ لَنَكُمْ مِنْ بَنِوَاتٍ سَكَّانًا...

(And Allah has made for you from your homes a place of rest...)

(Qur'an 16: 80)

It is the peaceful haven to which people retreat from the hardships of this life. Shelter, protection, privacy and enjoyment are found within this enclosure.

Home is also the base for developing and nurturing children with eemân. Children acquire most of their values, beliefs, and behaviours from interactions within this environment. Understanding the responsibility and influence of parenting, parents should ensure that the home offers an environment in which eemân may grow and flourish. This can be accomplished by following a few useful guidelines, centred around instituting that which is good and beneficial and removing that which causes evil or harm.

Create an environment of eemân within the home

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The comparison between a home in which Allah is remembered and a home in which Allah is not remembered is like comparing the living and the dead.»¹ The home must be a place where Allah is remembered throughout the day

¹ Muslim
through prayer, reading the Qur'an, remembrance of Allah, supplication, discussion of Islamic topics, reading Islamic books, and so on. These are things that should occur on a consistent basis so that the angels will enter the home and bring Allah's blessings.

Reading the Qur'an should be a regular activity of the members of the household. It is particularly beneficial to recite Soorat al-Baqarah (Chapter Two of the Qur'an — The Cow) on a regular basis to protect the home from the workings of Satan. Allah's Messenger (ﷺ) said: «Do not make your houses into graves. Satan flees from a house in which Soorat al-Baqarah is recited.»

2 The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «Recite Soorat al-Baqarah in your homes, for Satan does not enter a home in which Soorat al-Baqarah is recited.»

3 The last two verses of this chapter contain special virtues. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Allah wrote a document two thousand years before He created the heavens and the earth, which is kept near the Throne, and He revealed two verses of it with which He concluded Soorat al-Baqarah. If they are recited in a house for three consecutive nights, Satan will not approach it.»

Establish prayer within the home

Prayer should be established within the home at its required time, and members of the family should pray in congregation when several are present. Establishment of prayer means not only to fulfil the prayer, but to complete it on time and with humbleness. The family may also designate a specific area for prayer and maintain its uniqueness and cleanliness. For women, it is better to pray each prayer within the home. For men, it is recommended to pray voluntary prayers at home before or after having prayed obligatory prayers in
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the mosque. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «The voluntary prayer in the home is better than the voluntary prayer with the people. It is like the obligatory prayer of the man in congregation being better than praying the obligatory by himself.»⁵ The Prophet (ﷺ) also said: «When any one of you observes prayer in the mosque he should reserve a part of his prayer for his home, for Allah would make the prayer as a means of betterment in his home.»⁶ This is to ensure that homes are made places of worship just as the mosques.

In one story related to this issue, «‘Utbân ibn Mâlik (ﷺ), one of the Companions of the Prophet came to the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) and said: I am losing my eyesight, and I lead my people in prayer. When it rains, the riverbed between me and them gets flooded and I cannot get to their mosque to lead them in prayer. O Messenger of Allah, I would like you to come and pray in my house so that I can take it as a place of prayer. The Messenger of Allah said: I will do that, inshâ’ Allâh.⁷ ‘Utbân said: The next day the Messenger of Allah and Abu Bakr came in the morning. The Messenger of Allah asked permission to enter, and I gave him permission. He did not sit down until he entered the house, then he said: Where would you like me to pray in your house? I showed him a corner of the house, then the Messenger of Allah stood up, said: Allâhu akbar; we stood in a row behind him, and he prayed two units of prayer and gave the tasleem⁸ at the end of the prayer.»⁹

The members of the household should encourage and remind one another regarding the prayer. ‘Â’ishah (ﷺ) said: «The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) used to pray at night, and when he prayed

---

⁵ Ṣaḥeeh al-Jâmi‘
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⁷ inshâ’ Allâh: God willing
⁸ tasleem(ah): the act of saying as-salâmu ‘alaykum wa rahmat Allâh to end the prayer
⁹ Bukhâri
witr\textsuperscript{10} he would say: Get up and pray witr, ‘Â’ishah.\textsuperscript{11} The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «May Allah have mercy on a man who gets up at night and prays, then he wakes up his wife to pray, and if she refuses he throws water in her face.»\textsuperscript{12} These principles can also be applied to children, particularly as they reach the age of learning their prayers.

**Make teaching and learning ongoing activities**

Teaching and learning should be ongoing activities in every Muslim household. Attaining knowledge regarding the religion is incumbent upon all members of the family and is the basis upon which eemân will flourish. The head of the household has the primary responsibility to ensure that he is guiding his family to the correct path, enjoining them to do what is good and right, and forbidding them from wrongdoing. Both father and mother work together to teach the children correct Islamic ‘aqeedah, the pillars of Islam, the pillars of eemân, what Allah has enjoined, what He has prohibited, and Qur’anic memorization. A study circle should be established within the home that covers these various topics, and from which all family members will benefit. Children should especially be encouraged to participate since this will establish a pattern for them that will be carried throughout their lifetimes. As they become older, they may even be requested to prepare topics for presentation. Other sources of learning may be scholarly lectures, recitation of the Qur’an, or Islamic stories and information on radio, audiotapes, video, or via the Internet. The possibilities for acquiring knowledge are endless.

\textsuperscript{10} witr: lit. an odd number: a single unit of superogatory prayer, to be prayed any time after the evening (‘ishâ’) prayer and before the call for the dawn prayer

\textsuperscript{11} Muslim

\textsuperscript{12} Aḥmad and Abu Dâwood in Saheeh al-Jâmi‘
Maintain an Islamic library

Each home should have its own small Islamic library. This may include such things as books, cassette tapes, CDs, and videos. It is important to choose accurate and reliable material that adheres to the Sunnah. There should be a variety of materials to cover the needs of all age levels and languages of those in the home. Arabic material is definitely a must since everyone in the family should either know or be learning to read the language of the Qur'an. Books should cover a variety of topics, be properly organized, and be easily accessible. Audiotapes and CDs may include Qur'anic recitation, lectures, children's tapes containing supplications, reminders of Islamic manners, and religious songs with no musical instruments. Family members should encourage one another to use these materials on a regular basis, and they should be shared with other Muslim families who may be in need of them.

Know the supplications and Islamic rulings that pertain to houses

Members of the household should remember Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty, and say “bismillâh (In the name of Allah)” when entering the home. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «When any one of you enters his home and mentions the name of Allah when he enters and when he eats, Satan says: You have no place to stay and nothing to eat here. If he enters and does not mention the name of Allah when he enters, Satan says: You have a place to stay. If he does not mention the name of Allah when he eats, Satan says: You have a place to stay and something to eat.»¹³ The specific supplication for entering the home is the following: «In the name of Allah we enter and in the name of Allah we leave, and in our Lord we place our trust.

¹³ Muslim and Ahmad
[Bismillâhi walajnâ, wa bismillâhi kharajnâ, wa ‘alâ Rabbinâ
tawakkalnâ.]»

There is also supplication when leaving the home. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «If a person goes out of his house and says: In the name of Allah, I put my trust in Allah, there is no help and no strength except in Allah [Bismillâhi, tawakkaltu ‘alâ Allâh, wa là ĥawla wa là quwwata illâ billâh], it will be said to him: This will take care of you, you are guided, you have what you need and you are protected. Satan will stay away from him, and another devil will say to him: What can you do with a person who is guided, provided for and protected?»

Some of the Islamic rulings regarding homes include guarding the secrets of the home, seeking permission to enter, not looking into other people's homes, and not allowing children to enter the parent’s bedroom during certain times of the day. Regarding seeking permission to enter, Allah (ﷻ) informs us,

بِسْمِ اللَّهِ رَحْمَتُهُ وَبِкَارَمَهُ حَيَّاَن تَسَأَّلُوا وَتَسْتَجِيبُوا عَلَى أَهْلِهِمَا ذَلِكَ مَنْ خَرَّ لَكُمْ لَبَّكُمْ لَدَكُمْ تَدَخُّلُوا فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ لَا يُحِولُ بَيْنَ أَنفَقَهُ وَأَنفَقَهُ فَأَنفَقَهُ وَهُوَ أَدْرَكَ لَكُمْ وَاللهُ يَا تَمْلِكُو...[28-27]

النور: 27

Ο you who have believed, do not enter houses other than your own houses until you ascertain welcome and greet their inhabitants. That is best for you; perhaps you will be reminded. And if you do not find anyone therein, do not enter them until permission has been given you. And if it is said to you: Go back, then go back; it is purer for you. And Allah is Knowing of what you do.» *Qur’an* 24: 27-28
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14 Abu Dâwood, mentioned in Qahtâni’s *Fortress of the Muslim*, p. 19

15 Abu Dâwood and At-Tirmidhi in *Saheeh al-Jâmi’*
It is prohibited to look into the homes of other people without their permission. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «If someone looks into a person’s house without their permission, put his eye out, and there is no compensation payment or legal retribution in this case.»¹⁶ In another hadith, it is narrated: «A man peeped through a hole in the door of the Messenger’s house, and at that time, the Messenger had an iron comb with which he was combing his hair. So when the Messenger saw him, he said (to him): If I had been sure that you were looking at me (through the door), I would have poked your eye with this (sharp iron comb). The Prophet added: Asking for permission to enter has been made obligatory so that one may not look unlawfully (at what there is in the house without the permission of its inhabitants).»¹⁷

Children should be informed that there are certain times of the day that they must seek permission to enter their parents’ bedroom. These times are before the dawn prayer, at nap time, and after the evening prayer. Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

⁸٥ بِسْمِ اللَّهِ رَحْمَاتُ اللَّهِ لِلْأَكْبَرِ ۚ وَاللَّهُ عَلَى مَا كَانُوا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁸٦ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁸٧ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁸٨ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁸٩ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٠ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹١ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٢ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٣ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹⁴ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٥ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٦ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٧ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٨ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

⁹٩ أَوْلَئِكَ بَشَراً فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغَيْرُ مَا يَفْعَلُونَ

"O you who have believed, let those whom your right hands possess and those who have not [yet] reached puberty among you ask permission of you [before entering] at three times: before the dawn prayer, when you put aside your clothing [for rest] at noon, and after the night prayer. [These are] three times of privacy for you. There is no blame upon you nor upon them beyond these [periods], for they

¹⁶ Ahmad in Ṣaḥeeḥ al-Jāmi‘
¹⁷ Bukhari
circulate continually among you — some of you, among others. Thus does Allah make clear to you the verses [His ordinances]; and Allah is Knowing and Wise. (Qur'an 24: 58)

The privacy of personal affairs is highly respected in Islam as reflected in the above rulings. Care should be taken to preserve this virtue within the home. In addition, when visitors are present, men and women should sit in separate areas. There should be no mixing of men and women, since this can lead to temptation and uncomfortable or awkward situations. This should be applied regardless of whether the visitors are Muslims or non-Muslims. The rules are for your home and they should be respected by those who enter.

Invite righteous and knowledgeable people to the home

Allah (ﷻ) mentions,

زِبَتَ أَثْفَرُ لِي وَلَدَيْنِ وَلَسْنَ دَخَلْنَا بِئْسَ مُؤَمِّنًا وِلَمْ نَؤْمَنِنَّ وَلَمْ نَسْجُدَنَّ...[شرح]
(My Lord, forgive me and my parents and whoever enters my house as a believer, and the believing men and believing women...)

(Qur'an 71: 28)

Righteous people who enter your home will bring many benefits due to their presence and to conversations with them. They are more likely to discuss useful topics and may be excellent sources of information and knowledge. We should always pray that Allah will bless us with righteous friends, since they can have such positive effects on us. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Keep company with a believer only, and let your food be eaten only by the righteous.»
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Remove negative influences from the home

Negative influences should be removed from the home, including television, unlawful music, dogs, statues, and pictures of animate beings. Each of these is discussed in more detail below.

Television

Television is a standard appliance in many Muslim homes. It is also the one thing that parents will never regret having thrown out. While some people argue that television has advantages, for example, educational programs, its dangers far outweigh any benefits that may be possible. To more effectively create a home environment filled with eemân, it is strongly encouraged to eliminate this major source of distraction. If this is not possible, then strict monitoring of programming must be applied. More information related to this issue is provided at the end of this chapter.

Unlawful music

Unlawful music should also be prohibited within the home. This includes songs with musical instruments and lyrics that provoke temptation and performance of forbidden actions. Allah mentions,

وَمِنْ أَنَاسٍ مِّنْ بَشَرٍ لَّهُوَ الْحَكِيمُ لَيْسَ عَنْ سَبِيلِ اللهِ يَتَّبِعُ عَلَيْهِ وَيَتَخَذَّهَا

[Al-Qur'an 36: 38]

(And among people is he who buys the amusement of speech to mislead [others] from the way of Allah without knowledge and who takes it [Allah’s way] in ridicule. Those will have a humiliating punishment.)

(Qur'an 31: 6)

The explanation for “amusement of speech” is that which has no benefit, including misleading stories and frivolous songs or music. In general, it includes all that distracts or diverts one from the Qur’an and the remembrance of Allah.
It is permissible, however, to listen to Islamic songs that include wisdom, exhortation, encouragement to do good, and promotion of noble attitudes and characteristics. This is particularly true if the songs revive Islamic thoughts and feelings, and motivate the listener to obey Allah by living within the framework of Islamic Law, to avoid transgressing the limits set by Allah, and to strive in jihad for His sake. The most appropriate times for Islamic songs include during Eid,\(^\text{19}\) weddings, when travelling for jihad, or when feeling bored and in need of something to revive spirits. This should not be regarded as something that must be adhered to or a habit engaged in on a continual basis.

**Pictures, statues, and dogs**

A Muslim home should be free of pictures with animate beings, statues, and dogs, so that angels will enter. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Angels (of mercy) do not enter a house wherein there is a dog or an image of a living creature (a human being or an animal).»\(^\text{20}\) This ruling for pictures applies to images of animate beings, while inanimate objects are allowed. The reason for the prohibition is that picture-making involves imitating the creative act of Allah. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said: «The people who will receive the severest punishment on the Day of Resurrection will be those who try to make likenesses of Allah’s creations.»\(^\text{21}\) He also said: «Those who make these pictures will be punished on the Day of Resurrection, and it will be said to them: Bring to life what you have created.»\(^\text{22}\) Since picture-making of animate beings is prohibited, it is also forbidden to buy, sell, or display them. The same ruling obviously applies to
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19 Eid (‘eed): lit. festival; the two celebrations: one at the end of Ramadan and the other at the culmination of the Hajj
20 Bukhari
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Statues of animate beings. Some scholars also conclude that photographs of humans or animals are prohibited as well.

Dogs are forbidden inside the home due to issues of cleanliness. This is evident in the hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ) who said: «If a dog drinks from your vessel, wash it seven times.»

In addition to hindering the angels from entering the home, the presence of a dog also lessens a person's rewards. The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «If somebody keeps a dog, he loses one of the rewards of his good deeds every day, except if he keeps it for the purpose of agriculture or for the protection of livestock.» Dogs are allowed to be kept outside the home when they are used for agricultural purposes such as guarding livestock, and according to the Qur’an (5: 4), they are also permitted to be kept for hunting.

Ensure that physical aspects are conducive to fulfilling religious obligations

It is preferable for the home to be close to a mosque so that it will be easier for men to attend the prayers in congregation and for all family members to visit the mosque for lectures, study groups, and social gatherings. In order to obtain the benefits of community, it is also advisable to find an area where other Muslims live. One should definitely be careful about close neighbours and avoid those who are obviously engaged in immoral activity. When choosing a house or apartment, consideration should be made regarding privacy and the availability of separate sitting areas for men and women. Additionally, although most scholars agree that it is permissible to face the qibla while relieving oneself inside buildings or places where there is a screen between oneself and the Ka‘bah, it is best to ensure that toilets are situated in such a way as to avoid facing the direction of
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the qibla. The house should be spacious and fulfil safety and health requirements.

**Some notes regarding television**

Research has found that children spend an average of three to four hours watching television each day. In a 65-year lifespan, that means s/he will have spent nine of those years in front of a box. With these statistics, we realize that children spend significant amounts of time in the fictional world, engaging with this virtual world often more than they do in the real world. It suddenly becomes worrisome when you begin to realize this fact and understand the implications. Television viewing is harmful to the intellectual, psychological, and social development of children. Even more frightening is that children may be harming their souls at a very young age; often never to recover their purity and wholesomeness again.

**Dangers to intellectual, psychological, and social development**

When a child is born, s/he possesses all of the brain cells (or neurons) that s/he will have for his or her lifetime, although these cells are not yet fully developed. This progression occurs early in life through interaction with others, stimulation from the outside world, and the love and care of a parent. Television has actually been found to be harmful for the process, not allowing the brain to complete its full development. This is because television viewing is a passive activity, not an active one. The American Academy of Pediatrics has itself provided a warning that children under two years of age should not be allowed to watch any television, primarily for this reason. Much of the development occurs early in childhood, but it does continue into adolescence, so this applies to children of all ages.
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Watching television also means that a child is not doing something else. Reading, interacting, and experiencing are important for a child’s learning. When a child watches television, s/he is obviously not engaged in these activities. S/he is not actively using his or her abilities, not being creative, not socializing, not playing, and not reading and memorizing the Qur’an. So much time is wasted in a useless activity. This means that s/he may not reach his or her full potential in these critical areas. This may also have a negative impact on schoolwork and functioning in school. Children who are the most successful academically have been found to spend most of their time engaged in fulfilling and constructive activities. Television was not included on that list. We need to teach our children that positive and constructive use of time is very important and is actually a part of being Muslim.

Dangers for the soul

The dangers of television for the soul are many. The most obvious is the diversion from worship and remembrance of Allah. Through its entrance into the mind and heart of the child, television has the capability to cause serious damage to the soul. A person who watches a great deal of television is less likely to pray on time (if at all) or to join the congregational prayer. Staying up late for viewing causes the person to miss the dawn prayer. There is little time for reading of Qur’an, and so on. Imagine the outcome in the hereafter for a person who spent nine years of his or her life in front of television versus the one who spent those nine years in worship, reading the Qur’an, and acquiring Islamic knowledge — an amazing difference.

In addition to the time that is lost to meaningless pursuits, there is also exposure to countless un-Islamic values and practices. Most of these are very obvious, while others are more subtle. Some of the more obvious include social mixing between males and females, inappropriate dress, aggressive and unacceptable social behaviour,
lack of respect for authority, celebrating of non-Muslim holidays, and so on. It would be useful to recall that television programming is prepared mainly by non-Muslims. That means that the values and morals that are displayed are usually far from those that a Muslim family should have.

For children, the real threat lies in the fact that these values begin to be internalized and become a part of the personality structure. Children begin to assimilate and integrate material that they are presented into their thinking patterns and view of life. They often accept new information without question because they have not yet acquired the critical thinking skills of an adult. This means that what they see on television (and from adults around them), they come to accept and believe as truth and reality. Young children, in particular, have a difficult time separating fantasy from reality, so they perceive what they view to be real and good. Through a process of desensitization, the behaviours that are displayed come to be perceived as normal and acceptable.

In addition, television is probably one of the most influential ‘modelling’ tools available. Children imitate what they see from others around them and from the media. This means that they not only integrate the material into their thinking patterns, but that they also begin to act it out in their behaviour. Research has found, for example, that children who watch aggressive models on television tend to be more aggressive themselves. The reversal of this process is inevitably very challenging and difficult. The most effective method for dealing with this type of threat is to avoid exposure as much as possible from the beginning.

Another danger of television is the concept of materialism, the foundation of many industrialized societies. Materialism is the belief that pleasure and material aspects are the most important values and goals in life, taking priority over spiritual principles or objectives. The aim of most mass media organizations is to entice the general
population to spend as much money as possible in order to make a very small group of people wealthy (or wealthier). Television programs are put together with the conscious attitude of promoting a consumer society; and this is exactly what happens through television advertising. Children become concerned about getting the latest and ‘hottest’ commodities and products, which leads to a lack of concern about those less fortunate, and about higher values and goals. As Muslims, we need to be cautious about the trap of materialism, especially in countries with high material standards of living, and we must teach our children that which far exceeds wealth in terms of rewards and benefits.

Exposure to various forms of disbelief and polytheism is the most perilous aspect of television viewing. When one begins to analyze the material available to children these days, it becomes clear that much of it includes outright polytheism, while others have more hidden forms of disbelief and polytheism. We see human or “superhuman” beings given strength, control and power that belongs to Allah alone. Whether it involves fighting wicked forces or ridding the world of evil, these beings are most often ascribed abilities that were never given to them by Allah and are for Allah alone. (Of course, most of the characters are fictional, anyway.) This power often means controlling the whole world, and there is no mention of a Greater Being in the whole process. Oftentimes there is use or mention of magic, which is a form of disbelief and polytheism.

When children are exposed to these ideas on a constant basis, they begin to believe that 1) they can rely upon other forces or beings to get what they want in life, 2) there are forces as powerful as Allah, or 3) there is no God. In many ways, a form of worship of these beings or forces takes place, especially in connection with the materialistic aspect.
Chapter 15
The Peer Environment

(And keep yourself patient [by being] with those who call upon their Lord in the morning and the evening, seeking His countenance. And let not your eyes pass beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life, and do not obey one whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance and who follows his desire and whose affair is ever [in] neglect.)

(Qur'an 18: 28)

The role of peers

Between the ages of six and twelve, children typically spend approximately 40 percent of their waking hours in the company of peers—children of their own age and status. This is twice the amount of time they spent with peers during the preschool years, and it is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in time spent with parents. As children enter adolescence, peer interaction increases even more. On the average, teenagers spend twice as much time with their peers outside of school as they do with their parents or other adults. This is part of the natural, social transition into adulthood.

Related to the amount of time spent with peers is the influence that peers have on a child or adolescent. This influence functions in many ways, and it is commonly termed ‘peer pressure’. Children and teens may feel pressured by their peers to think and act in similar ways. By the teenage years, they may be more concerned about the
opinion of friends than that of parents or elders. This social influence is a mutual process. Children and adolescents are not only influenced by their peers, but at the same time influence them as well. They also tend to choose friends who are like themselves. The good news is that most adolescents report that they are more likely to go along with peer pressure that is pro-social than with pressure to misbehave.

The increasing time spent with peers alters parent-child relations. As the parenting role begins to diminish, the influence of peers becomes more significant. However, while the influence of parents decreases, most adolescents continue to share their parents’ values. Parents also continue to exert an important influence on their children’s development throughout adolescence.

Choosing righteous friends

Parents should make every effort to help their children develop friendships with sincere and righteous Muslim peers. Friends should be chosen who believe in and abide by the principles of Islam and who give proper respect to what Allah and Prophet Muhammad (ิน) have ordered. They should avoid those peers that are not well-mannered or do not give due attention to their religion and to what pleases or displeases Allah.

The Prophet (ن) said: «A person inevitably follows the faith of his friends; therefore, be careful in choosing your friends.»¹ The Prophet (ن) warned that care should be taken in choosing friends and peer groups, since they will have a strong influence on the individual and his or her character. This is precisely what social and psychological research has discovered, as discussed above. This is important, since befriending righteous and virtuous Muslims is an essential means for staying on the straight path.

¹ A reliable hadith narrated by Abu Dâwood and At-Tirmidhi
In another hadith, Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) said: «The analogy of a good companion and a bad companion is like that of the seller of musk, and the one who blows the blacksmith’s bellows. As for the seller of musk, either he will grant you some, or you buy some from him, or at least you enjoy a pleasant smell from him. As for the one who blows the blacksmith’s bellows, either he will burn your clothes or you will get an offensive smell from him.»

In this hadith, the Prophet (ﷺ) compared a good companion to a seller of musk and alluded to the virtue of having companions who are good and who have gracious manners, piety, and knowledge. Those types of friends will confer upon others their virtuous ways. Keeping good company with those who are pious results in the attainment of beneficial knowledge, good manners, and righteous actions. The Prophet (ﷺ) also forbade us to sit with those who do evil and commit many sins, and likened them to one who blows the blacksmith’s bellows. Keeping company with the wicked prevents one from gaining knowledge, good manners, and righteous actions. At times, a Muslim is encouraged by his or her friends to do wrong and to forget his or her duties. S/he may, for example, feel ashamed to leave his or her friends to perform ablution and prayer. In this way, his or her friends cause him or her to deviate from the straight path.

On the Day of Resurrection, the disbelievers will regret having taken evil ones as friends. Allah (ﷻ) describes in the Qur’an:

وَكَمْ نَزَلَتْ مِنْ آيَاتِنَا عَلَى الَّذِينَ يَذْرِيُّونَ الْخَبَّةَ عَلَى النَّاسِ مَعَ الرَّسُولِ سَيِّدًاٰ بَنْوَيْلَةَ لِيَنْبِئُنَّ آخَرَ الْيَوْمِ أَنْ أَتَّجَهُ فَلَنَّا خَيْلًا لَّقَدْ أَضْلَلْتُ لِعَنْ آخَرِ الْيَوْمِ بَعْدَ إِذِ جَاءَتْهُمُ الْيَتِينُ لِلَّذِينَ خَذَلُواُ [(القرآن) 29:27] And the Day the wrongdoer will bite on his hands [in regret] and he will say: Oh, I wish I had taken with the Messenger a way. Oh, woe
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to me! I wish I had not taken that one [the person who misguided him] as a friend. He led me away from the remembrance after it had come to me. And ever is Satan, to people, a deserter."

(Qur'an 25: 27-29)

In contrast, on that day, the believers will be given the glad tidings of admittance into heaven, along with those who were their righteous companions. Allah (ﷻ) also indicates,

"Close friends, that Day, will be enemies to each other, except for the righteous [to whom Allah will say:] O My servants, no fear will there be concerning you this Day, nor will you grieve — [you] who believed in Our verses and were Muslims. Enter Paradise, you and your kind [those like you], delighted." (Qur'an 43: 67-70)

Ibn Katheer, commenting on these verses, relates a story on the authority of ‘Ali ibn Abi Ṭâlib (㴷) which says:

Any friendship for other than Allah is turned into enmity, except what was in it for Allah the Mighty and Majestic: Two who are friends for Allah’s sake. One of them dies and is given good news that he will be granted paradise, so he remembered his friend and he supplicated for him, saying: O Allah, my friend used to command me to obey You and to obey Your Prophet (ﷺ) and used to command me to do good and to forbid me from doing evil. And he told me that I will meet You. O Allah, do not let him go astray after me, until you show him what you have just shown me, until You are satisfied with him, just like You are satisfied with me. So he is told: Had you known what is (written) for your friend, would you have laughed a lot and cried a little. Then his friend dies and their souls are gathered, and both are asked to express their opinions about each other. So each one of them says to his friend: You were the best brother, the best companion and the best friend. And when one of the two disbelieving friends dies, and he is given tidings of hellfire, he remembered his friend and he said:
O Allah, my friend used to order me to disobey You and disobey Your Prophet (ﷺ), and commanded me to do evil, and forbade me from doing good, and told me that I would not meet You. O Allah, do not guide him after me, until you show him what you have just shown me and until you are dissatisfied with him just like You are dissatisfied with me. Then the other disbelieving friend dies, and their souls are gathered, and both are asked to give their opinions about each other. So each one says to his friend: You were the worst brother, the worst companion and the worst friend.³

The benefits of mixing with the righteous are immense, and they will be even more obvious in the hereafter. It is from Allah’s blessings upon a child or youth who submits and turns to Allah in worship that s/he is given a brother or sister similar to him or her; thus they are able to encourage each other in their obedience to Allah and adherence to the Sunnah. Others who take a youth away from remembering Allah and from obeying Him and His Prophet (ﷺ), those who fail to remind him or her of his or her daily prayers and those who do not give him or her sincere advice in regard to his or her way of life, are actually foes and not friends.

From a young age, parents should expose their children to others who are righteous by taking them to the mosque, sending them to an Islamic school, and involving them in activities in the Muslim community. In these ways they will have opportunities to develop friendships based upon righteousness. They will also see other children and families worshipping Allah, which will strengthen their own desire to worship.

As parents assist their children in choosing righteous friends, it may be helpful to keep in mind the following questions:

1. Will they assist our child in achieving the purpose for which s/he was brought to life (that is, to worship of Allah) or will they take him or her away from it?

2. Will they desire for our child Allah’s pleasure or is that not their concern at all?

3. Will they lead our child closer to paradise or to the hellfire?

**Friendship based upon love of Allah**

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: «Whoever possesses the following three qualities will taste the sweetness of eemân: one to whom Allah and His Messenger become dearer than anything else, one who loves his brother (or sister) solely for Allah’s sake, and one who hates to revert to disbelief just as he hates to be thrown into the Fire.»

Friendship in Islam is based upon mutual love and respect. This is one of the ways through which a person may taste the sweetness of eemân. When a Muslim befriends and loves his or her brother or sister in Islam, s/he loves him or her for the sake of Allah. This means that his or her love for that brother or sister is connected to his or her love for Allah. S/he loves him or her and treats him or her in the manner that Allah has ordained. S/he loves him or her because they share a special bond that can never be broken, the bond of faith in Allah, the Creator of all humankind. It is a bond between hearts and minds that brings them close in a unique and special way; so much so that they are willing to sacrifice anything for each other knowing they will gain the pleasure of Allah in the process. Nothing between them is ever done for worldly gain or purpose.

The Messenger of Allah said: «On the Day of Judgment, Allah, the Most High, will announce: Where are those persons who love
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each other for the sake of My pleasure? This day I am going to shelter them in the shade provided by Me. Today there is no shade except My shade.» 5 Brothers and sisters in Islam who love each other for Allah’s sake will find His shade on the day when there will be no other shade. The rewards that Allah gives for this love are beyond our imagination and beyond what we are capable of earning. This emphasizes the importance of loving each other for the sake of Allah.

In another story: «A man went to visit a brother of his in another village. Allah sent an angel to wait for him on the road. When the man came along the angel asked him: Where are you headed? He replied: I am going to visit a brother of mine who lives in this village. The angel asked: Have you done him any favour (for which you are now seeking repayment)? He said: No, I just love him for the sake of Allah. The angel told him: I am a messenger to you from Allah, sent to tell you that He loves you as you love your brother for His sake.» 6 The significance of this cannot be overstated when we understand that our love for a brother or sister in Islam brings us Allah’s love.

At the level of eemân, to develop a friendship for Allah’s sake means to establish relationships of love and trust for His sake. This entails assistance, alliance, and loyalty. Loyalty for the sake of Allah really means to come to the assistance of those who are obedient to Him, even if it requires immense sacrifices. It requires us to ally ourselves for the sake of Allah, and it requires us to ally ourselves to Muslims wherever we find them. This brotherhood and sisterhood transcends all worldly barriers such as culture, race, language, and socioeconomic status. There is no better friendship than friendship for the sake of Allah.

5 Muslim
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Chapter 16
The Community Environment

And indeed this, your religion [Ummah]⁴ is one religion [Ummah], and I am your Lord, so fear Me.⁴

(Qur'an 23: 52)

A community is basically a group of people having common interests, goals, principles, and rights. The main element of sharing something in common defines a community. However, it goes beyond that, and for the Muslim community it is a much deeper experience. To be effective, a community needs to be organized, cohesive, cooperative, and active. A true Muslim community will have all of those things in addition to being the carrier of Islam, the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet (ﷺ). Allah (ﷺ) mentions,

And thus We have made you a median [just] community that you will be witnesses over the people and the Messenger will be a witness over you...

(Qur'an 2: 143)

As the standard bearers of Islam, we are examples for all people, and in particular, for the next generation. This is the responsibility of the community and it is a responsibility that needs to be taken seriously. When we fail to practice Islam or to bring up our children as Muslims, we not only harm ourselves and our family, but we also negatively impact the whole community.

⁴ Ummah: community or nation: usu. used to refer to the entire global community of Muslims
In relation to nurturing eemân and developing an Islamic personality, the youth learn values, morals, attitudes, and ideals not only from individual people, but they also acquire them from reference groups. These are social groups to which a person belongs and with which common aspects are shared. For a Muslim youth, the most important reference group should be the Muslim community. For that to happen, the Muslim community needs to be available. Youth need to be encouraged to participate and made to feel that they are important members of the community who have something to contribute. If these elements are not present, the youth will turn to other readily available options.

**Encourage a sense of belonging to the Muslim nation**

Children should be taught the importance of brotherhood and sisterhood between Muslims and a sense of belonging to the Muslim community. They should read and know about Muslims in other lands who are suffering and need our care and assistance. This hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ) should be in their minds: «You see the believers in their mutual love, kindness and compassion are like the human body, in that when one of its parts is in agony the entire body feels the pain, and experiences sleeplessness and fever.»\(^2\) As part of one body, we should feel joy when other Muslims are joyous and sadness when others are sad. Youth should be trained to do the best that they can to achieve the goals of the community and to develop solutions to the multitude of problems that face it. They need to understand that as responsible members of the community, these problems are not distant or remote, but rather their own concerns as well.
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\(^2\) Bukhari and Muslim
Practical suggestions for developing a sense of community

Children and youth should be taken to the mosque or to social gatherings on a regular basis where they have the opportunity to interact with other Muslim children. This is particularly true for families living in non-Muslim countries. Beginning around the age of six or seven, they can be taken to gatherings to sit with grown-ups. This will help to increase their understanding and wisdom. They will also naturally try to imitate adults, so appropriate adult role models should be provided. The Companions used to bring their children with them when they sat with the Prophet (ﷺ). For example, Mu‘âwiya ibn Qurrah narrated (from his father), that «The Prophet (ﷺ) used to sit with a group of his Companions. One man had his little son with him; he would bring him from behind and make him sit in front of him...»³ Young boys should be introduced to congregational prayer in the mosque — including funeral prayers. Eid prayers should be attended by the whole family, and special activities should be planned in the community on these occasions. The community should break the fast and celebrate the Eid together.

Programs and services need to be available for youth so that they obtain a sense of belonging. If no programs are available, they need to be developed to suit various age ranges and interests. This may include such things as religious study groups, Qur’an memorization, extra-curricular activities, sports activities, and so on. The main idea is to develop activities and an environment in which Muslim youth can interact and develop the bonds of community.

It is through these efforts that an environment of brotherhood and social responsibility will develop. Members of the community will support each other, help each other in need, and offer useful advice. This will add to the mutual love among the Muslims and enhance the eemân of each individual member of the community.
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³ A sound hadith narrated by An-Nasâ’ee
Conclusion

The beliefs that an individual carries with him or her throughout his or her lifetime are the most significant aspects of his or her existence, as they are the foundation for all else. They will influence his or her choices, behaviour, social interactions, emotions and ultimately his destined place in the hereafter. If a person was a disbeliever all of his or her life and then accepted Islam near the end of that life, s/he would be counted amongst the people of paradise (with the grace of Allah). If another person performed many good deeds during his or her lifetime but died a disbeliever, that person’s deeds would not benefit him or her in the least. These scenarios highlight the importance of belief in the Islamic framework.

It was for this reason that the Prophet taught his Companions the principles of aqeedah for 13 years before introducing the practical aspects of the religion. He wanted to ensure that firm eemân and commitment to Islam were built into their hearts, that they were prepared to face the challenges that lie ahead of them, and that they would be willing to defend Islam with their wealth and their lives. A sign of true faith is the willingness to give up everything in this worldly life for the sake of Allah and for Islamic principles and values.

As discussed in the preceding text, the Islamic belief system is built upon the pillars of eemân: belief in Allah, His angels, His prophets, His books, the Day of Judgment and the hereafter, and divine will and predestination. As Muslim parents, it is our duty to instil these beliefs in the hearts and minds of our children by connecting them in various ways to the pillars of faith throughout our daily lives and interactions. Their relationship with Allah should be the most important one in their lives and they should consistently be
aware that Allah is aware of their every thought, feeling and deed. This insight will give them the ability to discern right from wrong and to always choose that which is most pleasing to Allah. Lawful choices will be made regardless of the pressures, temptations, or sacrifices they may face.

We should continually recall that parenting is a serious responsibility. What we do and the choices we make will affect our children for the rest of their lives (in this world and the hereafter). We should provide the proper environment and nourishment that are required for eemân to mature and flourish. Then, inshâ’ Allâh, we can watch as our children grow to become obedient servants of Allah, develop Islamic personalities and identities, and represent Islam as it should be represented.

By Allah’s grace, you will reap the rewards of your efforts and hard work as you see your children blossom and flower. Your children will appreciate the gift that you have given to them, you will feel a sense of accomplishment, and the community will be strengthened and activated. The rewards waiting in the hereafter (inshâ’ Allâh) will be even greater.
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Glossary of Islamic terms

adhân

آذان

the call to prayer

alḥamdulillâh

الحمد لله

all praise is for Allah

Allah

الله

Islamic name for God in the Arabic language; term is singular, has no plural, nor is associated with masculine, feminine or neuter characteristics

Allâhu akbar

الله أكبر

Allah is the Greatest

‘aqeedah

عقيدة

belief system that is based upon a firm conviction in all the fundamentals of faith and of the oneness of Allah; firm creed that one’s heart is fixed upon without any wavering or doubt, and that excludes any supposition, doubt or suspicion

(pl. ‘aqâ’id)

as-salâmu

السلام عليكم

a greeting, which means ‘peace be with you’

‘alaykum

bismillâh

بسم الله

in the name of Allah

dinar (deenâr)

دينار

originally, a gold coin; a unit of currency

¹ The Arabic words are transliterated according to the conventions of the Transliteration Chart found in this book. If a word has become part of the English language (i.e. is found in a dictionary of Standard English), that spelling is used in this book and appears first in this Glossary, with the transliterated form in brackets after it.
dirham  

a silver coin; a unit of currency

Eid (‘eed)  

lit. festival; the two celebrations: one at the end of Ramadan and the other at the culmination of the Hajj

eemān  

faith; belief in all the six pillars of the creed of Islam

fiṭrah  

the natural inclination (of humans) instilled by Allah

Hadith (ḥadeeth)  

the collected sayings and actions of Prophet Muhammad, that with the Qur’an form the basis of Islamic law

hadith (ḥadeeth)  

a saying or action of Prophet Muhammad that was remembered and recorded by his Companions and followers

Hajj (ḥajj)  

the major pilgrimage to the Sacred Mosque, site of the Kaaba at Makkah, to be undertaken by every able Muslim once in his/her lifetime

hijab (ḥijâb)  

veil ordained by Allah for believing women

iḥsān  

goodness, perfection, excellence; to worship Allah as if you see Him, but even if you do not see Him you know that He sees you

inshā’ Allāh  

God willing
**isrâ’ and mi’râj**

الإسراء والمعراج

the night journey of the Prophet from Makkah to Jerusalem and then up to visit heaven

**Islam (Islâm)**

إسلام

peace attained through willing submission and obedience to Allah’s divine guidance; word for the religion as a whole

**Jibrel**

جبريل

the Arabic name for Gabriel, the archangel who transmitted the verses of the Qur’an and other communication from Allah to Prophet Muhammad

**jinn**

جُن

non-human, rational beings created by Allah, often referred to as ‘demons’

**Kaaba (Ka‘bah)**

الكعبة

the House of Allah in Makkah, originally built by Prophets Ibrâheem and Ismâ‘eel

**al-Lawh al-Mahfooðh**

اللوح المحفوظ

the Preserved Tablet in Heaven on which Allah’s words and decrees are written

**Laylat al-Qadr**

ليلة القدر

the ‘Night of Destiny’, ‘Night of Decree’ or ‘Night of Power’ in which the Qur’an was first revealed, and in commemoration of which Muslims are supposed to spend some nights of the month of Ramadan in prayer and supplication, seeking Allah’s forgiveness; Worship and other forms of good deeds performed on this night are rewarded as if one had been
performing them for a thousand months.

$mâshâ'$  
Allâh  

*lit.* [It is] what Allah wanted'; an expression of appreciation for something someone has done

*Munkar*  
and *Nakeer*  

two angels in charge of questioning the soul in the grave

Muslim  

*lit.* ‘one who submits’ (to Allah)

*qibla* (*qiblah*)  

the bearing from the Kaaba to any point on Earth; the direction that all Muslims must face in prayer

Ramadan  
(Ramaḍân)  

the ninth month in the Islamic calendar; the month of obligatory fasting or abstention from food, drink and sexual relations

ṣâheeh  

a grade of hadith: sound or authentic

ṣalât  

formal prayer: a combination of physical postures, recitation and supplication

seerah  

biography

sharia (shari‘ah)  

Islamic law derived from the Qur’ān and the Sunnah

shirk  

associating partners with Allah

soorah or soorat  

chapter of the Qur’ān

Sunnah  

the practice and collected sayings of Prophet Muhammad that together with
the Qur'an forms the basis of Islamic law

**taqwâ**

القوّی

fearful awareness of Allah; being mindful of Allah; pious dedication; being careful not to transgress the bounds set by Allah

**tasleem(ah)**

تسليم

the act of saying *as-salâmu ‘alaykum wa raḥmat Allâh* to end the prayer

**tawheed**

التوحید

the Oneness of Allah: that He alone deserves to be worshipped and that He has no partners

**Ummah**

آمة

community or nation: usu. used to refer to the entire global community of Muslims

**witr**

وئر

lit. an odd number: a single unit of superogatory prayer, to be prayed any time after the evening (‘ishâ’) prayer and before the call for the dawn prayer

**zakât (zakâh or zakât)**

زکاة

obligatory charity: an ‘alms tax’ on wealth payable by Muslims and to be distributed to other Muslims who qualify as recipients